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PREFACE

Computer magnetic tape is the prevalent mass storage Inediufh used by hldustry and
.r Government data processing organizations for both,direct and archival data storage'

_applications. A forecast -for the storage media insfalled base- in the -Federal\
Government predicts that the.Government inventory, will consist-of it -million.reels

, -

, .

cb
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The improper' care and handling : of these computer magnetic tapes and other
Magnetic media such as flexible disk cartridges;js the major, cau.4e .for serious-and .

costly media and data losies by a uqers. Tkas Special Publication has been written..
in response to this important problem. It. pres.ents a comprehensive set of car%and
handling guidelines sand recommendations whose purpoie is to assure the succe$sful
retrieval of the data which are stored on thete media. It considers 'data retrieval in
active areas such ,as data prOcessing centers and tape libraries, as well as' in .

long -term tape storage environments.
.r

This Special. PublicItion 'addreSses the infOrmiatiOn needs of the ADP installation
managers, the ope ting personnel and the technical staff.

The author gratefulliacknowledges- the'contributions of Candice E. Leatherman to 4

.the production of Hid Speci4.1 Publication. Her dedication, patience, secretarial
skills, and suggestions Were indispensable to the Writing of this document.
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CARE AND 'HANDLING OF
COMPUTER; MAGNETIC STORAGE MEDIA

,

Sidney B. Geller

.
This Special Publication deals With the physical/chemical preservation of
computer magnetic storage media--principally computer magnetic
tapes--and their' stored ,data, through the application'of proper care and
-handling methods under various condiVons. It ,emphasizes the media
handling methods and environmentt conditions -which should be
instituted during the course of ontrollable day-to -day and long -term
archilal storage activities. ',It also considers measures which can be
ini/iated during media transit and in the aftermath of catastrophic or
uncontrollable ,events. However, the publication does Pot address the
problem of Computer storage system security from, the viewpoint of data
theft or intentional data modification.

4
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Key words: Archival storage; care and handling;
certification/evaluation; computer tape, magnetic; clean rooms?
environmental effects; flexible disks; magnetic fields, effects of;
rehabilitation,' computer tape; scheduled maintenance, computer tape;
storage media, computer magnetic; rape management systems.

_
INTRODUCTION

Total computer installation security can be achieved only with a full, backup system
including hardWare, sdftware, and all storage media. Unfortunately the duplication
of a complete computer system at alternate sites is prohibitively expensive (and'.
unnecessary) for most organizations. In many' instances, the central processor, the
communications equipment, and the peripheral devices can tied replaced in fe wakeof a catastrophic. event. In (act, a security arrangement may consfrt of an
agreement for emergency back 6p operations with another organization's system.
However, the loss of, or the destruction of, vital data files and programs stored on
computer magnetic media such as tapes cap result in extremely senious and ciostly
recovery problems, if indeed such recovery is of all possible. Therefor% the
maintenance of.a secure media storage systeth is absolutely necessary and must be
given a high organizational priority [2],[3].

Typically, most orgailizations,, maintain their computer tape libraries in close
proximity to their data processing facility in order to achieve egicient /Ind rapid
access to their tapes with minimum temperature-humidity variations in transit. In
addition to the media stored in the tape library, duplicates of the critical tapes (and
disks) are often stored in off-site locations including commercial vaults.2 In
instances where increased security is desired for on-site media storage, special
heat, fire, and humidity resistant vaults and safes are employed. In some
organizations, large environmentally controlled, on-gite walk-in vaults are

'References to various.souces in the list or References will appear in brackets I- ]
within the text.
2Commercial storage facilities for computer magnetic media can often be located
through the Yellow pages of the telephone directory (see sec. 1.2-(33)).

"10
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'constructed which are both fire and intruSion resistant. The formal control of
personnel access to all of these locations is another important security factor which
should be considered in the initial design phase. _ t.
This Speckai,Publication qutlines recommendations for maintaining the security and
quality of computer magnetic media and the stored data in the following locations:,

. Active environments (ADP operational areas, testing and research areas).

. Storage environments (libraries and vaults; long -term archiVal,storage):

. In/transit. . t
There are variations in the care and handling methods for each area. For example,
media whose lifetime will consist of transits from an active tape library to the
operational data processing facility and return, are handled and selected differently
from media held in long-term archives. blaster (*vital tapes which are in transit
through uncontrolled environments are often packaged in specialized containers
which shield these media from the environment.

' .
.

This Special publication considers the care and 'handling actiVities for computer
. ., .,

storage media in the following categories:
i

(a) Computer storage media management which,is based upon recommended
V 'methods for the controllable, physical care and handling of the media and

their operatipg d storage environments. This 'category constitutes the
maj portion of his publication (see sec. 1.). It considers:

. Thelvproper physical and clean handling .of" the storage media by the ,.
personnel in the test laboratory, the tape library, the long-term
archives, and the computer installation: It outlines activities which
shOuld either be initiated or avoided by the operating personnel in order
to minimizer the physical/chemical deterioration of the media and to

°

maximize their potential for data recovery.

Environmental requirements which include the conditions under which
the medium is tested, "stored, and operated as well as those under which
the magnetic tape is transported. These condition§ include specified
tevperatures.and humidities, degrees of local cleanness, enclosures, as-
wdll as environments which are permeated by subtle energy types such as
electromagnetic fields. In most instances, these environmental factors
can be controlled through careful'site planning, construction, and system
maintenance.

.
. The recovery of damaged media and data. This activity is either a

reflection of the failure to achieve the maximum potential of the
preceding' categories. or the result of an uncontrollable system,
environmental, or media breakdovin.

(b) ontrolled and protective management of computer tapes through the use
Of special computer software programs such as Tape Management'Systems
r,(TMS) (see sec. 4.). These managenient systems interact pith the-operation
of the actual data processing systems whose storage media are being
protected. They control the flow of the Nia through the sYstem,

2



.perforin error logging functions,
maintenance scheduling..

(c), Scheduled maintenance of active and st ed cOmpute. inagnet tapes'tsee
sec. 34). This maintenance includes t.hele.1 emng, evaluating (orcertifying),
rehabilitatingand exercising of the rnedit according to specific critiria.
These criteria can be tracked throukh the use of reps which are deriv
from Tape Management ,Systems (TMS), from less complexrerrdr-lo
software systems, or thiciukh manual check-off procedureg.

( a as' , 4

(d) The long-term archiv,a1 care and handling of compuitre,mignetic tape s.
This is another major area'' in publiefttion -(see sec. 2.). A surveyl-
conducted for the National Archives and.'keconds Service in 197§ indicated
that Federal. agencies had approximately `219,090 reels which Contained
"informatiou of ong-term archival vallie. DI,' A 1982 estimate projected an .

annual growth r ,te of 7% to'15% tor magnetic, itipes and.4.25% to 40%.
annual growth rate for flexible disk cartridge Media: .

and assist 'required tape "t, .

There are a number of criteria which should be meT by a 'Medlin)) which is to :be

'maildata permanence, minimal maintenance, data cbsts, speed of access, machine
in long-term archival storage . Among these are information density,

independence, and media standardization. It was concluded ithat presently no
available magnetic storage medium meets a sufficient number of these criteria [4].
However, since no alternate medium exists at this time, t effective .dare and
handling of computer magnetic gape; Must be considered sin this is the prevalent
medium now used for long-term storage of summary and ackup data:, It is' of
interest to note that due to today's higher bit recortin densities, and .loWer.
cOmpuiet tape prices, the cost'per stored bit is appro mately.five orders of

,magnitude than the bit cost of 25 years ago. #
,

Although only the archival care of computer magnetic tapes- is 'discussed in this
publication; any complete analysis -of, archival factors , must also coriiiider the ,

preservation and security of the entire storage entity; this includes the lifetime of
the system, the information contents, and the,information codeii[5].

The" long-term archival, care-and-,handling Methods for computer tapes which 'tire'
described-in section 2. stem either from (a) results Which, were based on empiiibal
observations derived from large, diverse tape) sample populations, or from
(b) analytically and experiMentally based conclusions which were derived from small
sample populations.

There are differences of *Wan relative to the amount,of fOrmal scheduling which
is required for archival tape maintenance. For example, some ''organizations [6]
recommend*extensive long-term archival.c9mputhr tape care and litindling prkrains
which 'incorporate scheduled cleaning, eaCercising, and rechecking of most stored
tapes, as -well.aethe scheduled recopying of vital or master. tapes. Alternately, one

tiorganizaon with a large tape archive has adopted arr approach'in which`there is he
formally-scheduled archival tape maintenance program. Instead, the tapes are .

cleaned and-reread only,when data errors are encountered after they are recalled
from archives [7]. The advent of improved tape binder formulations and smoother
tape surfaces in recent years has probably reduced the risk inherent in this latter
approach because surface imoothing techniques have produced taties with highdr bit



density capabilities, less debrisAleading to longer life), and less read/write head
wear.

In addition, other organizations have instituted programs of scheduled archival care
and handling of their computer tapes. which is midway 'in complexity between the
two pieceding approaches. However, since there a no unified or analytic' discipline
available at present with which 'the care and handling effects on the long-term
properties of computer Inagnetictates can be-completely prediciedvit is presently
not [rssible to arrive at a final conclusion about a "best" method. for archival care.

.ApPen A discusses some of the underlying mechanisms which cause
ptiksical hemical deterioration of the media and the subsequent_ data losses. These
include:

gr

(a) Extreme values and variations in environmental temperatures and
humidities, and their resultant effects on coating hydrolysis, tape, surface
.abrasivity,-and tape pack pressures, and 4/ 4

(b) Improper tape winding processes and the resultant viscoelastic responses of
the-tape which lead: to tape pack damage.

The care and handling information in this document has been derived from:

. Multiple sources in the open, non-proprietary literature including industry
and Government publications and standards documents,

L
Personal communications and meetings with media specialists in industry
and Government who have been very informative and cooperative' with the
Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology (ICST) personnel over the
years. There is no divulgence of proprietary information in this pUblieation.

Extensive experience gained in the IQ T, Computer Storage Media
laboratory which has been engaged in experimental activities, and in the
measurement, calibratidn, and production of magnetic media standard
reference materials (SRM's) for more than a decade.

1
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1. Computer Magnetic Media Care and Handling Recommendations
,

Magnetic computer tapes and flexible disks consist of magnetic oxide particles_
dispersed in a suitable polymeric binder ,material that has been uniformly coated _
over the suffice of a flexible polyester, or equivalent base material. The prevalent
base substrate material is typically 'made of mylar (polyethylene teraphthalate)
which-is a stable non-magnetic material. The polymeric binder coating material isii
typically a. polyesterowethane elastOmer which contains the dispersion of gamma
ferric oxide (y -Fe203) 'magnetic particles as well as numerous chemical
constituents which give the final product its required characteristics such as
improved particle dispersion, tape flexibility, conductivity, and relative softness
which ensures intimate physical contact between the tape and the record/reproduce
transducer.

The retention of the magnetically recorded data is performed solely by the oxide
particles with the remaining constituents of the tape coating acting as a binder or
carrier for these particles. Any embedding of dEetts into the media surface, or any
distortion of the mylar base substrate materi or Ntrie coating or both, or any
breakdown or alteration of the chemical structure of the binder will result in a
mispositioning of the media during operation, or a direct loss or misalignment of the
coating or particles; this,causes a loss of data contents. Studies have shown that
other than those caused by unwanted magnetic fields, that there is almost,no loss of
data contents which does not stem from an alteration in some physical or chemical
property of the polymeric media components.. Fortunately, many conditiohs which
cause data losses through the physical and chemical deterioration of the media can
be controlled through the use of housekeeping techniques such as cleanliness
controls, temperature and humidity controls, regular media maintenance schedules,
and computer tape operator training. In addition, security measures/can be initiated
to prevent data losses die to magnec fields.

Improper handlinK is a common cause for both 'debris contamination and physical
damage to the reels and computer tapes. These damages inevitably lead to data
losseS and costly reconstruction' procedutes. Sections 1. ..and 2. present Methods
leading to the proper care and handling of computer magnetic tapes and flexible
disks and their, associated systems for use'by the managerial and operating persohnel
at a computer installation, tape library, or long-term archive.

Media system designs which simplify the required functions of the operating'
m. personnel can reduce the potential damage to the tapes. For example, the design of

the reel mounting hub mechanism on some types of tape transports encourages the
operators to set the tape reel onto the supply hub and snap it into position by
striking the outer flanges of the reel briskly; this causes tape edge and/or reel
flange damage. This damage cante circumvented through the use of a self-locking
hub mechanism on the drive which does not require physical mounting force, or by a
fully automatic self-loading, tape cartridge system which places a truly effective
barrier against the operators potential for inflicting media damage both through the
use of'of~ excessive force and through finger contact contamination pf the tape..
Serf-locking hubs and self-threading mechanisms which require iery little
finger-to-tape contact are now found on the newer high density tape drives.
Operators often attempt to speed 1115 their operations through the use ofAhort cuts.
For example, they will insert a missing write enable ring into the tape flange
without first demounting the tape from the drive. This often leads to tape damage

14
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in the form of creases on Ve- length of tape which has, been extracted from the
,vacuum column. .

InSfitllations have reported that a considerable amount of ,polper printer dust has
been found' on eorriputer tapes whose drives are located in the same general area as
the printers. The_effect Of .this paper dust on tapeavaild" driveS- is exacerbated,by
drives whose windows have been left 'Open intentionally by operators during tape

4 operations. Data processing installation managers are responsible for many Of these
problems, partickilarly when they do not insist upon the maintenance of proper and
clearrworleing e ,ondiionsancthabits.

The following are the princiPal causes for media damage and data losses on
computer, magnetic taPeP:

(1) Physical mishadling by operating personnel.
`- (2) Lack of pr'oper training fter media handling personnel.

(3) Poor on-site management.
(4) Failure to control temperature and/or humidity in operational or storage

areas.
(5) Contamination, debris, and cumulative wear products in the tape pack

caused by pooritape manufacturing control, operator mishandling, and by
defective tape transport components.,f,

(6) Misadjusted or misaligned. transports or other tape winding equipment
which cause improper tape tensioning and winding.

, (7) Lack of environmental cleanliness control and failure to adhere to proper
'clean operating practices.

(8) Subjecting the recorded media to close-in high intensity magnetic fields.
(9) Failure to properly select and pretest media for use in long-term storage.
(10) Failure to properly prepare and to ship media in proper containers.
(11) Failure to initiate protectivemeasures against catastrophic events such as

fire,and flood. 4
(12) Failure to provide a proper tape and System maintenance schedule.
(13) Failure to perform visual inspection of the tape, the tape reel flanges, and

hubs prior to; operation or storage.
(14) Recording the data on computer tapes using modulation methods which are
, very sensitive to media .dold-flow distortion with time in storage. For

example, storing tapes which have been recorded at 32 bpmm (800 bpi)
(N1ZI) has been found to sustain a high rate of data loss with time (see sec.
2.1.1-(4) anci4eferences [8] and [9]).

In addition to magnetic computer tapes and flexilile adisk cartridges, tire
recommendationsin section 1. are also applicatile to gther types of flexible
magnetic media such as cassettes, cartridges, and in many areas for magnetic stripe
plastic cards and rigid disks.

Si

Note: The mention of specific sources and manufactured is not to be consteued,as
an endorsement by the National Bureau of Standard of these items over other
available equivalen/ items. ,In most instances, the reader is directed to references
[2],[10],[11], and Llttj which contain listings of specific, manufacturing sources for
many of the items under discussiOn.

ly
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1.1 Descriptions of Recommendations in Section 13

Section Description

1.2 GQ,M puter Tape Physical Handling
Recomrn4pdations

.1.3 Clean Handling Reconimendations

1.4 Environmental Recommendations

I,.5 Transportdtion Recommendations

1.6 Effects of Extreme Environments
on Computer-Magnetic Media

1.7 Fire Recommendations

1.8 Water Recommendations

1'.9 effects of Magnetic Fields on
Recorded Magnetic Media

1.10 Expoi(;6-10 Fields and Devices
Recommendations

1.11 Questions and Answers. Relative
to the Effects of Magnetic
Fields on Recorded Media

Describes the controllable physical handling
activities which should b,e initiated during__
normal operations.

Describes the proper clean operational
nodes Which prevent media and systegn
contamination, and data losses.

Outlines the accepted
temperature-humidity environments for
computer tape operating, storage, and test
areas.

Outlines protective measures for computer
tapes in transit through unknoWn
environments.

Discusses the- results some experiments
with computer magnetic media which were
performed in hot and cold environments.

Outlines fire safety measures and some
possible recovery methods for tapes which
rave been subjected to an extremely hot
environment.

Outlines some water etafety measures and
some possible -recovery methods for tapes
which have been subjected to water
inundation or immersion.

Discusses the results of experiments with
magnetic fields and their potential for data
erasure.

Outlines the effects of a number of devices
such as airport metal detectors, and fields
such as x-ray, radar, and high voltages on
recorded magnetic media of various kinds.

A

Answers a series of questions which were
posed by the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB).

3See references [13] through [21]. In some cases, individual references will be Cited in
the text.

r '
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Section Description-

1.12 Magnetic Field Recommendations. Outlines measures and materials for
protecting computer magnetic media
'against data erasure by unwanted magnetic.
fields.

I ,

Discusses some problems .'which are -..
encountered in setting up a scheduled tape*

program. -

143 'Scheduled Computer Tape
olgairitenEince

1.14 Scheduled Qomputer Tape
Maintenance Recommendations

1.15 Flexible Disk &trtridges and
1.16 Flexible Disk Careiand Handling

Recom mendations

1.17 Computer Tape Transport Care

"'

- presents a compilation of illyserse
recommendations for scheduling the
cleaning, evaluation, and rehabifittion of

c7put'd

er magnetic tapes. It is offered as a
g e to decisions . by individual
organizations.

Outlines 'care and handling procedures for
fl xible disk cartridges, including those
in he office environment.

Pr sents some maintenance factors related
to ; he read/write heads, the tape path, and
tape dynainics.

1

Note: The original, customary units of measurement for all numeric values used 'in
this publication are either U.S. engineeri 'g units or centimeter grain second -
electromagnetic units (cgs-emul. Numeric v ues in the International System of Units
(SI) have been derived from these euseoma y units: The SI units may have been
rounded off and are therefore consistent with, but not exactly equal to, the customary
units. Either the SI or customary units of measurement may be referred to, but the
two measurement systems should not be intermixed or reconverted. Conversions fAm
customary unitsA0 SI units have been performed according to IEEE Standard 268-1979,
IEEE Standard Metric Practice.

17



1.2 Computer Tape Physical
Handling Recommendations

(1) Handle and lift a tape reel by its (a)
hub, with minimum flange contact.
or pressure; the hub is the .
strongest reel member, ".

- .

(c)

(2) Never make direct contact with (a)
the tape througha window or
aperture in the reel flange.
When loading tape in a manual
threading system, place a finger (b)
into the indentation in the raised
molded disk on the side of the
flange in orderi to rotate the reel.

(3) Never strike the reel flanges as a (a)
means of securing and mounting
the tape onto a transport hub. (b)

(4) Write enable rings should be
removed from all recorded
computer tapes which are placed
into libraries or atchives.

(5) Always completely demount a tape (a)
before replacing a missing write
enable ring:

Remarks

Tape canisters are designed to ,

support the tape reel by its-hub
while wrap-arounds firmly support
the tape reel by its: flapge.s, without
sidew.a1,1 Oresgure. -
poor Winding can produce irregularities
in t e tape pack4 in the form of
indi "dually protruding tape layers.
Thi laces these layers in danger of
phjsical (edge track) damage due to
flange contact pressure during handling.
Some installation managers have noted
that tape edge damage is the prevalent
cause for taeeolata losses followed by
debris contamination.' That is, careless
handlipg and misadjusted drives are two
principal causes for tape failure.

There i's a high potential for causing
edge track damage through direct
finger pressure on the tape (see sec.
1.2-(1)(b)).
Self-threading tape systems eliminate
this potential form of tape damage. ,

IC

Apply- most mounting pressure directly
on the reel hub.
A self-latching transp6rt hid). which
requires' minimum tape mounting
pressure is a good means

mounting
reducing

edge damage potential:

This prevents the destruction of the
recorded data by inadvertent over-
writing.
Some Tape Management Systems do not
require this removal (see sec. 4.2).

A length of tape which remains in a
Ottpuum colunr can be creased if the
tape is not completely rewound and
removed from the transport before
replacing its write enable ring.

4The tape pack is the cylinder which is formed by the tape after it is wound around the
reel hub.

4'.
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MM.

1,2 Compute! 'gape Physical
Handling Recommendations"-

(6) 1. Make certain that The tape is
correctly threaded before
activating transport.

(7) ,Make eltairr that the tapes are
mounkd bOrrectly.and evenly 'on
the transport hub before
continuing with the loading

P'operation. .

(8) ClOse and secure transport. doors
,..arid Windows when the tape is in

"motion.

,!.
(9) Tape operators should be

institeted to report signs of a
sudden increase in transport
debris foiination (see sec. 1.17).

Reinarks
a .7

(a) Improper threagng can cause folding
*id creasing of the tape upon
acceration.

(a) Improper, tape mounting cal tause
eccehtric reel rotation Which reSults.
in poor tape guidance, edge track
damage, and tape cieaking:

(a) krnpr1 operly closed (sealed) doors in the
vicinity of transport vacuum coluans

'!" can result in loadinig and running V
diffieultie.s.'

) , ElectrOstatic fields prodliCed bylthe
running tape ifill attract dust onto the
tape surface through open transport
windows (see sec. 1.10-(11)).

a

Excessive debris can be caused by a
misaligned, burred, scored, or defective
component in the tape path. This may
result in abrasion damage to tape
surfaces and edges as they are run over
these components which incInde guides,
capstans, headS, etc.,. Immediately A.

rePort,locate,replace, or correct
alignment of defective part.
The onset of excessive debris will
usually be accompanied by an increase
,irrdatai,error rates. '

) The increaseln debris may be caused by
a tape with a faulty coating. Clean the
entire tape path and try a known good
taper. If the tape is faulty, recopy it
'immediately onto a new tape.

(0). See table 1. in section 1.3 which
, describes transport cleaning materials.

,(10) Do not mount a tape with a (a)-'
damaged (i.e., bent, chipped,

etc.) flange or hub. If 'i
reel has been dropped, cheek it .(b)

:;sarefully for damage and perform
"(land (b) if necessary. (o)

6 L

10

Jib a sloW speed-wind-rewind onto a
new -reel which.has been checked for
cleanliness and physical condition.
Make certain that anew, proper tape
label* affixed to the new reel.
Read 'tape; particularly check edge,
tracki. Recopy tape if there is edge
trEickdamage (see secs' 1.27(23) and

19
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1.2 Computer Tape Physical
Handling Recommendations

(11) Investigate and correct the causes (aY
for improperly wound tapes which
appear when run on &particular
>transport._ Stop; the transport
immediately, if the tape pack is (b).

. :'winding conically . and is-beginning = :
to jam against a reel flarike t
Rewind the tape at once and check
it for damage (see sec.'1.2(21)).

(12) Avoid splicing a broken computer
magnetic tape unless it is
necessary in order to recover
information in the split region.

(170);"- Secure the tape leader with a
sponge rubber grommet or vinyl

4 strip bethre replacing it in its
canister or wrap-around.

(14) Avoid high speed rewind on any
tape which is scheduled to be
stored in an inactive status for
any period of time.

(c)

2
(a)

S.

Remarks

Poor winding may be caused by
misaligned or worn guides or machine
*biding tension it todlow see secs. -
1 2-(7) and 1.17). .
This improper winding tension can

.

result in'bbothitape-foldomers upon. ,
acceleration of deceleration tcinci?ing),
and in irregullit tape ediel which,result
in a rough tapepack.
If the rough appearing pack has been /
caused by the original tape slitting
process, replace it immediately. .A
poorly slit tape will usually produce
deOris at a high rate.

After data recovery or recopying,
either discard, or 'out the tape so as to
remove the spliced region, Retain'
those lengths which are deemed to be ,
applicable for continued use.

(b) Apply BOT-E0T5 reflective markert as
required on the useful segments.

(c) Check and update the reel, libel.

(a) This also applies to self-loading tape
cartridges which are being shipped or
going into long-term storage. Make a
notation on the reel that the grommet
or strip must be removed before
mounting the self-loading cartridge on
the drive after litorage or shipping.

(a) High speed rewind 'tends to produce
uneven tensions and looser packs with
a greater' tendency if or producing
protruding layers. These looser packs
are susceptible to edge damage and
cinching under acceleration or
deceleration. One causal mechanism is
the lower layer-to-layer winding,
pressures which are caused by air
entrapment during high speed winding.
Tests have shown that interlayer
trapped air in instrumentation tapes
Oan be eliminated through the use of a
packing roller which permits tight ti;pe
packing_even at high winding-
speec 1221.

5se list of symbols and abbreviations in section 9.

11
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1.2 Computer tape Physical
Handling Recommendations

\

Do not place any, permanent
magnet or ot4er source.of
magnetic (ieldlinto direct contact
with a recorded reel of magnetic
tape [13].

(10 Return all tapes to the library or
archives as soon as possible after
the completion of their run.

(17) Don't store or leave magnetic ,
tapes mounted on tape transports
which are turned off Or are out of
use.

(18) Never stack the computer tapes
horizontally, always store them in
a vertical (on edge) position..
Never stand a tape vertically
directly on its flanges; it must
be enclosed in a canister or hung
in a wrap-around.

Remarks

(b) Slow speed rewind4an also-lam
performed on a, tape cleaner with good

4-,-r.wind-rewind and tensioning
characteristics.

(a) See sections 1.11 and 1.12 for a
detailed discussion of this 'problem: s

_The effects of many-different types of
, energy fields and equipment's such as

x-ray, radar, nuclear, pressure,
temperature, airport metal detectors, 4,

4'etc:, are discussed in sections 1.9 and
1.10. Keep all permanent magnets at
least 76 mm (3.0 in) away from
recorded tapes.

(a) This enhances orderly bookpeping
procedures and diminishesithe potential.
for the misplacement or the loss of
tapes.

(b) This also minimizes the potential for
adverse environmental effects on the
media.

(a) Tliis can cause tape misplacement or
loss,, and there is potential for
damaging the tapes when.the transport
is, reactivated.

(a)' Horizontally stacked tapes can put
pressure on the edge tracks of

'',14orotruding layers.
(b) 'Ilse small mobile carts with vertical

tape slot accommodations to'both hold
T and transport tapes between the library

and computer center.
(c) Horizontally stored tape packs can 4

begin to separate if they were wound
under a low tension.

(19) Each tape should be properly (a)
labeled either with an adhesive
lab,e1 or a record card holder in

,-r itsl'ront flange.

12

;
These labels should be applied before
the write ,pass and should have the ,`'
following (optional) type of
information:
. Date of write pass.
. Serial and file number (also entered

in a tape history log book)
Recording density and mode.

. Current-contents.

21'



1.2 Computer Take Physical
Handling Recommendations

of

awl

(20) New tapes should be given a full
length, slow speed wind-rewind
pass before the first use.

*(21) Each reel of tape should be
inspected visually before use,
particularly if it is being assigned
to long-term archival service.
Also inspect for thcapplicable
conditions in section 3.3.2.

O

Remar kg

. Current condition.

. Manufacturer identification.
(b) There are specialized labels which will

assist with an organiked tape cleaning
and evaluation program: These labels,
in additionto most of the iterhs in (a)
above; have boxes for checking off each
time the tape is use land cleaned, slate
of first use, and disPosition of tape
after evaluation.

(c) Alsd see section 4.1or labeling
conditions when some Tape
Management Systems (TMS) are used.

(a)

(b)

Make certain that the transport is
adjusted for proper winding tension.
Alternately, it is recommended that
this first,pass be performed on a tape
cleaner (see sec. 3.2.1).

Inspect the ,tape pack, and reel fors
(a) Folded over tape layers: his is called

cinching and can be caused by low
or irregular winding tension regions in
the tape pack which slip upon tape
acceleration and deceleration.

(b) Curled or wavy irregular tape edges:
this edge distortion or damage can be
caused by a stretched tape edge or a
long scratch along the edge.

(c) A non-circular tape pack shape: this is
referred to as buckling orVoking. -

Buckling results in a non-symmetrical
tape pack; spoking results in a .

polygon-shaped pack. Both shapes can
be caused by a loose pack which is
sometimes due to temperature induced
hub contraction, or to low tape: winding
tensions. The hub contraction effect
can be minimized by using hub material

ro such as aluminum whose-thermal
coefficient of expansion iisimilar to
that of the tape pack material- itself
(see sec. 7.4).

(d) Scattered tape windings with protruding
tape layers: this can be caused by
poorly slit tapes or by, Inisadjusted or

'poorly designed, tape transport
mechanisms; it also results from high
speed rewind operations.

22



.1.2 Computer Tape Physical
Handling Recommendations

A

Remarks°

(e) Cupped tape: this is a tape which is not
flat transversely from edge-to-edge.
Cupping can be caused by different
hygroscopic and thermal coefficients of
expansion between the coating and the
base"materials.

(f) An elevated bump or ridge on the
outermost surface of the tape pack as
observed between the flanges of a
vertically oriented reel of Pape: this
can be caused by a longitudinal scratch
along a long length of the tape surface.
The scratch is Usually paused by a burr .

on a guide or head surface.
kg) Blocked tape: this is layer-to-layer

adhesion which is caused by long term
storage it the tape in an extreme
temperature environment. Blocking
can cause 4elamination or tape coating
pull off..Blocking will manifest itself
in the form of erratic tape motion and
gross errors in the delaminated regions
(see sec. 3.1).

. (h). Loose debris: this may consist of
coating particles or shreds of edge
slittings. This is usually due to
defective bindersipoor manufacturing
control or inspection methods, and to
defective or burred 'components in the
tape

(i) Untisual tape discolorations caused by
changes or deterioration in the binder
chemistry.

(j) Cracked, chipped, bent, split, warped,
or otherwise mechanically defective

,.reels. ,

(k) Distortion defects such as cinching,
spoldng, and scattered windings without
permanent damage, can sometimes be
corrected by several full length, slow
speed winding-rewinding cycles,
followed by relaxation in the proper .
T-H environment for approximately 24
hours. In more difficult cases,
particularly for recordedtapes with
valuable data, perforM the suggested
operations in section 1.2-(23). In the
case of ridged, blocked, scratched, or
discolored tapes: recorded tapes should
be recopied if possible and unrecorded

j4



14 Computer Tape Physical
Handling Recommendations

111,, (22) Never place a recorded tape into
long term storage "Thigh gas hot
beeLgiven a full length, slow'
speed; wind-rewind pass prior to
storage. Make sure that the drive.

111P4 is adjusted to produce proper
winding tensions and smooth.tape
packs.

%

`Remarks

tapes should be discarded or stripped.6
Contaminated tapes can be cleaned,
rewound, and relaxed before using; if .

the tapes are new,"contact the vendor
and request replacement tapes..

(a) It has been fotind that tapes which
Ihaiie not been run over their full length
(tolue to file positioning) will be,prone
th cinching when accelerated or
decelerated after storage. This is
caused by the tension differentialt'
which develop in the wound tape pack
due to thepartial passes over the file
areas.

(b)

(23) Immediately check and recopy any. (a)
recorded tape which appears
physically or chemically damaged
(i.e., creased, cinched, distorted
edges, skewed, discolored, etc.). (b)

Normal winding tension prior to storage
is generally given as 1.7 N (6 cizf) to
2.2 N (8 oaf). Excessive tension causes
tape stretching and curvature while
very low tension causes winding
separation and tape folding (cinching).
These deleterious effect become
apparent on the initial ns after
long-term storage. .

Although complete recopying may be
difficult, it is mandatory to attempt
to read. the tape as soon as possible
after the defect is noted.
In difficult data recovery 'cases in
which backup tape data does not exist,
the followin may be attempted:
(1) Relax a for 24 hours in the

operating en, ronment after
winding and rewinding it over its
full length several times at slow
speeds.

(2) Try to recopy the data onto new
reels. If unsuccessful:
. Try adjusting the system

electronics to improve the
reproduced signal leyels
(readjust back to normal after
completion).
Try to read on different
computer tape, transports.
;n some cases, balky tapes can
be read successfullyin reverse.

.

6Stripping is thg process of excising the defective portion of a tape (usually the initial

15
footage).

I
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1.2 Computer Tape Physical
Handling Recommendations

t

(24). As a rule, avoid the application
of external pressure against the
physical tape-head-interface as a
means for recovering data
through improved head-to-tape
contact.

(a)

(b)

25) Degauss (i.e., demagnetize) the (a)
read/write heads and other
magnetizable metal components
such as rollers, capstans, and
guides on a scheduled basis.

(26) Initiate an operator training (a)
program.7

(27) Make certain that there is at (a)
least one persoron-site who is
responsible for the activities of
the operators and for adherence
to all of the recommended (b)
principles in section 1.

Remarks

. If tape cjzvature is causing read
skew error, try 10-15 full
straightening pailes on the tape
drive to reduce curvature before
reading again.

(3) Iflhe data is sufficiently valuable,
try the following item (24) only

, over the defective portion of the
tape as'it is being read. This may
be useful for a cupped, cindhed, or
edge distorted tape.

Excessive external pressure increases
tape and head wear as well as the
production of debris. However, this .

prOcess may beo-attem,pted sparingly if
the data is deemed to be of sufficient
value. Application of this pressure
when the tape is in a constant4ketry
mode over a small area can result in
the serious shedding of tape cdating..
A clean, soft, non-shedding material
wrapped on a slender rod is
recommended, rather than direct finger
pressure which may produce
unnecessary contaminants in the
system.

See Magnetic Field Recommendations
section 1.12.,(5).

Extracts from this and other referenced
publicatilms may be a useful source of
training information.

This individual should be technically
oriented and'should have the backing of
upper management for any personnel
decisions that are made.
This individual shoUld be capable of
anal5lirig the causes for media
problems and initiating immediate

7This inehdei training for computer tapelibrEularis who also handle the media On a
"daily basis. Thate are computer librarian.development wotkshops,which offer:
appropriate courses for these personnel:

.



1.2. Computer Tape Physical
Handling Recommendations

(28) (Optional) Monitor the conditi7k
. hof the tape library or archive by

installing colitrol tapes into
storage alting with the regular
tapes. This will a.ssist with the

_detection. Of data and/or media
deterioration whiph has been
caused by the losg of system 'or
media qualityor environmental
controls (see sec. 2.1.2-(3)).

Remarks.
,

corrective action. This person sh
maintaina scheduletor inspecti

-cleankng, repair, end replacement of
system components as required.' ,

(a) These contiol tapes,should be recorded
with a te.st:signal at the same density
and on the 'same system as the stored
tapes. They should then be inspected
on a scheduled basis for physical
condition and data errors.

(b) The number and type of control_ tapes
are based on:,
. The size and the importance of the

files and records.
The numtir of stored.tapes
emanating from individual
manufacturing sources.

. The ItnoWn historyof particular tapes
in storage. .

Note: It is suggested by some sources that
testing a 3% random sample drawnyfrom
large fildis'a good_ statistical inclicatOr of
the condition of the total file. (See sec.

' 2.1.2-(4)(d).)

(29) (Optional) Institute diagnostic (a)
programs such as peripheral test
sequences. .

(30) (Optional) Initiate a scheduled (a)tape maintenance program.

(31) (Optional) Initiate error logging
software programs which provide
an analysis of the tape errors.

32) (Optional) Inititute a Tape.
:Management System (TMS).

(a)

These prOgrams assist the technical
'personnel with a means for .determining
the source of media problems in the
computer system.

A.

See section 3.

A

In lieu of .off.,line evaluation of tapes
;(see sec. 3.2:3), these errologgifig:
Softivare: programs Permit tapes to,be
evaluated on the actual system priorto
or during their application: Foit
example, one such program, gives (see
sec. 4.4): .

L ocation of tape errors.: t
. Length of tape errors.
. Total retries pir tape.
. Which tape should be cleaned,

discarded, or stripped:

*(a) These softwaresystems encompass
numerous functions beyond those ittA,'
item (31) above (see see: 41



1.2 Computer Tape Physical
° Handling Recommendatidns, . A

Remarks

,(33) (Optionaalf necessary, qse.a
commercial-tape repository for
storingiroportant-badkup .

tapes.

(a) Before using any repository, request
the following information:
. The temperature and 'hUmidity ranges

which are maintained in the storage .

, areas. (see sec. 1.4).
The level of Cleanneas and how it is
Achieved and maintained (tee sees.
1:3 and 5,:)..,

. Is there itiVe

ter, and magnetic field
.-. Are there

air pressure?

The fire, w
security measures (see secs. 1.7, 1.8,
and 1.12).

. Are There individual tape vaults or -,4
u

safes available for additional security
within therepository (see sees. 1.7
and 1.12)?

itThe accessibility of the stored tapes
bs.unauthorized personnel, including
other subscribers to repository space.
Does each subscriber have separately
becUre areas?

. What are the security screening
measures for persons entering the
repository area?

. Are the stored tapes accessible upon
demand? ;

. Is there a 24 hour guard system?
Electronic, human, or both ?;

,
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1.3 Clean Rim fling Reeommesidations8

(1) Minimize finger contact with
computer magnetic tapes.

(2) Keep hands clean in .order to
retluce normal skin oils. The use
of lint-free (nylon gloves) is
highly recommended.

(J)

Remarks

(a) Fingers are a source of tape
contamination. Fingerprints on either
surface of the tape will eventually
cause contamination of both sides.

(a) Oils will trap dust and other
' environmental contaminants such as

lint onto the tape surface; these
eventually.produee tape errors (See see.
3.1).

Never-allow the end of the tape to (a)
touch an unclean surface such as
the floor.

Never smoke, eat, or driniqn the (a)
.computer room or the tape-library.

(5) Do not bring dirty or dust covered (a)
objects or equipment into the
computer room or tape library.

(6) Do not remove the computer tape (a)
from its canister or wrap-mound
until it is ready to be mounted
on the transport. Do not use wrap
arounds with reels, that have open
apertures (windows) in their flanges
particularly for long -term' storage.

0",'

This will contaminate the tape and
spread the dirt onto transport guide
components and the readiwrite heads.

Interestingly, a speck of dust on the
tape which is only 12.5pm (500pin) in
diameter can cause a 70% loss of signal
level at 32 bpmm (800 bpi). Assigning a
smoking area anywhere in a computer
room containing tape drives is bad
policy, sinemaape in motion produces
electrostatWields which will attract
airborne smoke particles. The
detrimental effects of eating and
drinking in the computer room are
self-evident.

As a basic rule, do not perform any
operation which produces or spreads
debris in the vicinity of the tapes.

The canister and wrap-around can be
made to provide the cleanest
environment that the tapes will
experience at any time during their
normal lifetime. Open windows or
apertures in the flanges circumvent the
effective dirt sealing effect of the
wrap-arounds. Keep canisters closed
after removing or replacing the tape.

and*-1Also see section 5. for a comprehensive discussion of clean room it ds, types,
and operational guidelines.
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TABLE I. CANDIDATE CLEANING SOLVENTS-
t.

CLEANING SOLVENT CHARACTERIST CS

(a) Does not advers affect
polycattonates, lasties, or neoprene.

(b) Cuts oil and grease.

(c) Has fastest rate of evaporation of
the cleaners surveyed.

I. Freoh TG

2.: Xylene

3. Isopropyl Alcohol

Methyl Alcohol (Methanol)

Nortliflarnmable, low toxicity.

(a) Daniages polycarbonates and
acrylics; doesn't harm neoprene.

(b) Cuts grease and oil very well.

(c) Slow evaporatio rate.

(d) Extremely flitinmabLe and highly
toxic.

(a) Doeift harm^ polycarbonates,
acrylics, or neoprene.

(b) Has limited capability to cut oil and
grease.

(c) Slow evaporation rate. -'

(d) Flammable.

(a) Doesn't harm polyearbonates,
?acrylics, or neoprene.

(b) Limited capability to cut grease and
oil.

(c) Fast evaporation rate.

(d) Flammable.

Warr: Solvents should not come in contact with the tape because, among other
thing's, they may soften the coating and cause shedding. (Table courtesy reference
[15].)
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1.3 Clean Handling Recommendations

(7) Always replace the computer
tape into canisters or
wrap-arounds immediately after
they are demoUnted from the
transports. If possible, seal
tapes in polyethylene bags
particularly prior to shipping or
long-"term tape storage (see sec:
2.1.143)).

(8)' Always inspect empty reels,
canisters, and wraparounds,
foe;. cleanliness before using them
with a computer tape; clean if
necessary.

(9) Do not place or store computer. (a)
tapes on the top of a transport
since this exposes them to heat and
dpst from the blowers; this also
atfecti the cooling of the unit.
Also, don't store a tape in direct
sunlight.

Remarks

(a) Note that the polyethylene bags'
prevent the loss of coating lubricants

,through evapotation. 'This not only
assures tape cleanliness but also
provides for physical security of the .

tape reels

(a) See section1.3-(6).

(10) Use reel identification labels
with adhesive backings 'which do
not leave a residue and can be
removed easily. Never erase a
labelreplace it.

(11) Never use graphite pencils or
water soluble felt tip pens on
labels.

(a)

(a)

(12) Check transport for debris (a)
regularly. Clean tape transport
components such as guides,
vacuum chambers, capstans, and
read/write heads regularly ;Ind
frequently; clean heads typically
after each eight ten tape
mountings and the entire system (b)
once per shift. Clean with
lint-free pads and perthit parts
to dry thoroughly before mounting
the next tape.

The effects of temperature and
humidity on a reel of tape are discussed
in section 7. Large variations in
temperature can produce considerable
changes in reel and hub pressure; t
can result in serious tape pack dam
High humidity can cause coating
deterioration due to hydrolysis. (See
secs. 2.2.1 and 7.1.)

Seesection 1.3-(5).

Graphite pencils produce. debris and the .

reel identification markings written
with water soluble pens can be lost in
Case of water damage. 'In fact, avoid
erasable marking de/ices.

This reduces the spread of tape debris
products and self-contamination.
The reEiNwrite heads will both collect
and act as reservoirs fortape debris
which eventua/ly,Willbe periiiLulently
redeposited and fused into, the tape
surfice (see sec. 3.1).
Table 1. is a guide. to transport
cleaning chemicals.. The cleaning of ,

both equipment.and- tape should be a
formal task which' is specifically
assigned and scheduled and not
performed randomly (see sec. 1.2-(27)).
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1.3 Clean Handling Recommendations

(13) In operational facilities with (a)
with positive air pressure, always
place the operating tape drives
into high pressure locations, and
debris producing equipment into
low pressure areas.

(14) Unpack or store the minimum (a)
amount of required paper stock,
cardboard, or other shedding
materials in the computer room..
Also, store these items in the
low pressure area of the room.

(15) Store tapes which are waiting to
be mounted or returned to the
library or archives in the high
pressure area of the computer
room.

(16) Do not store tapes close to the
floor.

(17) Wear lint-free smocks or overalls
made of materials stleh as nylon.

Do not wax floors or use steel
wool pads on a buffer machine.

(a)

(b)

Remarks

Do not run.tapes on equipment which
have not been cleaned as indicated;
clean immediately if excess debris is
tound (see sec. 1.17).

Moving the printers, readers, card
punches, and other debris sources
downstream from the operating tape
transports reduces tape contamination.
It also places the drives upstream from
any external dirt sources which may
attempt to infiltrate the operating
area.

These items tend to shed debris (see
sec. 1.3-(13)).

Do this particularly if there are
high levels of paper dust In the
installation!

l Always store, these tapes in a ,vertical
position (see see. 1.2-(18)). Horizontal
positioning increases the dontamination
of the tape by airborne particles,
particUlarly if, there are opedreel
flange windows.

(a) See section 1.3-(5).

(a) It has been noted that personnel in
computer installations which formally
institute clean modes of operation will
tend to perform higher quality work and
display more pride in their job and
organization (see sec. 5.).

(a) The wax is .abraded by normal foot
traffic and produces debris.
Steel wool particles can cause
considerable damage in a computer
environment.
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1.3 Clean Handling Recommendations

(19) Exhaust, vacuum cleaners into
special wall receptacles or put of
the computer area Do not, use
dry mops, dusters, or brush% for
cleaning. Damp mopping is
recommended. t

(20) The shelves, floors, equipment
tops, and any other surfaces
which are capable of holding dust
should be cleaned periodically.

21) Clean the dust off of the reel Xa)
'....kflanges before removing the

Wrap-aromds especially after
long-term storage.

Remarks

(a) There are specialized, portable dual
'filtration vacuum cleaners which are
elaimedito permit the exhaustion of ,
only 1.leanest possible air within the
computer room [12]. Filtration
equipment in the air conditioning units
also assists with airborne dust removal
(see sec. 5.).

(22)= Keep tape tiansport windows (a)
closed while operating.

(23) See section 5. for a listing of (a)
clean room standards and
cleanliness guidelines for various
types of clean rooms.

1 J;..1
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This is a disadvantage of the wrap-
around as compared to the fully
enclosed canister, although the
narrower size of a wrap-around offers a
space advantage.

Open windows permit dust to enter the'
tape path; this is particularly enhanced
by electrostatic forces created by the
moving tape (see sec. 1.10-(11)).

These include:
. General guidelines for all types

of clean rooms and clean work
stations. See section '5.3.
Guidelines for nonlaminir airflow
clean rooms and clean work stations.
See section 5.4.
Guidelines -for laminar airflow dean
rooms and 'clean work stations. See
section 5.5.



_

1.4 Environmental Recommendations

(1) Maintain the operating; storage, (a)
and test areas for computer,
magnetic tapes at the following
recommended temperatures,

ffrelative humiditieslqnd maximum
wet bulb temperatures. These
conditions were tabulated from' (b)
company specifications, and I

national, and international
standards organization documents.
The values in items (1)(a), (1)(b),
and (IXc) appeared in the
majority of sources:

I.

(2) An alternate experimentally
derived storage T-H
recommendation has been
presented in the small sample
case study for long-term storage
as follows (see sec. 2.2.1):

(3) The maintenance of a constant
T-H environment within the given
specification is extremely
important. Temperature and
-humidity cycling cause large,
deleterious stresses in the reel
of tape.

(c)

arks

Operating Areas (Recorded Tapes):
. Temperature range: 16°C-320C
(600E-900F)

. Relative Humidity Range: 2090-80%

. Maximum. Wet Bulb Temperature: .26 °C

St(o7r8LeF) Areas (Recorded Tapes):
Temperature4bange: 50C-320C
(40°F-900F)
Relative Humidity Range: 20%-80%

. Maxithum Wet Bulb Temperature: 26 °C
(.780F),

(Unrecorded 'fines)
. Temperature.range: 50C-480C

(400E-12001)
. Relative Humidity Range: 20%280%

Maximum Wet Bulb Temperature: 26 °C

Test Areas:
. Temperature range: 210C-25°C

(700E-77°F)
. Relative Humidity Range: 40%-60%
Note: Test the tapes after a 24 hour
conditioning period in the test facility.

(a) Storage Area (Recorded Tapes):
. Temperature range: 170C-200C

(620E-680F)
. Relative Humidity Range: 35 % -45 %'

(b) Optimum Recommended Storage Vault
Values:
. Temperature: 18°C (65 °F)
. Relative Humidity: 40%
Note: See sections 2.1 and 2.2 which deal
with long term storage activities in
detail.

(a) Damaging stresses in the tape pack can
be produced by large T-H variations
even if they remain almost within the
specified rangea. For example, tape
problems can occur if stored tapes are
subjected for a long period of time in
an environment in which t)le temperature
cycles between 12.80C (550F) and 35 °C
(95 °F) or the humidity cycles between
10% and 50% [61 Excessive temperature
and humidity, conditions can also cause
tape layer-to-layer kdhesion,(blocking)
even if they are maintained constant.
Extremely dry environments can cause

,
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1.4 EnvironMental Recommendations

(4) Do not produce heat or water (a)
vapor in the computer room -1
operating area or tape library
by using hot water heaters in
these locations. Use an external,
area for these cooking purpoies.

(5) The coatings on tapes which have (a)
been subjected to very high
humidities can breakdown and
become gummy, due to hydrolysis.

Remarks

layer-to-layer adhesion due to static
buildup. Torn windings in the middle of a
pack is a sure sign that the tape has been
subjected to an extreme environment.

:This activity can affect the temperature
and humidity in these areas. As
previously noted, T-H variations are a
principal cause of tape problems.

This coating deterioration can be
reversed by storing the tapes in a cool
and dry environment for an extended
period of time (see secs., 2.2.1, 7.1, and
fig. 3.).

IPA)
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'1.5 Transportat R Recommendations'

(1) The following are the
recommended T-H ranges for
tapes during transit.

There are a number of potential
hazards which can be encountered
during the transportation of
computer tapes.

(2)

(3) Therevire preventative measures
whictrl.educe .the shipping
hazards.9

Remarks

(a) Temper:ture range: 40C-320C
(400E-900F)
Relative humidity range: 20%-80%

These hazards include:
(a) Dirt and water damage. .

(b) Impact and vibration damage which

(c1
can loosen the tape pack.

(cA. Extreme and uncontrolled temperatureS
and hUmidities. These are difficult to.
control in ,transit. Procedures given in
section 1.5-(4) should be followed upon
receipt.

(d) Stray magnetic fields. Try to maintain
a spacing of approximately 76 mm
(3.0 in) between the tape reel and the
sides of the shipping container.

These measures.include:. b.
(a) Proper final tape winding tensions

before shipping.
(b) The use of sealed, clean, water-tight,

crushproof shipping containers lined
with shock absorbent materials.

(c) Securing the free end of the tape (see
'sec. 1.2-(13)).

(d) Enclosing the canisters in polyethylene

(e) Using proper container markings
indicating both fragile media'and
vertical orientation. .

(1) Using specialized tepe carrying cases
which 'supply all,of4t4e necessey safety
features and which are designed for
transportation by the individual
traveler [12]. These light cases have
rugged outer shellS, internal foam
padding, tight sealing against moisture
and debris. However,extra care must
be taken for vital tape records since
these cases normally do not have the

Nine of the largest tape user agencies in the Federalovernment (Social-Security
Administration) used a unique type of packaging for moving-their extremely large tape
libriry over a short distance from their original installation to s new one. They used
hundreds of large portable coolers as packaging deviees. These Successfully provided k
the tapes with clean short-term physical protection, temperature and humidity
control, and a waterproofed environment. Each cooler which held approximately 15 to
20 tapes, was reused many times during the move.

11
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1.5 TranspOrtation Recommendations

(4) The following recommendations
(a) through (g) give specific
guidelines for the handling of .

tapes which have been transported
between two different T-H
environments [16]:

d.

CI

Remarks

requisite interior to exterior tape
,spacing against magnetic fields. IL

').ferromagnetic liner (shield) would be a
valuable addition to this carrying case
(see [10], secs.°1.1241) and 1.12-(K.

(a) When a tape is tnoved from an external
environment to a computer room
environment, it should be acclimatized
in its plastic canister for up to 24
hours..
One hour of acclimatization should be
a]fowed for each 0C and each 5%

_relative humidity (RH) difference
between the two environments:

/(c) The temperature andhuinidity
acelimatizations run concurrently.

(d) Avoid a temperature change of 100C or
more.

(e) Avoid tape condensation by avoiding
temperature and humidity extremes.

(f)' If a tape has'been in an unknown
external environment f6r up to eight'
hours, acclimatize the tape in the
computer room environment for at
least one hour longer than the known
external' time period.

(g), Tapes wytich have been in an unknown
external environment .for an unknown
period of time.should remain in their
packing for 24 hours in the Computer
room environment., The tapes should
then be unpacked and remain' in their'
canisters for an additiOnal eight hours
in the computer room environment.
Finally, give each. transported tape a
full wind-rewind pass at the' proper
constant tension (typically 2.2 N

. (8 ez0) before using.

(b)
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1.6 Effects of Extreme Environments' on Computer Magnetic. Media

Fire Is one of the most destructive forces to which computer magnetic tapes can be
subjected. Generally, direct contact with open' flames or an extremely hot
environment reeuee.s the probability of data recovery to very .close to zero.- The
direct damaging effects of heat are primarily in the form of physical/chemical
media changes rather than magnetic data losses. Excessive heat affects the
mechanical integritt of the flexible media and the reels through the loss of
durability, warping, distortion, layer-to-layer adhesion ,(blocking), and bind4r
breakdown and softening. In addition, the binder' chemistry will be altered due to
the volatile losses of binder components such as plasticizers.

Theoretically, gamma ferric oxide particles, which are the .,prevalent magnetic
constituents used in most magnetic storage media, are capable, of retaining their
magnetization up. , to a temperature of:" approximately 675-0C (12470F); thiS
temperature is lisitown as the Curie temperature. On the other hand, chromium .

dioxide particles, Cr02 used in some audio. and video Japes, have a' Curie
temperature of apProximat y 135°C (2750F) and are therefore far,more susceptible.

. to a heat related data l Tests were performed in order to. determine the effects
of heat on the recorded ma etic information stored on tapes, cassettes, and plastic
credit cards [13]. They were. performed °verde .range of 38 °C (1000F) to 182°C.
(3600R). It was found that plastic digital:casette-housings and credif.cards began_to
distort physically at approximately 93°C (200 °F) and could no longer-be handled
properly by their drives. Two reels of computer-magnetic tapes refused to load into
the tape transport after, they 'had been subjected to 110 °C (230 °F). The only
apparent physical change at this time, was a loss of tape stiffness. At first; this
appeared to be a permanent condition since these tapes had not recovered after six
weeks in: storage."- However, after, two 'Months, they were able to be run again;
although 'the data could be 'recovered, the oxide appearedlo'be shedding badly. In .
such eases, the data should be recopied at soon as possi,ble ontoneiv tapes and the
shedding tapes discarded.

. <4.

Every heat test which was perform as terminated due to .thephysical.failhie of.
the media materials and housingS rather than the loss of magnetic data In one tests'
a recorded plastic credit card was eonStrained from warping by aluminum.plates in
order to isolate'the physical. effects' of heat from its Magnetic effects. There was!'
no ,data loss obserVed after the card had beeh heated. o 1820C.,060.0F) Whieh'was
tie temperatUre limit of the experimental oven. .

Theoretically, the magnetic oxide particles in the.m dia will net lose any of their
magnetikation at temperatures which are well b w their Curie emperature.7
However, 'the tapes may become stiff and moisture ay condense Upoh2fheia.:after,...
being subjected to very low temperature& RecOrd d-computer tapes' which were
stored at -510C ( -60 °F) for 24 hours. could be read thoutlits after being relaxed
(by careful; slow unwinding and rOvindinein the 'n mal litboratory 'environment for
one day. , 4...

Generally, tapes which have been subjected to'ext emely low temperatures for long
periods of time should be relaxed and dried if n esearyfor a number' of days at
gradually increasing temperatures in order to re eve the stresses ,which developed
with time. The shrinking of the tape due to exp ure to extreme-cold, can produce
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layer-to-layer adhesion; this can (time 'tape: tearing and surface'toating damage in
portions of the reel.

If the tapes have been subjected to inundation by, or immersion in water, there is a
high probability of data recovery so long as a high temperature environment did not
exist concurrently. The production, of steam or very high humidity in the tape, pack
can produce extreme pack pressures leading to significant tape damage. The
hygroscopic effects of the extreme humidity can also produce binder breakdown (see
secs. 2.2.1 and 7.1). s:

I
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,Ffire Recommendations

(1) , Avoid the storage- of combustible
materials in a tape storage area.

I

tt

(5)

.a

Remarks

(a) Minimize the storage of paper, wood,
cleaning fluids,* etc., in this area. Keep
the area orderly, clean, and

'unencumbered so that the spread of a
fire is slowed and fire fighting can be
performed efficiently. "

Avoid the use of open flame (a)
producers, such tit matches and
lighters in a tape storage area.
Smoking should be prohibited in ,

this area.

'A live cigarette ash which lands on
a tape surface can eause instant. tape
darn age an data losses .

. .

StprtiAtital magnetic tapes in :(a),z closed metal'or plastic
tigfttfy dosed metal or plastic ;1.
container.

Areas in Which computer tapes
are stored should always be
designed with protection against
fire as a major.consideration.

4

4

Ma)dmum security for vital
records can be achieved through
the use ospecialized
heat-humidity resistant
magretie computer tape vaults
or ides [10],[111

,eontainers offer short-ter.ndretection
agatitt flames and stearti.lretal

:Containers are preferable since they
wilhOt warp.

These eonsidera ust include:
(a) Tile overall type of building and room

construction; i.e., wood Or metal
rames, metal shelring,*aAd walls, etc.

(b) he combustibilitgRf jacent-cr
surrounding areas ddelto their

, constrUbtion or their internal contents
/ such as flammable chemicals, etc.

(c) The security measures.which can be
designed into the tape storage area;
i.e., sprinkler systems, e finguisher '4.

i systems, smoke detector And On-eite

Id) Fire department distance and
guard personnel, etc. ,

I Accessibility. .'4,
,

,4-

(a) Typically, these, vaults arc
maintain their internal
temperature-humidity range
65,50C (1500F) and485% R1.1, h c 1

periods up to four hour . P is, or
one hour..

(b) The decisiort for id y is based
on items 4(a) to vei
. For example, our vault should

be used i a :With poor fire
resists nearby
combu le it as% 64 security

".:. deviees, ate ogrtphical l9cation
which is distant front, the arese..

firehouse, say in excess ten minutes.
, I

esigned to

low
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1.7 Fire Recommendations

Proper installation of fire and
smoke detection/suppression--
systems can proyide an important
margin of safety fot the
personnel, the.installation?`
the to library? and archives
[2],[24 .:

,*:4711t
Remarks'

. A one-hour vault would be effective
whenplaced in. a fire/01111ot building

.

with Malted combuAtibleinaterialaoit
':areasnearby, witti*fulrseeiriti.
'environment; j'.44 sprinkler's, smoke'
detedtOrs, Halon systems, on-site
,guard personnel, and a fire department
facility nearby and easy site
accessibility.

(a) These systems can (and should)
provide:
. Early detection capability through

proper plaeement.
. .. Complete area coverage; this may

include under floor and above ceiling..,
coverage, as well as inside equipment,'
when feasible.

. Air conditioner fan shutdown or System
switch to a smoke. venting mOde,,iif ,
operation. ,

. Strong, audible local signals;and
remote off-site alarm signals if the

installatipn is unattended.'"
Aoltotnattic computer sttutdown

.

Activation of automatic fire
extinguishing' equipment.:',..

(7) Carbon dioxide (CO2), Halon,
and water can, be used forkdirect
fine'fightkig ina computer. tape
inutallatidn., ='

(8) Store dup ate,eopies
tapes in termite locations...

. , °

(a) CO2 and Hition are clean and donOt
leave a.residue. Tapes which have been
made wet with sprinklers or hose water
should be treated as outlined in_the
Water Recommendations section 1.8.

(a) These duplicate or backup tapes s)36011 Ibe produced and transferred off-site-aal.,
quickly ad-possible. Set up a firm
schedule for this operation. (Also see
sec. 1.2:-(83.)

)' =(9) !Properly wound tapes offer more
resistance to fire and Water
damage.

(a)

(b)

A loosely''or unevenly wound tape will
allo* mire water to seep between
windings'and cause tape cupping and
other diatortiotvi.
Magnetic tape is a poor heat conductor;.
therefore, aproperly wound,reel with it
very smooth pack has a bettei survival
potential after being subjected to a
heat envirohrnent than a loose pack.



Eire Recommendations

(10) If recorded computer tapes have
, teen subjected to fire and heat,

try the following:

RemarkS

Serious damage such as layer-to-layer
adhesion and coating breakdoWn can
occur if a combination water and
heat produces steam all high humidity
in the tape pack. Tem rature and
humidities in excess, of 85.500 (150012)
and 85% RH_can cause meclia damage ,

to occur. Note vault T -H
characteristics in section 1.7-(51.

(a) Separate out those reels of Which
appear to have sustained tl least
amount of physical fire or heat damage
as soon as possible.

(b) Clean all fire debris, fly ash; and smoke
residue from their.canisters, ,

wrap- arounds, and flange surfaces. DO
r this before opening the canisters or

wrap-arounds. ,
(c) Use the sloWest speedtranspert

available -to performat least two full .
wind-rewind passes. Instrumentation
tape..recOrders w,hiqh run at 0.762 m/s,r (30 in/s) and w..1114 can accomniodate
12.7 mm (0.6 hfrebmputer tapes are a
gitoci ctied:e0-7Inspect the tapes as they
are beirlipikund. If they are badly
warped or,Aisplay layer-to-layer
adhesion ONO is damaging the coating,
or are shedding significant amounts of
coating debris, the chances for data
recovery are poor. Clean the transport.

. after each tape is run.
(d) 'Give the promising tapestwo full

cleaning passes on .a tape
cleaner/winder (preferably constant
tension type). Rewind the tapes onto
clean or new reels and make new labels.

(e) Relax theqe rewound and cleaned tapes
for.24, to 48 hours in the normal
operating environment. (see sec. 1.4).

(f) Perform a read (and recopying) pass
(see sec. 1.2-(23)): the tapes will not

'"loa.d onto the transport at this time,
4 store them in a low humidity
environment and retry at intervals.

(g) Repeat item .(a) above for next least
damaged group of tapes.
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rt

LI; iFjre ijecornmepdationa Remarks
, .

(11) 'Whig, a reel of tape is, subjected
4

(i?)
tohigh temperatures, it is.
advantageous to use reel hith t
materials which have the same
thermal. coefficient of expansion
as the tape pack materials [181

Aluminum' is,an example of such a hub
material. Equal expansion or
contraction reduces the increases or
decreases in tape pack pressure with
changes in temperature;*

,
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(1) In the aftermath of water
inundation of the tape area,
quickly separate the wet and dry
tapes. ;Also separate the vital
recotds from the less important
ones 111.

r,.

(2) > Check all wet tape labels and
make sure that they are legible."

(3) Begin a general drying of the
entire storage area, including
shelves, floors, canisters, safes,
and vaults.

(4) The tape drying process should
begin immediately..

Remarks

(a) This wilt organiz,e the salvage
operation and:petttk.ot more rapid
media recovery. Bible, move
either the Wet 6r:dry tapes out of the
storage area; siiifp whichever group
consists of a smaller number of tapes.
Move all tapes tpiickly out of standing
water areas. Note: Beware of live?,
electiical power sources during these
activities!

(a) Replace or make existing labels legible.
(b) Do not paste new label over the wet,

original.
(c) If the library is under a Tape Management

Systems control, see section 4:

(a) Standing water may continue to
inundate the tapes particularly if the
water has entered a closed tape safe or
vault; dry these areas imme4iately.

(b) Quiekly, open, check, and drain any
water which may have entered the tape
canisters:

(c) Tape reel hubs are often capable of
trapping and bolding water; check for
this;'shake and rotate reel, to empty
this. water. .

(d) Use wet-dry vacuum cleaners to .abil5rb
all standing water wherever accessible.

(a) Do not replace wet tapes into their
canisters; this allows the air drying
process to begin.

(b) Hand dry all 'external wet surfaces
which are accessible.

(c) Do not force dry the wet tape pack
with a heated airflow; this can cause
high internal humidity which can lead
to phxier damage and layer-to-layer
adhesibn.

(d) Gently, separate the reel flanges with
spacers such as rubber grommdts to
allow, airflow through the tape
paCk-ilangfe interface. This will reduce
the probability of tape-to-flange sticking
damage when the tapes are first run. It
will also permit additional water runoff
from the vertically standing tapes.

34.
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1.8 Water Recommendations

(5) The most effective drying phase
begins when the individual tapes
are run reel-to-reel on a device
such as a tape cleaner or winder
(see sec. 3.2.1).

(6) Tty data recovery methods even
after a period of total water
immersion.10

A

A

10Apply the recommendations in sections
prior, steps for all wet tape cases.
11PerfOrmed by General Kinetics, Inc.

(a)

Remarks

If possible, maintain a forced, room
temperature airflow through this
tape-to-reel configuration.

Never attempt to run wet tape on a
regular. tape drive. The tape mill not
perform correctly in the vacuum
columns ana there is a strong possibility
that the wet tape 'will adhere to the
column walls or onto the capstan with
ensuing tape tearing or other damage.

(b) -Run over cleaning tissues only, not over
the blades.

(a) The following.process successfully '-
reactivated recorded tapes which were
totally submerged for 12 hours in unclean
river' water:11
(1) After all accessible surfaces were

hand dried'as desiribed in section
1.8-(4), the tapes were stored in
the normally recommended
tempetature-humidity environment
,(see sec. 1.4) for 48 hours.
The tapes were then run for six or
seven passes on a tape dry cleaner
unit over tissue cleaners only.

(3) When tapes were reasonably dried,
then two cleaning passes were
performed over tissues and cleaninK
blades.

(2)

(4) The tapes were then'immediatelV
read and recopied onto new reels:

NOTE: Binder degradation due to the water
absoretion was not yet apparent at this
time, although the potential for this to occur
eventually was considered to be a cause for
concern. Therefore, recopying was considered
to be important by the company. It was
further noted that an ideal cleaning-drying -
unit for thisdiver submersion (or any dirty
water submersion) event would have been a
tape cleaner which used a wet cleaning
process. A number of tapes which ha&been
submerged in salt water for a period of time
were also successfully reactivated. The
same recovery process was applied.

1.8-(6) and 1.8-(7) after completion of all
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1.8 Water Recommendations

(b)

(7) The processes described in (a)
section 1.8-(6) are directly
applicable to tape's Which have -
been subjected to either clean
or dirty water inundation.

(8) Avoid placing the tape racks,. (a)
safes, and vaults in the lowestt
geographical locations. Locate (b)
the computer tape repository at
a floor level which reduces the
Petential for flooding while
`allowing for effective fire
fighting.

(9) Haveplastic sheets-available to (a)
throw over the tape racks, disk
packs, and equipment in the case
of a fire threat in.which water
-will be applied by hoses or
sprinkler systems.

4

Remarks

In thecase of short-time clean water
inundation, it is probably sufficient to
replace only the key tapes. Information
relative to: the long-term hygroscopic
effect (see sec. 7.1) on the binders of
previously fully submerged tapes is not
presently available to the author.

For, clean water inundation, the two
blade cleaning passes of item (6Xa)-(3)
may be omitted.

Areas such as basements have the,,
greatest flood potential.
oeep the lowest tape shelves at least
ne foot above the floor in low

locitions. This is advasitenpus for
both cleanliness and proTection from
water da e.

When checking ttre fire fighting
equipmentimake suit-to check the
location and "lion of these plastic
sheetg,
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1.9 Effects of Magnetic Fields on Recorded Magnetic Media
,

..

An uncontrolled environment may consist of what a top administrator in one of the
largest Federal tape user agencies described as "walking a couple of thousand
(computy tapes a day back and forth between two buildings.'!: It may also consist

. . of a ,sage of recorded computer tapes through modern airport terminals or
environmentally uncontrolled warehouses, vehicles, and other: storage and work
areas. The potential for tape data erasure while in airports, has been of particular
concern because of the magnetic fields in the anti-hijacking-metal detection
devices, the airport radar .signal fields, and the x-ray energy in the surveillance
equlict at thelefttry check points. .

.

1

The information in sections 1.10, 1.11, and.1,12 has been derived from tests' in which
recorded computer magnetic tapes, cartridges, cassettes, and credit cards were
subjected to various types of fields [13].

1

These tests showed that magnetic field energy was capable of causing subtle and
serious data erasure ...on, computer ,magnetic tapes, cartridges, cassettes, flexible
disks, and credit cards with no observable, physical deterioration Of the media itself.
The erasinpotential of magnetic fields is expected since all recording, erasing, and
overwriting Isro'cesses on the _aforementioned computer magnetic media are
performed, by these fields.

e,. If a rpagnetic field is pf sufficient intensity to completely erase recorded data, it
will do so -almost instantaneously (i.e. in approximately. 10-9 s): Conversely, if a

hmagnetic-ld is of insufficient magnitude to completely erase the data, it will not
do-so no .thatter ho vs long the recorded media is in the field.

..Tccoppletely- erase a recorded signal, it is necessary for the strength of the erasing
field" to beireater in value 'than the coercivitr of the medium. The coercivity of
magnetic media is that 'quality of the media, rated in amperes per meter (oersteds)
which enables it to resist erasure of its recorded data. Typical coercivity values for
present day computer magnetic tapes' range from 22000 A/m (270 Oe) to
30,000 A/m (375 Oe). Coercivities on the order of 48,000 A/m (600 Oe) are being
produced in the new'high energy tapes. For exaffiple, a magnetic field strength of
4,000 A/m (50 Oe) was found to decrease the level of a recorded. tape signal by
approximately 2% below its originil level (see fig. 2.). Computer tape- data is
typically not lost until its level has been decreased to 50% to 65% below its original
signal level, dependent upoiuthe system (i.e., NRZI or PE recording). Under some
conditions, 246 bpmm (6250 bpi) (OCR recording) will not lose data' even for greater
signal level losses than the preceding systems. It is of interest to note that, the
earth's magnetic field strenZh is approximately 40 A/m (0.5 Oe).

It was found that large, portable, and concealable permanent magnets were unable J'
to erase, any data from recorded computer magnetic tapes at a distance greater than
76 mm (3.0 in). However, a typical small office bar magnet caused a loss of signal
level when it was placed into direct contact with the side of the tape reel flange.
As e4pected, the loss was greatest on the, edge tracks/ Which are closest to the

,magnet. ,

Magnetic fields produced by alternating current flowing through the windings of a
motor, generator, or transformer have the same tape erasure -capability, as those of

,
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equal strength,produced by a permanent magnet. HoWeVer, tests showed that so
long as these.. units were properly encased in their'' typical magnetic shielding

they produced no data losses on tapes:plaCeid' in direct contact .with the
c es (see sec. 1.11, Question 6).

..1
.

Figures 1. and 2. (reference {13]) show the erasing effects on the recorded signal
level on,..a.computer tape caused'hy both a large permanent magnet (see sec. 1.11,
Question 7),'and,a low frequency.(60 1.10,varying magnetic field. The abscissae in
figure 1. is the distance along tape surface measured from the BOT. Note that
the erasure effect is greatest at t,p outerm tape layers which are in the closest
proximity to the permanent magnet (i.e., di ance d), and decreases with distance,
ailing the tape surfabe. Ctirve A has an 11.1 mm (0.44 in) tape-to-Magnet spacing,
d; curve B has 25.4 mm (1.0 in) tape-to-magnet spacing, d; and curve C has a 50.8
mm (2.0 in) tape-to-magnet spacing, d. The peak value of 'a varying inagnetic field
is the quantity which causes the observed data erasure, effects. -
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1.10 Exposure to Fields and
Devices Recommendations

(1) Magnetic' or electromagnetic
fields: special precautions
required.

(2) Airport metal detectors: no
special precautions are required.

I

-

(3) Radar systems: no special
precautions are required.

) Eemarks

(a) See sections 1.11 and 1.12 for a
44bom pl et e discussion.

(a). Many airport anti-hijacking metal
detectors-are of the "active" type
which, fill their walk-ttwoughipabe
with their own internally generated

ying magnetic fields. Testa were
performed on a number of different,
kinds of walk-ticough detectors in two
airporte. Recorded computer tapes
Were moved through many different
locations withinthe dectors and then
tested for a loss of data. There was no
observed instance of data loss. The
highest detector field intensity
encountered during the tests was in a
unit.which was rated at 398 A/m (5 Oe).

(b) Most of the detectors wiich will be
encountered in the future will probably
generate weaker. fields. A voluntary
performance standard for walk-through
detectors has been prepared by the Law
Enforcement Standards Laboratory of
the National Bureau of Standards. This
standard recomniendi,that the allowable
generated magnetic field in walk-through
metal detectors used for law enforcement
should be held to a maximum value of
approximately 95 A/m (1419 Oe), a level_
much too small to cause erasure of
magnetic media. This trend towards
reduced field strength units is highly
desirable because of factors which must
be considered for detectors that are
used with people who may have medical
problems. '

(c) Handheld metal detectors are Sometimes
used as backup surveillance devices in.
airports. Exposure to them handheld
detectors produced no effects on the
.recorded data even when they were
placed in direct contact with the media
tummings.

(a) Recorded magnetic computer tapes are
often transported through areas in which
radar antenna are transmitting signals.
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1.10 Exposure to Fiel*
Devices Recomm

(4) X-rays: no special precautions
are required.

(5) loHigh voltages: no. special
precautions are required.

R
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Remarks

orded magnetic tapes were irradiated' ,

X-band radar
terns; the L and Cds. radiated
,000.watts ,df:' :Rower and the

nd radar rei ted"500,000 wattSrof
power. The.tgipes,were placed for

econds directly,iitto the radar signal
hs at distancet df 31).5 m (ioo-ft),

m (50 ft), and 3 m110 ft) from
ovary, non-scanning antennas.

re was no loss of recorded data
uced at any of these distances by
of the radar units. It is not likely'''.
these radars could cause si

ure unless the media were a
t of maximum field strength, alnyiSt'
ntact with the antenna. The
ectiveness of the radar
omagnetic field for erasing

is due to the fact that the
etic component of- the electro-,'
etic field loses its strength very
y with distance from the antenna.

(a) Rec ded_magnetic media are otten
subj = ted to x-ray energy it: airport
sury ance systems. Tests were
perf med with various recorded

. ma: c media in the NBS Radiation
Phys: M laboratory. The media were
subje ted, to extremely high (lethal)
x-ray dosages. No data losses were
incurred. Recorded m dia were also
subjected to normal x ay inspection at
two airports with no r ultant loss of
data.

(a)" High voltages generated at the NBS
High Voltage Laboratory were applied
directly across recorded magnetic stripe
eards. The laboratory voltage generator
outputs were, increased to more than
15,000 volts until air breakdown ocqurred
between the electrodes. Arcs were
struck '1irectly onto the recorded
magnetic stripes on the surfaces of the
plastic cards. No signal er data losses
resulted from these tests. This
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1.10 Exposure to Fiel- *and`
Devices RecomMendations

u7r Vfl:

=

(6) Nuclear radiation (ainma rays)i
no special prec tiorts are .,`^-
required.

Remarks..4 .7.

resistance tosignal loss is valid,so long
as the bigh.VOltfte fields do not produce
excessiVe Etreing which overheats of
physicalVdamages the media.

a .

A recorded digital' magnetic tape
cassette absorbed a gamma-ray
dose of approximately 3.0A l0 Gy
(3.0 x 106 rd)'in the NBS gamma -s-ray
pool. There was no observed data loss

.,Ob the media. It has been reported that
data,on recorded magnetic, media was

"able to survive theaffectiOrthe
electromagnetic PlleNY 'conlkinent:
resulting even from 'ntiolesidet.cinittion...-.
prOviding thityie: media IEiterjais,are .

not damagedfirOtherwiie altered by "'-
the radiaterenergy;

(7) Automobile
precautions

interiors: no special
are required.

(a) Magnetic media carried within the
passenger compartment of numerous
automobiles experienced no data losses.
Within the engine compartment, test
cassettes experienced very little signal
level decreases and no data losses even
though they were put into contact with
the ignition coil, generator, the starter
,motor, and the.battery cable while
starting the engine.t,fppacitiVe ,

discharge electronic Igaition systems
produced no observelblec4anges in the
recorded signals. '4,-*"

(a) Television receivers are sources of
magnetic fields, high voltages, and
x-ray energy. Tests were performed
by placing recorded magnetic media
both in the interior and exterior regions
of different receivers. Media were
placed in c.loSe proximity to the high
voltage circuits 'which are also the
sources .of the x-rays.' No signal level
losses were obseryed, as anticipated by
items (4) and (5) above. However,
because of the many magnetic field
producing componenta in television
Deceivers and the many untested models,
it is: prudent not to use the.cabinet tops(;as, a storage space tor recorded magnetic

4, 14 .
-e = =,

)

Ate

(8) Television receivers: exercise
some care although potential
dangers to recorded data are
slight.
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O. to Flolds.and
Oldies Recommendations'

Light and laser beam's: . no sppeecial :
precautions are required
laser beam power is sufficient to
burn (ablate) the media.

(a)

(10) Pressure: no. spectal:precautions
are required:other than avoiding
the permanent phy§ical 'distortion
of the ;media.

Recorded media were'qubjected to light
sources ranking from infrared terciugh
an aptense ultraviolet light source
wi h no resultant data loss, The radiation
fr m a laser beam also has rib' effect on
t e stored data if spread over iriarge

ea on the surface of the'mediurn.
HoWever, a sharply focused laser light

leatn can bencide sufficiently inteite
t6 either heat'§r destroy the physical
medium itself.

(a) .Makneticallyencoded:plastic credit
cards are ofted subjected to pressures

pocket, walleti or in cases. The
,effects of pressure were tested by, placing
006 kg,20000 lb) of weight on a number

individual credit cailds. There was
no loss 0E-niagneticallreied'data.'
Normal,preisUres hive neffiet on the
recorded.dation horiZOntallY,Stack-ed.
flexible:diSksproVided that ;physical
damagi does not-occur.

a). EXcesi static charges due to tape
in; low humidity environment

'Can batise.
Tape dragging and skew.

. Tape flutter_ruld signal variations.
Increased tape,and head wear.

.,,,Recdrdednoise and data errors (cat*
by aiding); with no effect on the :.;-

, prerecorded magnetic information on
the tape.

. Dust attraction.
(b) Static -charge effects are' greatly

'diminished (by the manufacturers) by; .

. Adding conductive Veda to the
'tape binderehemittty which reduces
the resistance of the. coating. This
prevents a deleterious charge buildup. .

(Required coating resistivity values 7.
are'greater than 5 x 105 ohms per 1'1'
square but less-than 5 x 108 ohms per
square).

.'Reducing the friction:in the tape,..'
,p att) by using special materials 'which

,,minimize tape contact; for example,
beaded glass surfaces in the vacuum

;grounding points in the tape path.

(11) Static. electricity: maintai
a proper temperature and humidity
and a clean environment (see
secs. 1.3 and 1.4).
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1.11 Questions and Answers Relative to the Effects of Mignetee Fields on Recorded
Media , .

The following series , of quest;orisrwere posed by the Office of Management. and
.Budget relative to the data dardaging potential of various commonly used magnets
and low, frequency (i.e" 60 Hz) magnetic fields. The answers were -published,in [14]
and. ore to all recoeded magnetic, media "ineltididg tapes, .cassettes,
cartlidges, and disks. 'C P .,

0 oI

o question 1.
-

.Could sordeorie by putting a couple. of the little office-bar magnets into & plastic
....computer tai5e, canister, and then byPutting the canister onto a tape rack, erase and

destroy the daticon a significant-dumber of nearby reels over a period cip months?,
1.: 'The length bf time ,thai the magnets are near to the recorded 'computer

tapes or other rnagnet$ Media has no relationship to their effectiveness in
obliterating the to jf the fields from the- magnets are Capa6le of
erasing the tape, ."they' will do so as soon as the ':teipe is within their
effective range.. In a test, these little bar magnets Whose field stfengthi

averaged over atiPtoximately 44,000; to ;52,000 Ahn (650 to 650 Oe) were
contacted singly and in pairs 'directly against the flange recorded reel
of computer tape. It was fotind that they wereable to cause as much as a'
3,5% decrease in the recorded signal amplitude on the track next to the
.edge track when used in-pairs. Question 1 as posed, however, indicates
that these magnets are to be'placed into an adjoining; tape canister.' This
reduces, their erasing effects by moving.the tape into a much weaker part
of their fieldi.- It was found .thatIrthe taped as well as the magnets are
bot enelosed iris' individual plastic' cases llien, the erasing' effect is
undetectable for these bar magnets.' .

ion 2.

Cotild someone put a 51 mm 102 mm (2 in,x.4 magnetic office picture hook in
his pocket; walk by a tape rack, and 'dtstroy the data on)i..significant. number 9f
.tapes in the rack?

tie,,maximtim field strengthselciSe to the 'Surface .of each of.a number of
.. magnetic plauri hooks wak'measliecil as 35,800 to 40,000 4/m (450 to

500 Oe). They-had no measilimble effect on the siglial when .carried in a
pbcket in the Vicinity of, a recorded- reel of tape. One of these magnets
was firmly pressed 'directly against the exposed flange. of a reel of tape:

. -The track next to the-edge track' experienced an 6% decrease in signal
amplithde.'.. The -magnetic 'picture hooks arlIess effective than the bar
magnets in Question-4,, because:their internal array of flat magnOts do not
.teng!tolprockice fields -that are as strong at a distance. The test was''
repeated With the tape enclosed; in plastic eanister and with the
magnetic picture hook Strapped to the -canister surface for two' days. .No
dbtterVable signal loss occurred at Illus. -distance.r



"

Question 3.

.

Could someone attach ttietaforetnentioned piettale hooks magnetically to the tape
rack in an obseure place and destroy the data on a number of tapes over a period of

.a month? ,

1. This question hasklbeen answered by the previous comments. Time is no
element in, the -destrouctive process; Only the maximum magnetic field
strength and proximity to the tapezire important. The picture hook out of
direct contact with the flanges on the reels of tape Is ineffective as a
signal erasing device. As a matter of fact, when a permanent magnet is
fastened WA metal rack surface by its own magneticattraction, its fields'
tend to be diirerted or, shielded by the metal rack and are,. ev4 less

2 .1,, effective thantlefore at magnetdistaneefrom the agnet (see see.r.):?(2)):, .
) ' .. ._, ,:
Question 4. ,i . ..

Giiiew- a one-story building housing a tape jatorage ,area, could' someone place a
permanent magnet weighing; say 18 kg (40 ib) on the roof and have any 'effect on the
data en the tapes?

1. The far field intensity of a magnet will deerease approximately by the
inverse cube of the distance from its "poles. 14 the present time, there are
no permanent magne0.,axailableclhat are known to the author that can
erase the information from a magnetic tape that is placed several. feet
away frofn:the :magnet.

t
.., ..

,0. ,Question 5.

Given A .first floor installation separated from thestreet by a 6.1 m (20 ft) sidewalk,,
with the tape racks 30.5 m (100 ft) from the fr....eurb-, could someone ,place.. an
electromagnet (of the type used, in junk yards.to load` scrap) into a van, connect the
magnet to a series of automobile storage, batteries in the vanudrive up to the curb
outside the eomputer roam anti, in say a

.,-
minute, wipe out the entire installation's

, .
files and programs ?.

. ,...,: ,.
. . ..,

,l. This experiment was actually simulated at a local scrap metal (junk) yard.
Four recorded tapes were placed into the field:of a scrap lifting mag* at'
various distances: I at 0.41 m (1.3 ft), at 1.52 m (5 ft), and at 3.05 m (fOlft).
At 0.41 m (1.3 ft), a uniform signal, level reduction of zepproximately

'5 percent was observed. At 1.52 m-(5 'f,t) and above,. no observable
reduction occurred. According to the crane operator, the magnt had a
lifting Capacity of approximately 363 kg (800 lb) of scrap metal. However,
the gap structure.of a lifting magnet is itch that there is little distant
.magnetic field strength projecting outward from the magnet pole faces.
This type of a lifting magnet is effective primarily upon contact with the
'material and cannot perform at a distance as suggested.

2. Now consider a non-lifting type of electromatnet: a magnetic field forms
around any wire .through which 'eleCtric current flows. This field can be

very intense by shaping the,pire into the form of a coil or "solenoid"
" and increasing the current. flow. However, increased current flow requires

fq
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more power trom the elostficall supi#y se welh,as special cooling systeMs
for the collie. Chas thateare specifically designed for erodScing very strong
magnetiefieldsthat tare. inlWrange Pawn, approxftnately 8 to 4P Anion
Aft ';;(1)0,000 ''to 560,000 pe)* are net designed 'to prodime frelds at. long
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. in the colter rggionof the eons ancl ate used * perform lapicescientific
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recorded

.
Is there any way to shield the ,information recorded on a magnetfc 1;1)e from an

"'',;outside magnetic field produced by a magnet or a fnator?

i. It has been noted (see sec. 1.9) thet;reeorded inforMation on a magnetic
tape can beshielded from the effects of a magnetic- fieldtby,.keeping the
tapes at a relatively small distance, i.e., 78 mm (3.0 in), froni a source
such as a permanent magnet or motor:, It is also possible to shield the tape
more effectively by placing it either into an individual container or into a
vault whose surfaces are made of soft. ferromagnetie shieldinematerials
(i.e., materials which do not become permanently self,Imagnetized). These
materials are conductors of both -electricity and magnetic flux and Will
.divert the magnetic field. That is, most of the magnetic field energy is
absorbed in the shielding material and verylittievasscp4hrOnglAitlinto the ,

%. air on the opposie *side. The shield if usually fabticefed fromfaometerrlxis-
or ferrite material in a number of different physical formesuch as sheets,
rolls, and coatings of variousthicialesses.. Examples of effective Shielding
materials (or 1,:gnetic fields are given in reference [24]. A multi-lafer
shielding, stru, e can be devised' by using the proper combinations of
materials and: r space. For example, there are shieldingmaterials which,

'are designed for reducing the strength of ,very powerfurfnagnetic fields
While others are designed to absorb. weaker thagnetic fields. Therefore, fa

:f layer of one,material can be placed close to the outside of a tape encdomii4P0',
in order to absorb most. of the impinging magneticefield. This pan. be.'
followed first by an air space, and then by a layer of the other materia'
clog& to the interior wall of the enclosure which will absorb the repaining
field.

1

I

There are several organizations whose 'primary' fuliction . is the
la development, design, and production qg magnetic shielOng environments.
/ It is a worthwhile idea. to consider using %their information services

[10],[14]. . . I
'

, - .,,
-

._ * * .
12Bitter , type magnet at the Na;a1 Research Laboratory High ,illiagnittif Field

,*facility, Washington, ri.c, , t: 4 ,....- 4
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A potential source of unwanted inagnbtie fields sudh: as a large motor,
.generator, or transformer -Mit is near the tape installation shoUld 'also be
enclosed in ehielding materials. The shield la4er. or layers should be at
least 6.4 mm (0.25 in) or more away from the internal device and should
surround it completely and be sealed properly; Whenever possible, the
initial 'design and placement of a tape repository should consider' and aVoid
sources of unwanted magnetic fields..

..Question 7.
4e,

Are there magnets available that are much more powerfuthan the little office bar
or picture hook magnets but that are still easy-to conce91 end to carry about?

ld Yes, there are.. Tests were performed with a, concealable magnet which
6 weighed approximately 0.80 kg (1.75 lb) and had ,a maximum center field

strength value of approximately 56,000 A/m 000 Oe). The test results
showed theethis magnet was extremely effective when it contacted the
outer flange edges of a recorded computer tape reel which was stored in a
normal vertical position; i.e., the signal. on the first .210 m (700 ft) of the
tape was badly damaged. The intrusion of. thede magnets into a tape
storage .area must be avoided at' all costs!

140
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1.12 Magnetic' ield Recommendations

(1) For protection against data (a) Stray magn tic7ields which are of
erasure, do not allow any

Remarks

(2)

permanent magnets to come
closer than 76 mm (3.0 in) to a
recorded magnetic media
surface. Maintain strict
magnet control in all areas in
which recorded magnetic media
are found. This includes in the
office and in tape operating or
storage areas!

Vaults, canisters, carrying
contaipers and cabinets made
soft magnetic shielding materi
offer effective protection against
data erasure by external magnetic
fields at close distances.

sufficient inte ity to obliterate data
on computer magnetic Wes at -a
distance greater than 76 mm (3.0 in)
from the source are rarely (if ever)
encountered in normal environments.

(b) All protective measures decribed in .
this section are equally effective
against the low frequency varying
fields produced by motors,
transformers, generators, etc. The
type of fieldis not as significant in its
data erasure potential as the peak value
to which the varying field subjects the
recorded media.

(c) Recorded magnetic media of all types
cambe placed as close to,each other as
desired with no effects on their recorded:,
data.

1

(a) The shielding materials should have
f 4 high permeabilities and be magnetically
s soft. That is, when these materials

divert the external static and low
frequency varying magnetic fields
in order to protect the stored recorded
Media, they must not become inagnetited,
i.e., retain their own residual-magnetism.

xamples of good "soft" shielding
materials are various alloys: including
those with the proper \proportion of
nickel-iron, nickel-iron copper, and
oiertainxrades of magnetialIzsoft
steel [24J.'

(b) If the container size is a factor, the
surfaces of vital tapes'can.be Spaced to
within 25.4 mm (1.0 in) from the inside .

walls of the container provided that
these walls are covered with high
permeability, soft magnetic shielding
materials; there are specialized small
carrying containers for this application.

(c) In addition to the carrying cases in (b),
there are:large ferromagnetically
shielded storage cabinets available.
These are effective for safe, long-term
storage of vital tapes in the repository
environment (1011.11). .
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1.12 Magnetic Field Recommendations
1

(3) Whenever possible, design and
locate tape repositories away
from components which produce
magnetic fields.

(4)- Initi e total security measures
for access to media repositories
particularly if vital magnetic
tape records are stored in these
areas.

. c

Remarks

(d) Non-shielded tape shipping Containers
',should maintain a 76 mm (3.0 in)

spacing between the media and the
exterior walls.

(e)s Recorded computer magnetic tapes are
ofteksubjected to very high frequency ;
eieetitmagnetic fields such as those
produced brradar systems. AlthOUgh
these fields `can be shield against

4'; through the. use of spec' ized screening ;

techniques, such measures are not 4
necessary (see sec. 1.1(1:(3)).

(a) These components include4arge motors,
generators, transformers, and electrical'
powe lines carrying heavy current

;loads.
(bMake sure that these components are

'Magnetically shielded if they are in the
repository area (see sec. 1.11, Question
6 and sec. 1.12 -(2)).

(c) :It is claimed by some that the tapes
should not be Stored elOse to structural
steel beams which can be magnetized
by lightning strokes or other electrical
currents.

(a): Permit only fully identified and
authorized Personnel into the tape
repository area.

): If Vital;records are stored in the
repository6area, set up magnetometer
checksn order to detect concealed
'magnets. yoi example, hand-held or
walk7through magnetometers (with .

alarms) can be employed:, Note that an
incredible amount of intentional
damage to stored data can be quickly
accomplished with a powerful but
concealable, hand-held permanent
magnet (see see. 1.11, Question 7). An

from the fact
on may not be

riod of time after

additional danger ste
that the data destru
detected for a long
the event; therefore, the sabotage may
be an ongoing process.

(c) Advise all personnel never to carry any
type of magnet into a magnetic tape
repository; initiate severe penalties.
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1.12 Magnetic Field Recommendations

(5) Test the tape path's metal
components for residual
magnetism;:ese parts include
read/write ds, guides,
capstans, and-rollers. Degauss
(detpagnetize) these parts as ,
required. Alternately, degauss
the components on a scheduled
basis without testing.

Rdinarks

(a) Residual magnetization can cause some
signal level reduction qn recorded
computer tapes as they pass over these

, tizmagneed components.
(b) There are hand-held magnetometers

available for measuring the residual -

magnetism.
There are hand-held degaussets
available for demagnetizing the
pparts [10],[11]. .

14- Turn off. the poiye: tOlthe tape drive : b'
-- ; and.fletnotinall tiape'S before-ntOkturing

and degausifrit the tape
ccmponents::7 1

(e) The guides, rOliera, and eaps will
more difficult tddeinektrti-ge flan the;
read/write heacIS since, thex03F.,-
"harder" magnetioally.

(Ore In order to prevent head inagnetiiittitiiZ
avoid any operation which forces direct
current through the head windings
without an associated varying signal
current. Also, do not touch the head or
guides with a permanent magnet.
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.1.13 Scheduled Computer Tape Maintenance
.

.t

This. is difficult area in which to establish exact scheduling criteria since (d); 0i,
recommendations_ for tape cleaning, tape evaluation (or certification), anditagte.;
rehabilitation (see sec. 3.) are derived from diverse types of: operations and s01,#0:
and (b) there can be sigrillicant differences in the characteristics of tapes emaridti''
from different and sometimes the same sources. At the present time,- there:**at.n6;',::
accepted standards or agreements relative to the choice of scheduling criterlati
literature is replete with variations. When the,souree. is a manufacturer ;eflat
maintenance equipment or a media rehabilitation contractor, the recommended
scheduled operations tend to be conservative and incorporate frequent tape.,,,ca
When the sources are the users of the media, the recommendations are morelied.
weighted by the economic considerations for contracting out or settingi.iisp'f;d,,
operating an in-house scheduled tape maintenance program. For
major tape user performs no tape maintenance unless trouble is encouritc*;±410tV,
attempting to read the tapes after removal from storage. Another user`. Waal;
that tapes should not be cleanedinstead it suggests that the beginning ti.60,1Ppta.
be excised when tape errors develop. Generally, small, high use
more frequent care for each to while large tape libraries,in,
tapes are usually not mounted as often, tend to require a lOyfer
freqUency for each tape. However, the large tape user ..!orliOnisitaijali
rehabilitation 'facility will usually institute criteria wirieli4r4rto:i4Pilifae*tift:Ady:1,.:'
flow of tapes into the rehabilitation process (see sec.; 3.3). For exaMOW,a10.11*''''1':,
Government tape user,organiiation: inaintaigm,,A gtiiy flqi4- of MOO .reels per day
into their contractor's,1!ehabilittttieri;faeilitY,',fr.i,'

. I

Section 1.14 presents a number of diverse Scheduled .tape .faairitinanC A
recommendations. Individual organizationt should, institute those re0OinrnO4dittiO,Us.:
and options Which are found to be most effeCtive for their operationiFdie4Oiriplle,`
the previously mentioned large Government tape user timind after:;A:P.000r.application,that the decisiOn to rehabilitate tapes:lifter they .hav:40.e1,111(444CdV..
specified number of times was not an effeCtive Apprdich for theit-"OkgdOi#44:44::::
Instead, their primary ehOice for rehabilitation .candidates now based'okpw.lape;.::,
data expiration dates, while their secondary. etioief3s,ate .biii;Cd.ontapas;Whi :are:
troublesome; i.e., display data losses or operating dif iculttes



1,14 Scheduled.Computer Tape
Maintenance Recommendations

(1) Establish a' schedule for cleaning
magnetic computer tapes (see
sec. 3.2.1.)

Remarks

V.

Tape cleaning13 recommendations from
various sources:14
(a) Problem tapes (marginal operation):15

clean as soon as problems are observed.
-Recopy if neeessary.

(b) New tapes: clean upon receipt or
before first use.

(c) Tapes scheduled, for 1,ppg-term archival.
,; storage: clOn befok storage. Proper

winding and tensioning is criticallsee
secs. 7.3 and 7.4).

(d) Large library: clean each tape 'aft-or,
5 to 15 mountings.

(e) Small library: clean each taPe after.
every 1 to 3 mountings.

(f) 'Clean tapes 'when they develop a a
specified number of additional errors
(say, 5 errors).

(g) Clean,each Stored or active tape
approximately every if to it ithibths..,

(4)-:.,:Cleali.tape pray if data errors'
encountered soike.firit read,pai, atter.;, .

storage; other' se do nothing t6.the---
tape.

.(i) Don't clean tapes which are being used
only over a short length (starting at the
BOT): cut off the used section of tape
when errors develop.

(j) When beginning a scheduled cleaning
program, clean each tape once for each
year of prior usage.

(k) Do the cleaning and winding inlhe
same T-H environment as :that; iii which
the tapes, Will be stored. AceliMatize
the tapes for 24 hours before cleaning
if they have been transported into the
cleaning area from a different T-H
environment (alternately apply sec.
1.5-(4)).

do not normally erase tapes; therefore; cleaning is'
unrecorded tapes. However, make certain that the cleaner

epode ingan "ON" state.
t no implied priorities for these recommendations; several may be

itonc:04entlyr if suitable.
ftiac?auteginal operation does not stem from a system malfunction such.
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1.14 Scheduled Computer Tape .

Maintenance Recommendations

(2) Establish a schedule for
evaluating/certifying c-omputer
magnetic tapes (see sec.
3,2.2-3.2.3).

a

_

---4,:;`?+'

.1. 4

Remarks

Tape evaluation/certification16
recommendations (from various sources):17
(a) Evaluate marginal tapes4s soon as

problems are observed.18
(b) 'Evaluate active tapes after 3 to 6

cleanings .
(ct'Z'Evaluate each active tap" aff

approximately30 mountings;.)
(d) Evaluate (erefitify) tapes within six

months prior to use in long-term storage.
Thereafter, evaluate these tapes once

..,. per year; non-destructive testing can. be'
performed (see sec. 4 4).

(e) 'Evaluate new library tapes upon receipt '

(optional); alternate suggestion--clean.
upon receipt (see see. r.14-(1)).

(f).4valuate a tape after it has been
relegated; scratch status or its data
has been eppied onto another reel, or
when the. data has expired and recopying -,
is unnecessary. .c

(g) E aluate a tape after it has developed a:
ecified number of write skip errors.

date the tapes in the same T-H
'eiIyironment as that,in which the tapes
will be PPQr.ated,nistored. Acclimatize-
the tapes -for 24 hours befbre evaluation
if they havebeen transported into the '
evaluator area from a different T-H
environment (alternately applysec.

(a)(3) Establish a schedule for Rehabilitation may 'be performed
rehabilitating computer magnetic in-house or by a contracting
tapes (see sec. 3.3). organization.

(b) Contractors are &good solace bf
information relative to the costs, and
the pros and, cons for setting UW.a,
rehabilitation program.

16Evaluators (and certifiers) will usually erase all of the pre-recorded tape data;
therefore, if necesw, recopy the data before evaluating. Note that here are
error-logging software systems (for example, see sec. 4.4) that can ev4luate data files
by reading the data non-destructively and examining the records and fibids for, bad
seots. It is advantageous to clean the tapes before evaluation.
17Note that there are no implied priorities for these recommendations; several.may be
institute concurrently, if suitable.
18Make certain that the, marginal operation does not stern from a system malfunction
sueh as tape drive misalignment.
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1.14 Scheduled Computer Tape
Maintenance Recommendations

(c) j Tape rehabilitatfoa re&in mendationa.
(from various sources):19
Rehabilitate tapes:

After they have caused any
operational problems.29.

. After they have been in storage for a'
specific length of time (this thing out

.7 the vault population). `,

. After the data have reached their
expiration date.

. After they have become scratch
litifjfy tapes.

. After the. data have been co. pied fi
other reels.

s7'

. After they .filive developed more than.
a specified number of write skip ,
errors.
After they been mounted,More
than &specified number of times
over a given period'of time;- e.g.,
more than 4 rnountingaWithin 60'
days.

. After they have been mounted a
. specified number pf times; for
example, after 30 mountings.

(d) Typical rehabilitation 'activities (see
see. 3.3 for complete details):

Tape cleaning only or cleaning and
evaluation.

. Reel and label condition checks plus
replacementstif'necessary.
Tape condition checks including
signal tests at specific densities, and
tape error tests at specific densities.

. Tapes are rewound at tensions which
are compatthle with the normal
operating tape devices.
Quality assurance testing by
contractor in order to minimize
rejected tape lots.

,1

19Note that there are.no implied priorftleg for these recommendations; several may beinstituted concurrently, if suitable. . : *20Make certain that themarginal oaration does not steniltiOnLa system malfunction
such as tape drive misalignment.



1.14 Scheduled Computer Tape
Maintenance Recommendations

(4) Establish application categories
for tapes which have been
evaluated or rehabilitated.

v.

Remirks

(a) Optional categories:
Tape has less than 10 write skip
or dropout errors: unlimited Use
other than long-term archives. Use

'new state -of- the -art tapes foe
archival purposes (see see..2:1.1-(1.-)).
Tape has 10-20 dropout ,errors* use
for daily applications.

. TePt-has excessive dropout errors
and apparently defectiVe edge tracks:
discard.lExcessiire. errors may be
defined by: the economisbreakpoini
at whichit is cost effective o.
replace ttetapetviith a new tape (see
sec. 3.1.1).
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LIS Illegible Disk Cartri
.% .

;Flexible-magnetic disk cartridges. ("floppy" disks) employ mylar substrates and
-Fe203 particles or cobalt. modified Y-Fe29 ;pattiales theirmagnetic".aurface.

i" coatings and are-deiligned witfilsimilar coercivity and magnetizatiOn parameters as
'both.: regular and high energilpinputer magnetic -.tripes. The magnetic media are

7.4t. made slightly thicker.than.co pater tapes; i.e,, 0.075 mm (0.003 in) since they must
rotate in a plane and-maintainsthOr surface rigidity.. Unlike the-rigid disks in which
%be 'IT-PO/Write heads are designed to fly aerodynamically above the magnetic disk
surface, the 46201310disk read/write head operates .in 'direct contact with the disk
Hsu acee.With 'opposing pressure offered by a pad or 'a similar head from the opposite-

foe. fienee, heed and media wear and debris problenis occur, due to the
ionei -effects. These wear problems are reduced through thee of lubricants

ther 'directly integrated into the coating chemistry, or by lubricants which are
applied externally to the disk surface.

The most popular'diameters for flexible disks at the present time e 203 mm (8 in)
and,13;mm (5.25- in). New, s all "micro-disks" with 76 ii/13,0 in) to 102 mm
{4.0 in) aiameteri are also becoming available. Special fe tures are being designed',
into these micro -disks that include: automatic s utters which prevent,
'contamination of the exposed media surface, rigid protec 'ye shells which do not
flex or bend, and rigid center hub disks which provide for proper disk pladement and
head tracking.

The effects of various external fields (see secs. 1.9 to 1.12) and T-H environments
on flexible disks are.analogous to. those on_ the,gomputer tapes; however, the disks
develop none of the tape pack winding pressure and tension conditions which cause
many of the serious computer tape problems (se9,sees. 7.3 and.7.4). ;

Many of the care and handling recommendations .cfor:magnetic computer tapea in '
section .1. are also applicable to the flexible disk and should be observed.
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D.

1.16 'Fletible Disk Care and
Handling Reeommendations

(1) Media cleanliness Is important.
Maintain.a clean working
environment.

(a) ,COritamination of the flexible disk
c',7,turface is a serious cause of data

losses. 'Finger:oil, smoke 'food and
drinks, abrasive material; (such as dtist
or filings), pencil eraser 'debris, etc.,
are typical contaminants. Read/write
heads Dist loriger when used with clean.

(2) Never make finger Contit0 with (a).
the exposed media surface through
the elongated, oval slot in the
envelope where the head-tor.dist
access (contact) is made.. Also
avoid touching the 'exposed media
surface area near the hub.

Theis. slotted regions offer 'access to
the,m-eclia atirfaces by contaminants
ParticularlFlir!gerprint oilvand dirt.

(b) Sim e #,tna- new ,staie-of-the-art
microlfzed flexiblcdisks which have.
76 ium (3;0 to'102 min (4.61n)
Oiameters have'huAqMatic shutter
tne,-.6ailiSma which haVe been designed
to prevent thitfinger contact problem.

) Dirt and-dust ;can be,..pieked up by the
disk during insertion.

(3) Clean the flexible disk drive
regularly particularly at its
insertion slot position.

(4) Clean the read/write heads on a
regular basis.

, (a) DilUte isopropyl alcohol on a lint-free
swab will clean contaminants from the
head. Exert mininium.fccce on the
delicate tension 'eprings.'

(b) Cleaning, kits erg available which
employ flexible disks made of a special
material's; the rotating, media rather'.'
than the magnetic Media of the regular
disks. The cleaning material is either
run dry, is -wetted'with 8, cleaning
fluid; the head is then lowered onto the
surface and, cleaned under rotation.21

(c) One kit manufacturer' suggests two
cleanings per week, another suggests a
cleaning after each 40 operational
hours, while others recommend a daily
cleaning. Others suggest, cleaning the:
flexible disk as soon as data errors
appear.

21Note: Some flexible disk head and drivemanufacturers will invalidate. their
warrantees if some typep of head cleaners are used. Contact individual manufacturers
for head cleaning inforntation.



1.16 Flankle Disk Care and
Handling Recommendations ;

(5) Always return the flexible disk
into its protective envelope
after it is used.

40.

(6) Don't flex or, fold the Mid*
disks. Avoid bending,pie disk
when loading into or extractifig
it from the drive.

(7) Don't Out a rubber band or a
paper dirt onto the flexible -

disk envelope.

-

(a) This prevents cqntamination and
physical damage to the media: Don't
lose the envelope. -Don't scatter the
disks around.on table tops and desks in
a randam fashion.

(a) Although the envelope may recover,: thg
internal media maybe &maged
permanently; a warped disk does
not rotate properly.

(b) There are new micro-sized flexible
disks which are enclosed in rigid plastic .

envelopes which do not bend or-flex.

(a) Vie rubber bandmay cause the disk to
remain bent permanently aftep
long-term stgrage. The paw clip :nay
emboss the media and causeTiermtinent
data losses due to head-to-media
separation. =

A ball point, pen can emboss the..
surface of the disk and cause
permanent surface:defects and daft
losies.

.

(6) Always write on the label before (a)
it is applied to the ciiski-UoweVer,
if the original label is iiied; do `

not write on it with. EL4Viili. 'point
pen; use a eft, fiber tipped pen.

. .

(9) Never erase the label on a flexible
disk cartiidge. Cross out pneviotis
information; remove and repiaee
label when full.

(101 .General. enyirqnrnentel
requirements: .

(a) Operation and storage: c'.
Te rature: 109C tO
.4B to 12500

humiyr
vironr

rikturet

t

. ,

(a)... Erasure can 'be .a source of
contamination. , In fact, don't.write
. on thelabet with a ;sad pencil;: Don

paste a new label over the,old labe
do not cover any flexible disk horl
with the nezi label.

Thealollowing are American Ne4onal
Standards Institute (ANSI X3.7371980)

ft . 1.rei.eonaniendations: .*

bisics shotddl,?e:cottditfonei for at
60C's* '' least-one hour .in the opprat

`environment before use.

.
(b) Should *acclimati.zed in the

test environment for'24 hours before
.testing .

htinitctly:4046 tO 6096
TttUritipeirtation;:, (c) In, the cases of itcps (10 a), (b), or,(c),
temperature: -400C to 51.60C rio'oisture shOuldbe rmitted 'td

(-Art' As:1425°F) -condense in or on the cartridge.
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1.16 Flexible Disk e'aie and
Handling Recommendations

(11) Failure to observe the T=H (a)
guidelines in item (10) can result
in media damage. Be careful-
boat the the storage location. -

(b)

(12) Discontinue the use and acquisition (a)
of fleadble disks which appear to
shed excess debris and cause rapid
head wear.

(13) Never place a magnet of any kind (a)
onto the envelope surface of a
flexible disk cartridge! See -

sections 1:11 and 1.12 for the
effects of magnetic fields oh
data recorded on flexible disks.

(14) For long-term storage, the
flexible diek cartridges should
be stored in a vertical position
in a ten-disk storage container.

(b)

(a)

(b)

Reiharks

Acceptable temperatures and
humidities are normally r.naintained
an operating area such, as an offic§.
However, the teipperatures in a closed,
hot,ttationary, automobile in the
sunlight may exceed the 48.oper limita.
Excessiyely cold temperatures may
make these disks rigid. Acclimatize
these-affected disks in Wormal
environment (see sec. 1.16-(10)) for
several hours before using.
,Don't use a flexible disk as place mat.

They may have abrasive surfaces which
create considerable friction and heat ,
and usually haVt'shortverating lives.
The wear rate for a flexible disk
comparedlo a qomputer tape is
accelerated by the fact that the disk
heads Will pass over and make contact
with the same point on the disk surface
typically five to six times per second.
A rapid decrease in the disk signal level
may indicate a rapidly wearingtlisk
surface. Built-in disk coating
lubricants reduce this wear effect. /

These include typical .bar magnets
found hi offices, coat and picture
hangar magnets, flashlight magiets,
magnetized screwdrivers, etc. keep
magnets at least 76 mm (3.0 in) away
from 'recorded disks. This applies to
both rigid and flexible disks.
Exercise complete magnet control in
the office and the data processing work

_ place. .

The vertically stored disks should be
supported, by the container so that thet
cannot leari or tag. Make certain tWt
no pressure is exerted against tIle disk
envelopes.
For safest storage, do not ustk
cardboard container; use a mot% rigid
type, such as a hard plastic unit. ()
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* et1.16 Flexible Disk Care and
Heeommepdationi4:

(15) Foithort-tem storage, the I*
flexible*disk !Fir tridges may Be
placed either: vertically ok
horizontallyin stacks of to or

AesS.* .

fr

Reinforcing.flexible disk hub
rings: should they be installed
by the user?

ab

4'0

RemagIcs

.11

4 -14

(a) Do notopputie weighror other pressur0
on ,these horizontdislcs. There are
many specialized rigt&containersib'
available for short axMong-term
storap and shipping of malefic
tlisks 112]. 1'

a

et; *
(a) Specialings have been develiped for

the ptwpdse of rediMing both the,
Slippage of the flexible disk and inner
media hdle damaft under rotational

econditioniV21. At present the
c4question the.efficey of these user

install* rings and their possibfe

r.

(17) Maintain 41. schedule for checking,
cleaning, or replacing associated
air filters. . 4

(18) Use the proper type of tab to
cover the 4r4Fte protect notch on
the disk envelop.

(19) Make copies of vital or master
flexible disks and storecin ,

alternate locations.

4

(a)

)

(20) El tricalidischarges produced by (a)'
st tic electricity cannot damage

alter the data which has been
rrectly recorded and stored on

the flexible disks. (b)

(21) Inspect and replace wpj'n head (a)
pads if necessary.

61
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.
deletetigus effects is unresolved for the
larger disaarietr 203 mm 'KO in) and
133 dm (T.25 in) flaxibte diiks.-
Mitii.o-disks with 76 mm (3.0 in) to
102 mm (4.0tin) aiameteriftwhich have
retentlyAeh introduceollii,to the'
market, aremaryifactured v411
hetb mateiiaLa'dhesiveli bound the
mylar sump e. These appears to
eliminate the need f9r these users
installed hub rings.*
f IL 57+-

See recommendatiqnS for cllan is e
gyrations in sacition 1.3. DittreauseS
dEta losses And media da ntige.

Don t, use any tab matetial-wish
leaves a sticky residue; Ase the tabs
which ace supgied with lbe disks. sit

AO 31' a
Do this as soon as possible *fore "
probleTs arise.

Si

Hdwever, electrical n6fte produced by
ar -due to static #ectricity, mad
in' ice unwantied pulses into the .

'sensitive electronic system.
See sections 1.10-(5) and 1.10 -(11).

A worn pad may cause rapid debris
formation, and a change in signal level.

1
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1.17 Computer, Tape Transport Care

(1) A corhuter tape transport can
cause immediate or delayed tape
and data damage. Preventative
and immediate maintenance is
mandatory112

r,

.

1'

0.

fr

`Remarks

Check thelollowing:
(a) Read/write heads:

° . Clean? See table 1. and section
' 1.3-(12).

. Burrs, scratches, etc.? Replace
head.

f Gap smeared? gap material
from.one sideof the head gap shorts
across- to other side of the gap); t;
replace head.

. 'Aligned? Use master skew take.
Mignetized? 'See section 1.12-(5).

. drown-stain? See section 7.2(1).
(b) Tape path:

. Worn or damaged guides or capstans?
Replace.
Aligned? (Misaligned guides or
capstans can cause media damage.)

. Clean? See table 1. and section
1.37(12).
Clean entire path including Vacuunt
threading channel columns. Do not
touch capstans with fingers. Removpi
tiitsof debris and tape_from the
bottom of the vacuum cignmns., . Lubricated as recommended?

. Magnetized components? See section
1.12-(5).

(c)- Tapeadynamics:
. Tapes breaking, stretching, or

cinChing?
. Tapesloacling;

.

unloading, and Moving
,smoothly at proper speeds?
Unusual system, noises?

iapelipacks appear smooth with nor'
rpropuding layers after I rewind
operation?. Note: an occasional

unevertpack can be due to an
5, improperly slit tape.

. Tape winding tensions correct? If
not'tape packs may appear irregular
or loose.

0.° r -
.

ost a these items must be perfOrme ci by technical such as Field'
ieglineitas; they iAclusle most of the replaZeinentS, adjustments, and trouble-shooting

4.chores. llowtver, t nuinber of these items such as cleaning, can be performed by'
Iroperating personnel who silould also eeport apparent defects suchas tape braking,

." 0 unusual nqise, Ob., to She person in charge. There are additional system checks which
-.# . will be peeformed on-site by the Field Engineers including the proper reading andtheeproper

cassette
the data on all tracks. 'A number of these suggestions can alsofbe applied to- -

:, cassege and lartridge drives. . '
i.

7, '4' 62
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1.17 Computer Tape Transport Care

ti
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4'.

Remarks'

. Pneumatic system functioning
properly? (i.e., check vacuum levels
andpumps, vacuum and pressUre
points, valves, chamber sealing, etc.)
Adjust or replace defective
components.

. Belt tensions correct?
.t Sudden increase in error rat

Report and investigate imme
' -Check all potential tape dama

mechanisms described in sections
1.17-(1) and 1.2-(9).
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2. Long-Term Storage - Care and Handling

The purpose of the followink sections is to describe the methods for controlling
those factors which have a direct impact on the long-term archival storage of
computer magnetic tapes and on the retrieval of their recorded information. The
archival properties of the total systems and codes are not considered in this paper-.

There is no unified or analytic discipline available at present with which the
me long-term prOpertiet of computer magnetic media and the stored data can be

completely predicted. available (and limited) information concerning\ the
archival properties of flexible media such as computer tapes has been derii/ed from
two general areas:

1 >0.
(a) empirical observations, intuitive estimates drawn from experience, and

surveys all based on large media populations [5] through [9], [25],[261[21];

(b) extrapolation from small sample experiments and,:theoretical insights
[22],[281[29]1 [30] viis

. ,

This section will present some of the information which is available for these two
cases; i.e., the small and large sample computer tape populations, Each area will be
presented individually. It should be understood that the -information presented-for
the large sample case does not presently have the theoretical and experimental
underpinnings of the small sample case, while the extrapolations from the small
sample theories have not yet been proven to be effective when applied to a large,
general tape population which contains a representative saKple of the available
media.

An underlying cause for the analytic complexity of this archivaloproblem stems.from
the murtivariable nature of the tape medium and its response toits handling, its
systems, and its environment.

For example, it is often difficult to design adYnamic, experiment which will lead to
valid judgments about the probable end-of-life of the storage medium. Somelimes
the dynamic test procedures will intrude their own characteristics into the results so
that it is difficult to separate the cause and effect -variables. An example of this .

type of problem appeared in an attempt to determine the effects on. the,
"error-production" tendencies which existed between a tape transport system and ,
reels of magnetic computer tape. It was found that the number of passes required
for a single reel of tape to run to failure when. shuttled amongten,similar production
transports we quite, different from the number. of passesthat were required. to'run

-each often reels of the same kind of tape to failure on just one of these transports..
[31].. This difference was attributed to the machine differences rather than the. tape
differences. However, these transport differences were not evident during their
operation in actual computer systems.

k

Another egample in which the dynamic operating mode affeets. the end-off:life is as
follows: There is a' difference noted in the rate of- ,data' loss (drop-outs) . if a
magnetic computer tape is shuttled over short segments or over an'equatnumber
passes over longer segments of the tape. This is caused by the-variatidis in debris
generation and distribution caused by the friction betWeen the tape and (a) the
mechanical guidance system; and (b) the recording/reproducing head. '

Atk
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Although lifetime testing of a medium should be performed under conditions which
are as similar as possible to the actual operating conditions, very, often this is not
practical approach. This may be due to the expense or to the length:Of time,,which
may be required for the test. Considerable care must be taken however. when

, attempting accelerated lifetime studies because in many instances accelerated 0)
lifetime testing procedures yield results that are not valid because they 'are .n4
truly representative of the actual environmental conditions in which the ,n,ledium
must function. As en example, by using very highgemperatures it is possible to
produce an observable breakdown of, magnetic t in a short length of time.-However, in such a test, the researcher ' must be careful, to- remain,: below
temperatures. that can produce chemical phase transitions in the magnetic oxide
particle, material because the, effects of heat are not cumulative for a tape: That is,'
during normal operations no amount of heat below the critical value can proddoephase transition (for example, a gamma to alpha transformation) in the oxide.
particles.

In a series of simulated and accelerated head-tape wear test procedures, it his been
found that the relative wear results among a group of tapes reversed themselves.*
a function of the substitute metal which is used to simulate the heed materials (see
sec:; 7.2).

. A

Experimental evidence has shown that failure to extract the information frdhl,:
magnetic media is almost always attributable to : the physical or chemical,..!deterioration of the media rather than the volatility of the data. Data volatility is a.
function of.the magnetic relaxation time of the recorded oxide particles assuming.. .no intervention of undesirable energies such as high temperatures or unwantedmagnetic fields [13]. Under ideal environmental conditions, the recorded datacontents will outlast the physical and chemical structure of the tape materials at
the present day particle sizes (volumes) and operating densities. In a controfted:
environment, it has beep found that the recorded tapesignal levels decrease 5% to ';10% from their initial levels during the first 3 to 5 real 'cycles. At this point, the.
signals levels tend to stabilize; so long as ,they are not subjected to read/writetead
demagnetizing fields.

An intuitive estimate for the improved. modern computer tapes anticipates: atteffective lifetime of 20 years as compared' to 10 to 12 years for tapes,produeeb inthe 1960s. The superior archival quality: of the present day:Computer tapes is niostly
due to improvements in the physical, chemical, and mechanicat.T.talitieS'of the tape
rather than its magnetic properties. These stem from: (a) improViti'long we
binder formulations which' provide' an efficient bond to ttie tape bas
resist the tendency to disintegrate or flake easily, (b .new surf: e *en eerin
methods which have smoothed the tape: surfaces by a Ximatelt70% to.8096'(i.e..to a' present average surface roughnesses of 0.025 A lzin) to;6.1,5'(c) the application on many tapes of a, new carbon b diltek coatis* mater"
(d) improved manufacturing control of the physibalioarkbilters4g 'the*
these developments tend to reduce the production oWegfrelebriedIN deb
as well as head wear. Loose debris particles can evflittialtY lead :tYper
damage when they are pressed into the surface by the' erge pit& itindin
during long-term storage. Poi. example, is pOlOijk to Fieflprtri'. a
read-after-write cheek on a computer tape prior to;ale howdebris can permanently distort or "dimple" the taPetand mekerit
irretrievable after long-AerM storage.

, ,



The Archivist of the United States has established that "archival" is defined as
"permanent-forever." However since most practical stored materials neither
re'quire nor possesS such extreme capabilities, several other varied classificationa
.have arisen,' .These are: medium termup to approximately 10 years; long
,term7apprOximatefy 100 years; and expendableuaed and discarded within a -short
time:' Since it has been estimated that present-day conputer, magnetic tapes have a
'stiff!' life of approximately 20 years, it appears that .the storage phase should be

`°conSidered as inedklim term in length. llowe9er,,,the' critical dynamic portion of the
.stome' ei46 can extend, the 'archival time well beyond the medium term. The

, YhEitnkstorage : phase is dedicated primarily to the long-term maintenance of the
.

data contents,:'through the prOCess of -.scheduled testing and 'media replacement.
iReblar and. ,master taped, can, be recopied onto new reelt ad infinitum since the
'physical' theditaii,heA no intrin.siC Inane ilT the case ofi'Say, historical documents.

f) The replaedinekdosts are partially offset when the data. t{ansfe>y is performed' from
,a low densityjape,format to,,a newer high density format. This density increase
reducgs the.,narnThilt of required tapes and 'can' release- valuable vaultA,space which is
becoming ,,extrernely costly and 'Scarcemith the fast growth of computer ,tape

. 1

c. 2.1' Long-Term Archival Storage,,--, 'Largo. Population Ca* '

*he information in thiSsection.:haa been derived frorrtinay0 empirical, an
tseriktions, operational .experiences, and surveya.bassd Oridarge Media
has been organised ln the f Rowing. sequence .[8],[254 '"'"- k ), ''.',it'.

, .
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the esitivation 'Phase

The prep ation phase includes media selection and 'precTidiliOnfn pth'qesses. The
Storage ase is the,phase _which is Most directly concur witth the actual archival
properties of the stored media and. particularly of,T: data ;oritents and is

nsidered in terms of ''contrallable static .iiid,,dynamiproC.esSii.- 'Finally, the
activation phase is coticeinedwfth the%recovery. of the StO40,diita en the media

removed from the arehiVes: ''
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1.1 ;Preparation Phase

(1) -The Quality of the Tapes that are Chosen for Long-Term Storage

I

(a) !The candidate tapes for operation. at 8 bpmm (200 bpi) and 32 bpmm
'";:-(800 bpi), NRZI, and 63 bpmin (1600 bpi), PE, can be chosen to :ffie in

compliance with specifications which are described in documents such as
the U.S. Interim Federal Specification W-T-0051C (GSA-FSS), March
1975, for 12.7 mm (0.50 in) computer magnetic tapes.23 Compliance with
these specifications assures the quality and the interchangeability -of the
computer tapes when they are used both internal to, or external to the
originating computer system. Therefore, each tape will not be restricted
to operate only: with specific transports and electronic setups. .Many, .

available brands of Standard quality computer tapes comply with thin
specification. 1

(b) The following tables 2.. and 3. show some of the tests and examinations
which were performed under the aforementioned specification W-T-0051C
(GSA-FSS), March 1, 1975. It can be used as a guide to test procedures
which can be instituted by media manufacturer and user organizations.

(c) An alternate source for use in making quality judgments relative to the
chosen 12.7 mm (0.50 in) computer tape is the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard entitled "Unrecorded Magnetic Tape
(9-track, 800 CPI, NRZI; 1600 CPI,,/ PE; 6250 CPI, GCR) (ANSI Document:
X3.40-1976). ANSI has also developed a series of standards for other
computer storage media such as flexible disks, cassettes, and cartridges.
Note that unrecorded standards are .1*Iired for testing information similar
in detail to the GSA-FSS specificaton.-

(d) There are computer tapes which adescr,ibed by their ,manufacturers as
"permanent;" "archival tapes," etWHovrey.er since the ICST Computer
Storage Media Group 'has not perfohned itriSt hr-house experimentation with
such extendtd life magnetic comPuter tapes, the following statements are
not to be construed as an endorsement of these media. There are computer
tapes on ke market which are claim e4to have potential lifetimes of 20
years and a capacity for millions of passes. Typically, their long-life
characteristics are based upon extrapolations 'front accelerated test
procedures. It has been reported that some of these extended life tapes .

have very hard binders which can cause rapid head wear. In addition, it has
been, found that the final error production tendencies of some long-life
hard binder tapes eventually approached that of the standardtapes [7].

23Copies of this specification may be available through the General Services
Administration, Automated Data Telecommunication Services. The GSA-Magnetic
Surfaces Laboratory which performed this specification testing was terminated in
February 1982.
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TABLE 2. COMPUTER TAPE TESTS, MEASUREMENTS, AND EXAMINATIONS

1. ,Tape length

2. Tape width

3. Tape thickness

4. "E"rvalue

5. Photoreflective markers"

6. Marker reflectivity

7. Yield strength

Elongation under stress

9. Longitudinal curvature

10. Abrasivity

11. Clipping

.12. ',Stiffness

13. Splices

14. Output signal level

15., Surface uniformity defects

16. Ease of erasure

17. Dynamic skew.

18. Stan time

19.' Ten-foot wear

20. Compatibility

21.' Wear deposits

22. Environmental sir 'r
23. Electrical resistaince

24. Tape reel dimensions

25. Flange label area

264 Write enable ring

27. Tape reel environmental stabilit/

28. Moment of inertia

29. Loss of recorded information

%

pi
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TABLE 3. GENERAL EXAMINATION OF TAPES

9.g

ExaMine befects

1. Reels:

Appearance Voids, nicks, arid 'other stir ace r.,
imperfections which do not fall within- a_ n
area of a' circle 1.6 mm (0.063 in) in
diameter; scratches which exceed 12.7 mm
(0.50 in) in length.

Identification and labeling Not as 'specified?

Reel color Not as specified?

Write enable ring Missing; improper fit.

2. Tape:

Wind

, Wound pile (pack) envelope

f

Not as specified?

Tape pile. (pack) not smoothly wourid; loose,
with visible folds, budding, . cinching,
spoking, or gaps between the tape ,layers..
Protruding tape edges, tape layers, or
groups of layers. Plane of the to ,4
perpendicular to the reel axis. ,)-ry;

Tapl surfaces not clean; presence of diri,
dusty lint,. fuzz, or other foreign: matter.
Presenee of blemishes; holes, tears, creases,
or wrinkles, split or ragged edges. Presehce
of adhesive substance.

Tape does not unroll evenly and uniformly;
tape sticks.

Missing;,' incorrect placement; wrinkled;
improper method of application:

Not as speCified?

Improper, packaging; improper marking;
damaged contents.

Condition its received:



There is continuing research by media manufacturers towards producing a-
premium or superior line of computer tapes whose lifetimes and adherence
to required interchange parameters are better than those which are
achieved with standard brands. There are expensive premium tapes. with a
lifetime guacantee; these tapes will be replaced, free of charge if any
errors everdevelop [12(b)]. Unfortunately, the repiacement cost Of it tape
is minor when compared to the cost for reconstructing permanent read
-errors which have developed in archiveS. It thouldfie noted that tapes,
which are designated for 4ong-term archival purposes do. not, rcessarily
require the capability for Withstanding a large numbei#' of passes. In fact,
the hardness or softness of a tape binder is not necessarily an indicator of
the durability of the tape [181 Instead they require 'physical/chemical
stebility,over long periods of time and proper care and handling techniques,
in archive& The effect of the archival handling methods on, tape life can
be 'monitored through the *scheduled use-of error. logging ,routines which
periodically read, detect, and count accumulated tape errors from the
stored 'files in archives. This .can yield rusefui statistical informatiOn
relative to pending problems and possible corrections prior to major losses..
At the present time, however, the long-life computer tape user position
should be one , of caution until sufficient, long-term evidence has been
presented on bebalf of paitibular brands of archivil tape which are made
available in the. marketplace.

(e) Computer magnetic tapes which were Produced prior to 1970 should not be
chosen for long-term sthrage even' if they have never been used previously
since it has been found that they have a greater tendency to develop
permanent errers as Et function of Wile in storage than -tapes which, were
developed. and produeed in the 1979s and 1980s. ;It WEtS found for the
pre--1970 tapes that the buildup and accumulation'of tape errOrs in storage

incieased apprOidmately as.an exponential function of time,and that errers
developed even in good storage environments IC. -This error growth is.

, particularly evident in the older- tapea which have .been recordea at
32 bpninn (800 bpi) (N

(fr In order to achieve gr ter security against the, loss of data due to tape',
deterioration in the ary or backup storage location, de not use tapes
from the same manufacturer's lot for both the archival tapes and the
,backup (duplicate) tapes..

;(2) c _Physical Preparation of the Computer Tapes Prior to Long-Term Storage

Factors which influence the .physical: preparation or the tapes prior to
are

(a) New tapes are sometimes cont'amin'ated with debris which event
become'a source of read/write errors. Some of this debris can on
the tape slitting process.

(b) Tape life'is affected Significantly by the condition of the initial tape driv
which records the data for storage. For example, it can introduce debris
Into the tape windinp; it can also produce an unevenly Wound tape pack.
This uneveness can produce laterally displaced windings whose edges can be
damaged by operator miShandling of tlie'71.;eel flanges (see sec. 1.2-(1)).



(c) The tape rewind' tension after recording has a significant affect on the
long-term storage quality -of"the tape. The tape drive should not introduce
large tension variations when rewinding the tape prior to storage. Too
small or too large a tension can cause. eventual 'tape problem& Excessive
tape winding pressures and humidity ind.teMperature swings in storage can
produce permanent'Adistortions or damage. to the tape, while very low
winding pressures 'can produce layer-to-layer, slipping and creasing or
"cinching" in the t#pe pack upon acceleration which can lead to serious
data losses (see secs. 7.3 and 7.4).

13) Recommendations for Computer Tape Physical Preparations:\
I

(a) All tails, including new tapes, which are selected as candidelte.s for
long-term archival storage applications should be cleaned and tested
(evaluated) at the anticipated recording density.. Certification and .manual
err& removal is an optional activity (see secs. 3.2.1 to 3.2.3).

(b) The cleaning and evaluation should be performed .within sic months
application prior to recording and storage.

(c) A maximum of five write ski errors should be allowed on any candidate
tape, to long-term sto ge; none of these errors should exist on the
first 30.F m (100 ft) of to No permanent errors, are permitted (see sec.
3.1).' Scratch or rehabilitated tapes are not recommended for-,archival
storage.

(d) The candidate tapes should have less than 50 full passes but more than four
passes. New tapes should be exercised for the required minimum..of four

' ;

full passes prior to recording.
7 I

of, (e), Prior to final storage, after cleaning and evaluating, while awaiting the
.

0?. -recording of the archival data, the tapes should be given a full length pass
at normal speeds, no hip speed rewind should be performed. The winding
should be performed in a constant tension or programmed rewi mode at
approximately 1.7 N (6 ozf) to 2./ N (8 ozf) per 12.7 Mm-(0.5.0 f idth of
tape (see sec. 7.4). 31

(f) Fasten all tape le a soft sponge, rubber grommet,. or vinyl stripL

(g) Make, certain tha is properlyt,libelled with a self-sdhesive label.
Write with a ballP n or typewriter on :the label. Do not' ,use a
graphite pencil or any ivater soluble 'marker. A label may not be.necesstiry
if a .'ape Management System is used (for example, see seh. 4.2).

-(h) Place each tape into a fully en ed, clean transparent canister:, . Make
certain that the canister is fullY tightly latched. Wrap-arOitfid collars
should used with tape reels(whose flanges have windows or apertures

.

_(See sec. 1.3-(0). -

(i) As an option, seal the canister in a polyethylene bag. This reduces the
eVaporation loSs.of components 'from the tape coating.



(j) Store tape in an upright (off edge) position in vault. The canister will
support the reel by its hub which is its strongest member. For long-term
'_archival storage, avoid, devices which support' the tapes by their flanges
rather than by their. hubs.

(4) Preparation of the Data Prior Long-Term Storage:

Some factors which influen8e the preparation of the data prior to storage are

(a) Tapes which are recorded with misaligned read/Write transducers may be
difficult to read back on, any transport other than 4he originating unit.-

(b) Tape transports:which have dirty, worn, or misadjusted guidance systems
can damage the tape, cause skew effeets, and add debris to the tape.
These defects will eventually cause the loss of data in storage.

(c) It iias been reported that computer tapes which had been recorded, at
32 bpmin (800 bPi).Using the non - return -to -.zero (NRZI) mode'of recording
tended to develop more errors, in storage than tapes which' were recorded
using phase encoded (PE) methods [8],[91 It, has been recommended that
either a 63 bpmm (1600, bpi) PE method or an .NRZI methbd at a lower
information density such as 8 bpmni (200 lam) should ,be used for archival

, storage purposes. Although relatively newk appears that the high density
246 bpmm (6250 bpi) computer tapes have good archival qualities.
However, there are both favorable and unfavorable factors:;

, .

.- (I) Favorable: The .overall handling of the computer tape by the typical
246 bpmm (6250 bpi) drive tends kto be very gentle. For example, the
:oxides coated side of the tape generally does not, rub or contact against
any transport or guidance surface other than the read/write head,
erase head, and cleaner assembly. There areceusually Very, small and
°Well controlled winding tension variations on ::the present day
246 bpmm (6250 bpi) drives [20].

(2) 'Unfavorable: Since 246 .bpmm (6250 bpi)'has. a maximum recording
4 . density 'of 356 bpnim' (9042 bpi), the wavelengtht of these signals are

, very short. Renee, it requires, a very small head-totape , spacing to
'eareAtea significant signal dcop-out loss (see sec. 8.1-eq(4)). In other
words, debris particles whose'. size would use no problemS at
63 lipmm.(1601 bpi) Can cause data losses'at 356 prilm (9042 bpi).

(d) Another experimental-finding of interest is that ther are regions along the',
lengthoo; many tatnputer tapes. that appear' to be ore susceptible than
other regions to developing data losses while storage;, On 'a'typicl.

m (2400 ft).leOgthicomputer tape, these undesirable regions are from
the beginning of the4ape to the.100 m.(32.8 ft) point, from 300 m (984 ft)
to 400 nu(1312.ft) ana from 600 m (1968 ft) to the end of the tape r2

It *as tiotedtfuit. ff a, recording,stratigy could be devised-,which avoided
these
stora
rejecte

'ons, Uteri. there could be a significant increase in the useful
of the data on the tape medium. In this study, a tape was

more.than one parity error was detected over any 300 m (984 ft)



6
of the tape. It Was Also felt that. an effectiVe strategy might be developed,'
which was based upion the- statistically derived.observAtion that there was
an optimal bIoCkz, length which minimizes tape errors 'while realizing
efficient packing of the data-, _The. block lengths however are usually

.

constraint] by the,system,recprirements and a pract' al applieation of this
concept is difficult to achieve. N% ' A

. , %.

(e) It has been noted that tapes' whiCh are recgrded-And read over only A small
pbrtion of their total.lengths display, a greater tendeney towards cinching.
This is due to irregular variatibns in the-tape pack ten ton: caused by the
partial wind-rewind processes.

Recommendations' for the. Preparation of Archival Data:
A , .

. , . . . . .

(a). ,Makecertain that the transports acid transducers are properly
adjusted prior to recording:, ,'`.', ' °` . : - :: .,." -;-';,- '

.,(b) Check the read/write and tape motion operitiOns of eact4ransport before:
. commencing-with the recording of theearchival tapes.. Do:this /with a

known crean'error-free tape .which .can' Hick be used to perfokir a read-Only ;
pass on all of Ve transports, This wilt cheek their trelative4Ilignments.

(c) '.Record the arehival tapes .and' then remove_ the,write ;+t file, rings in order
to proteet the tapes against erasure. (Note that this may not be irequired
with a Tape Management System sugh as TMS-H (see Sec. 4.2).)

. -
(d) Perform a "reacVonly" pass on each tape in order to verify that "an .

error-free recording has been Made prior to storage.
. .

(e): When performing this.- Verification, the Aapt..should`alwaYs be even -a full
,

length pass to tbe.end-of-tape marker (Eq11, and then rewound at'.a
normal speed, only... The winding.should be 4perirobrined irt:a constant tens
or prograMmed rewind mode' (see.,. 7.4): A norinal,;,,tension Value
apprOxfpatel ji 1.7'N (6 ozf.)-tS 2.22' Ozaper.12,7 0.50 in) width Of
tape is most frequently suggested.

(f) Avoid the Useeliii2 bpmrn (800 bpi) (NRZI) recording ,for 'taPes Which are to
be placed into long -Aerin storage. * *-

4) Important option:, if possible,Uninediatety'recOrdthe.6aCkup copies Of ailtl

.

°

vital tapes and, move them without dela3i loff'the alternate location..
- Perform-all steps in item (5): Thc bac1410.copie.§ should betecorded either

in, or Els close to, the primary archival storage area, ads. possible Do this in;
c--4-7 order to avoid envirpninental `or physical damage to the vital tapes when

they are in transit to an . external', duplicating faclitty.--

2.1.2 Storage Phase
.. . ...The storage pr Phase is the one most directly aia9 ' Iheiongterm.- '

maintenance, of the recorded media and the systems: Sine. ,has been estimated ,.

that present day computer magnetic tapes' Have, a shelf., i e f approximately' 20
years, it appears Ahat the storage,phase can be considered as a mgdiUm life term
program as previously defined.. .

-

0
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The storage program consists of a static phase and a dynamic phase. The static
phase deals with the,control of the ambient storage environment and the physical
houSing of the magnetio media. The qnamic,16104etive portion of the storage
progrirn consists of measures which citii 'be undertaken, often on a scheduled basis,
to prEvent, to seek out, and to circtiSvent the loss of stored data We to the physical
distortion or chemical deterioration of the media. The,dynamic portion of the
storage phase can extend the life of the data well beyond the medium term if it is
deemed feasible and,necessary.

(1) Static Phiise

The static me t ocrnaintaining a proper temperature, humidity,
P. cleanness, .a _..ovironment for-the stored,. tapes. A good storage

environment is h 'approximisites the characteristics of a tape
measurement lab Ory (for example, see sect. 5.2 -(5)). Although the very
high class c.1 an room conditions which are produced, for example, with
laminar" air ow syAfems 'through HEM filters (see sec. 5.1) are not
needed, po ive internal air pressure systems in the storage areas are
highly rec mended. This will prevent the intrusion of external dust intdt
these ar as. Whenever pssible, the temperature and humidity of 'the
stora: area should be close` to that of the operating computer environment
in er to avoid subjecting the 'tapes to large ambient changes then they
are transferred from the vault to the computer installation. If possible, .
the 'vault temperature and humidity should be within
+5% RH of the computer room's T-H environment.

+2.8°C ( +5°F) and

There are commercial organizations available that provide secure storage -

Vault services for computer magnetic tapes,-microfilms, and paper. They
are. often located underground in order to protect the -stored materials
against .explosion. They are held at a constant.temperature and humidity
and .typically employ electronically filtered air systems. The use of these
commercial repositories24 iS very'valuable if a' redundant storage approach
is taken, i.e.,- duplicate tapes are made for either all or part of the tape 9
library and stored in various locations as a precautionary measure.

0 .

It has been found that a magnetic field supplies the only kind of energy
that can cause. undetected data 'destruction without any accompanying
physical distortion or damage to the magnetic storage media (see secs.
1.11-1.12)..qt has been determined experimentally that there is no need to
shield ethe ,stored data against x-rays, high voltage filds, nuclear Viiation,

. 1
high frequency fields,' or light energy (see secs. 1.9-1.1b). NQ that .a
spacing of 76 mm n), is -sufficient to protect the. recorded media.

magnetic ties wUich are far more intense than are ever found in a
normal environment; or that can be produced by a concealable permanent -

,.,,
, 4o

24Commercialstorage facilities for corntirer magnetic media can often be located
through the Yellow pages of the telephone directory (see sec. 1.2-(33)).

0,.
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Finally, security ,measures should be undertaken to protect the tape vault
against unwarranted intrusion or catastrophic damage. 'This is done with
rtonitoring devico such as magnetometers and property insulated vault
ebnstruction which can protect the tapes against fire hazards. , Fire has
been found to be the greatest threat to the magnetic tape repository.

(2) Recommertions (Static PhaseP
r

..

T 4IP
fo,,,.

, . .

(a) Maintain vault' temperatures in the range of approximately 15.6°C
, (60%), to 26.7° 0090.25

\

'o

. t

(b) Mairiiain a vault humidity range of from 40% to 6096.25.
(c) Maintain theimilt femperature and'humidity within +2.80C (+60F) and

+5% RH of twr-111,of the computer, installation.
110 #ft

(d) Employ positive internal . air pressure systems to reduce dust

045r..
contamination in the Wilts, k

(e) Use commercial or other alternote vault systems for redundant tape
storage of mital tapes if possible (see lee. 1.2-(33)).

lasu,

(f) Store tapes in icanisters in an upright (vertical) position. Seal the
canisters in polyethylene envelopes.

111,

( Maintain vault security against entry by unauthorized ,personnel (see
sec. 1.12-(4)).

(h) Use magnetometer detection for controlled entry of permanent
magnets into the vault area. See section 1.12 ,for methods for
protecting the stored media against magnetic fields.*

(i)' Observe all of the fir safety recommendations listed in section 1.7.
For master and vita!" tapes, consider the specializedyaults
recqmmended in section 1.745).

(j) Consider the potential for vault area flooding and fire fighting when
designing the installation (see sec. 1.8-(8)).

(k) Carbon dioxide (CO2), Halon, and water are permisSible for fir?
eXtinguishing. Large plastic sheets should be kept on hand in order to
cover the tape racks and reduce water damage in case of a fire or an
inaqvertent water sprinkler discharge. I

25Note that these temperature-huThidity conditions for' long-ter& archival storage
are more stringent than those given in section 1.4-(1).' These recommendations are
applicable to computer tapes which were produced prior to .1972 and therefore
require closer tolerances.
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7.

(3) Dynamic Phase .

The dynamic portion of the storage program consists of scheduled, active
rove the chance of survival of

tents. These measures
pection, recop$ng of key
all of the ta*files.

measures which are instituted in order to i
stored magnetic computer tapes and t
include tape cleaning, tape rewinding, phys
tapes, and scheduled reading of sample tapes

It has been found that if tapes are exercised by being wou rewound
on an annual or semiannual basis, then many incipient 'errors can be
delayed _gr circumventea. The rewinding process!-.1 should be
perform at normal Operating tape speeds, will some of the
stresses which have built up in the tape pack during t brage interval
(see sec. 7.4):7

4

,t,

Temporary errors can often be removed by cleaning -and' rewinding the
tape, while permanent errors, which are caused by defects such as fused
surface debris, missing oxide, deep dimples,'scratchee and creases, are not
removable (see definitions in sec. 3.1). It t as been found that temporary
tape errors tend to become permanen if they exist(' in storage for a long
time. Usually a small sample drawn from a large tape file is
representative of the tapes in that same file: It is recommended that a
random sample of tapes from each file should be read on an annual basis
and checked for permanent errors. If a number of permanent errors have
developed in the sample tapes, it is necessary to read through the entire
file from which they weie drEiwn and recopy or replace all defective tapes.
Computer installation managers will sometimes recopy important tapes on
a semiannual or annual basis as a normal routine [8]. Even if there are no
permanent errors found on a stored master, or vital tape, it may still.be
feasible to recopy the data onto a newer state-of-the-art tape l and to
rehabilitate the original tape" for future use in less 'critical scratch
applications than long-term archival storage.

As an optional measure, in lieu of, or in conjunCtiOn with the random
sampling approach,- place a number of control tapes into storage 'along with
each major group of archival tapes. They should emanate from the same
tape lots and be recorded and wound.ory,teleame transports as the regular
Stored tapes. ,The number of control itilifp illgvid also be based on the size
of the individual archival groupings ifigljaiportance of the data The
condition of these tapes and their data cab be examined .on a regular basis
and used to monitor the ainditionof t archival tapes.

The dynamic program phase recomm
revised at intervals in order to acco
changes and improvements.in magne
and recording methods. These fact
archival handling methods a possibility.

dations should be reexamined and
odate the continuing technological
media, their associated equipment,

ay eventually make less stringent

The institution of a full scale dynamic handling program in an organization
With a large tape archive can be ery expensive since it may require an
organizational' unit with additional Itrsfflinel and equipment foi performing:
the opiketions. As an efficiency measuiv, it may be suggested that the

s
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stored media can be classified as a function of their relative importance
and Ahat the scheduled procedute$ can then be based upon these
classifications. That isr the frequency of reading, testing, cleaning,
exercising, and recopying will depend upon the value category which is

flP assigned to the tape data. The organization And scheduling procedures
particularly in the case' of large archives, can be handled very effectively
under the control of a Tape Management System (see secs. 4.1 to 4.3).
Testing may be performed' non-destructively with the software system
described in section 4.4,

(4) Recommendations (Dynamic Phase)

(a) If possible, mpintain the necessary equipment Perform the
scheduled care and handling procedures dire in the archive
environment. This minimizes the physicals hazards , And, the!

2 temperature and humidity variations which the tapes can be subjected
to in transit. If a tape has been transported from an operational area
to an archive,. permit it to relax for 24 hours in the new environment
before it is used (alternately, use ec. 1.5-(4)). Perform step (c)
before replacing the tape into its n al rack position in the vault.,

(b) 'Maintain all of the required equipment such as magnetic tape
transports and cleaners (see sec. 3.2) in a clean and properly adjusfed
condition. Check for points of wear in the tape heEichand guidance
system which can cause tape damage (see sec. 1'.17). Clean the entire
system immediately after a defective tape has beenrun, especiallYif
it has shed .coating -- materials. Make certain that lithe. transport
components are not defective and have not become: magnetized;\ degauss regularly (see sec. .1.12 -(5)). 40

(c) Exercise each stored tape with a full forwartand Le-verse pas i at
normal speeds on an annual or semiannual scheduled basis. Ure a .10
constant termion or programmed tension wind. at normal tape speeds:
It is advantageous to perform this exercise on a tape cleaner with,gooda
winding characteristics since. it will accomplish a deal function]
cleaning plus exercising.

(d) Read at least one tape from each small tape file and a 3964random
Sample from each large tape file on an annual bails. N any permanent
read errors have developed in these sample tapes, then the entire file
is suspect and should be rechecked. The data on any tape which has
developed permanent read errors should be recopied.onto a new reel of
tape; these procedures are absolutely necessary for master tapes. A
recheck should also be performed on those tpes which emanate from
the same manufactured lot as the defective tape. If possible,
carefully inspect the condition of the machine or machines which
recorded these defective tapes since they may have caused the error .

.4poblems. Backup files are very valuable for recovering data lost due.
'to permanent read errors.

a.

(e) Set up a schedule for checking the condition of the media and the dlita
on the optional control tapes described in sections 2.1.2-(3) and
.

44,

.
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'off.
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I

1.2-(28). This will give an indication of the condition of the associated
I archival groups. -

(AP Tapes whit have developed temporary errors (see sec. 3.1) should be
cleaned and reread. Consider recopying tapes on which a large number
of- temporary errors have developed in storage since this coula be a'
sign of coating deterioration. Other tapes from the same,lot should be

rechecked
,s .

I,

(g) As an option, recopy master tapes,;onloan annual basii regardless of
their cOnditiOn [8].. Regular tapes may be necopied after a longer
period tof time iri larchives. ItSias been suggested (optimistically)lhat
recopyingday,

stateLdf-the-aft puier tapes.
-should pe least pace eve ry years for itesent

.
the p

(h) Inspect, the tapes for irregular windings, creases, warped Iges,
discoloration, or other physical anomalies, (see sec. 1.2-(21)). 1 lean
and 'read those tapes which are suspect aid recopy them if necessary.

*If there has been a serious loss of environmental controld tiring
long-term- storage, an extensive visual checic, and rereading shogid be
performed on all vital tapes.

:*(1%,.

2.1.3 Reaetivation Phise
s'.

When the tapes which have been in long-term storage are brought out to the
computer installation from the vault, they should be petrnitted to adjust' thernselves
to the ambient .temperature and humidity of that 'environment for approidmately 24
hours before being placed. into operation. Alternately apply section 1.544) if
accurate TrH data are available. The operating environments at the archives and'
the computer installation' should be maintained as clean areas by using positive
internal air' pressures and observing all other clean operating guidelines_ (see see.
1.3).

.

It is possible that data losses will occur on reactivated media even though prope
care and handling, procedures' were observed during thtigreparation and stor
phases (see sees., 2.1.1 and 2.1.2). These losses can be OWd by imprOperIando
sampling processes (see sec. 2.1.2-(4)) or possibly by a an environmental fa nu
such as an 'accidental air conditioning outage which occurred at some tin*duririg.,
the storage phase._ They may also be caused by a defective tape coating, fossibly
due to prior hydrolysis (see secs. 2.2.1 and 7.1) which led to a breakdown in the
coating chemistry during storage.

1'

7.10

It is also possible that the,,operational charadteriStics of the data preparation tape
s''".;) transports are sufficiently /different from the reactivating transports that marginal
'4'7'. operations result. For example, differences in, head-wrap angle, tape tension, and,

dance systems may prOduce data problenis. ft is an obvious advantage if the
e transports are used for both data preparation and reactivation.

G.IT

There are dOme corrective measures which can be undertaken In 'the event that data
loss prOblems7are found to have developed during the !reactivation phase. For
example, It ymaS noted previously that tapes which hre'recordeiet 32 bpmm (800- bpi)
in the JIlalde tend to lose data easily. Cold flow distortion,and skewing of the

.
A
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tape is'teligved to be the prineipal cause fee data loss at ihis.'delisity. Sometimes
file hkevied tape can bg saffipiently-straightened"by rewinding 41 at normal speeds, $
for say.ten times, and then, relaxing the tape for one or two days befoite

inding and crewinding it severaljmdre 'times on the transport which will be used to
ad the tape. This same procedure can be initiated,before reading a tape if it is

1that the tape windingsappeatto be,,irregUlar with some tape edges protruding'
*patx. ,, - s

y ,
p

e'Of eleetrOrii" transport adjustments which can
hOealPersomiel wlviich. *1114Odove.. marginal.'tape information.

is di,kfiadt to read-on one trafispert" can be read'easily on
vea.,w)iich haisr the cAtifitiilitY ofIreeding backwards can. often

pe`..ititOlioanhat Oe read. in the forWarddirectiOn. The. .

orta ,'abould. be. $4eitA(uased, on,, p,seheduled basis (aee sec:
.

;. ,e eactoration,p,_ e recqownen. a ions, are. ;particularly
"pesc.:Wiikch ate toled..forione geai.fpt :

c 1' , 'At. ' -

101413; itbittiliktiOjellieRee

''4,h ,re li;vated :thpek in The c4niputer environment Tor '24 hours
.15gforeitief-ppting Mel read process: . It -posSiblei:thel.ebinpUter room

:17'.:ttmixielttiiti eand humidity slul' d be :diairitaiOed::.Wlfhin t2:8?p: (-45?F) ...
lariW4,6i"011 of the.vaulea,T4 -enviktuYte0: :. , ,.

:,;-,:: , 0. . , , ,

(b) ft. read .difficult1 .'encounter'ed,-:,perfOrma'ViaUtil Check of tke,:,.
. .,- ,.....;.,. ;reactivated tape ( ,s4.-1.2,121))... .irlayers of iiiriiaPPear- irrggaitir,-,

..4.
. ..T4'''' '$!;:',':roicle(4 br, separat .bi-',if tffere:,06.ProtrUsiona. of :individual :tape.. k .:,

,::...4aypris Iran the pa ges, then wind and rewind, the tape twice over
,,. itVenfire length ormal (slow) speeds.. he done :on ,a tape

.,.. t sp rt or Cl /Winder unit. Now telax the'taPe4br.-at'least one
Anbie ;day4th ii,kr."."arid, rewind :the tape; .,'Sevet'al' times befoie

iittampting)he7.1: dprocesi.." .

y.
. ' v , ° :. , . .

i.,(&)*A.M all of The c tape transports and
.,
cleaner/winders: in a

4-2* and:pro,lierl?"4 condition. 'Cheek" for, points of wear in the
rIciettand:guidance.syteins which ean'eause tape damage (see sec..
., ,e-- .'.. :,,.. ,

i..
entire tape transport irnmediately after a,defective_tape has

'OpedIttlly ifkt has shed coating - materials and' debris:
.

iproptaite to the-t owing tapes and cause additional
s (see sef:

01
1.3-.(12)a Viltile 1.). .

., ,,g t,,,:
%. .I

(e) ,:iinmedielely clean -and attempt to ft' the.reactivated tape which
4h' roduc, eilthe` debris in (d), particularly if it was caused by coat/0g

do* er deterioration.'
..`, 4

If) .fhen' reactivating tapes, avoid using tape transports with known
marginal or poor Performance histories.
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Reactivated tapes ,w ttst.
Aistortion can sometimes be 'corr,e01,

) If the 'read prOblerna,tperskst'i,..0,01
recopy the problem tapes on :tht
the data. If tinsuccesSf41;,tr
ttle'OalkYta0IEt

bli; attempt to read and
rtsvOich originally recorded

O'thq t transports for reading;

) 'Technical personnel Can *often
= electronic-11:nd .1pechanteal'i$4 i.

data ay haV,decreased'in
on -a tit on ,,10-Pl.

ITIVneticfrexposer

Sortie a -Aro@ ts,
ptia*enco uriAtR)
direction; thrs.modfi.PAper
balky tape whil4Jias,fiigipd

nal tape data through.
the tape transports. The

rel due ttr magnetized 'components
pei have been run or dile to

sece.' 1.12).

..Since data reeOns't ,trgtiO"nr.ipro
'.4041t much rpore.,e

f0e; if on' *kW

Aidhival Storage

ple, 63' bpmm (1600 bpi),,
' reading data in the reverse
often be tried in order to -read a
ard-read mode.

*s froM. .a faulty tape can be costly,'
duce a new tape copy from,, a 'backup

241. Lont- Sa irple' Population Case

Ihis section4sist4sed on. 41 tripretle44,i0";atudy [22] dealing with the archival .

016pertiet qf magreptie..e eriniet4f such as instrumentation and computer
tapes. The jesen results.ortin experimental and theoretical program

.

which, was for wi small, ,niiintter of media and is the most extensivei7
Itor) publ i qat i on

.

this'. s b00f. d to date.

The degrIli of confidinc4;,:with whi4h these results can be extrapolated to ,include
large, .variable sourcti,,OO pufer- ta'pelpopulations is presently unknown. However,

eCormr m n ongsitridornethods offered by this study are sufficiently
dteni ie40;.-warrant,consi ation f6(911 Cases.

. _ .

Thi srnall Sample pulation seetion is presented in the .following sequence::
4

.2.1 Backgrodnd PbCony/or Small`sample Population,Recommendations
d

4 , &

Preparalpi Phasti

(0:itualttx cf 'tapes That are Chosen
42) PhysidalPteparation Prior to Long-Term Storage

1.1Y , .2.3 Stage :?base
* 14-0 0 4

(1) Recommendations.
fr. (2) Ty/Arnie Recommendationsf

2:2-.4 Reactivation Phase Recommendations
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2.2.1 Background Theory for Small Sample Case ftecomu)4tions

-.1

,
(a) All of the recommendations in this small sample study [22] are based on

magnetic . tapes 'which Utilize the prevailing polyurethane binder systems,
polyethylene terephthalate (Lev mylar) base films, and gamma ferric oxide.,
(Y -F e203) magnetic particles. The choice of the polyurethane binders is based
on their tensile strength, -toughness, abrasion resistance, and adhesion
properties.

The reaction of magnetic ptctieles such- as gamma ferric oxide (Y-Fe203),
chromium dioxide (Cr02); iron particlei (Fe),,and various cobalt-doped gamma
ferric oxide particle structures to different temperatures and humidities was
studied. The following conclusions were reached:

_

(1) A magnetic tape composed -of Y-Fe203 does not exhibit long-term
demagnetization or print-through When used in digital recording
applications of up to 1300 bpmm (33,000 bpi) and stored in, nominal
environments.

(2) The archivability of magnetic tape employing Y-Fe203 particles' is
reasonably guaranteed at 200C (680F) or-cooler temperatures, and 50% RH.
These conclusions are extremely important since Y-Fe203 is by far the
most widely used particle for computer magnetic tapes. It was found that
chromium dioxide and co- Y-,Fe203 might not be as suitable for archival
purposes due to their sensitivity to environmental-conditions.

"(3) The study noted that:the effects of time, tempture, and humidity on the
magnetically recorded- signal' (on,"the Y-Fe203) are negligible even though
their effects on the birideps and base films may be severe. It was
concluded that the tape recordiag format may be chosen for' optimum
storage density independently of archival environmental considerations.

(b) A hydrolysis study (Which is a study of chemical reaction- of water with the
polymer material) was made with tapes employing polyurethane binders. The
effects of hydrolytic action on tape binders was studied in-depth [281 9],[30]
and the rate of hydrolysis was' found to,depend upon the binder constituents.'. In
hydrolytic action,, the combining of the` atmospheric water vapor with the
coating esters produces carbolic acid and alcohol. This ester reaction causes
binder weakening and the ensuing gum miness and breakdown of the tape
coating. Experiments have shown that the hydrolysis process is reversible. This
indicated the possibility of t binder rejuvenation; i.e., a binder which had
been deteriorated<by hydr .,

:
could be restored to a normal condition by

storage in a cool and dry: virOnment. For example, the hydrolysis equations
.showed thatIt tape which%s stored at 270C (800P) and 80% RH will suffer a
16% binder consumption in less*: than one year in this T-H environment. The
same equations. ShOw that it iSia reversible process and that it will require

:!,, approxiMately 1.54.4ears for the binder to return to its original state. This is
considered, to be an impractical length of time'to wait,for binder recovery.

The zero hydrolysis ve irk figure 3. (courtesy [22]) represents those conditions
for which a binder th has an initial degradation of 6.7% will not be further
degraded under any Tc conditions along that curve. However, for values of

.0
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temperature and humidity below /the zero, hydrolysis curve in (Zone 1), the
hydrolysis rat cis negative; i.e., presumably here the binder will' be rejuvenating
as ester bodes are regenerating. In Zones 2 and 3, the hydrolysis proces6
continues to consume the binder materials, leading to eventual binder
breakdown. Zone 3 must be aydided as indicated in figure-3.

4
A key conclusion, anck' mendation derived from thid chart is for tapes
stored at 180C 054* 40% RH, the polyurethane binder Consumption is

zero; and most importarktlkthis is also a fairly comfortable environment for the
handling perionnel: ,

Additional study will be required in order to .aetermine the relationship of
binder degradation due to hydrolysis with an associated increase in data error
rates.. The effects of the recording,methodS, the detection scheme, and the
error correction techniques must also be considered when analyzing the error
rate processes.

(c) As noted in sections 7.3 and 7.4 due to their creep and stress relaxation
charaeteristics, viscoelastic materials which are' wound under tension require
occasional rewinding in order to minimize* deleterious, effects such as tape
cinching. ;The required rewind frequency has been found ti; be a multivariabled
function of the storage time, the temperature, the magude and duration of
variations in.temperature and humidity, winding tensions )d tape speeds, reel
size, interlayer friction coefficients, and the reel acct ''ton during rewind.
It is noted that if a 50% pressure reduction in the tape'p' due to creep and
stress relaxation is an indicator of the need to rewind ttie tape, then an
approximate p six'period of s mont between rewinds is dedUced as the proper
scheduling. It also notes, how er, that tapes which are stored under well
controlled temperature,and humi y conditions could be stored ior much longer
periods without rewinding. In fact , a period between rewinds, of 3.5 years is
recommended provided' that the tapes have been maintainedAled
storage environment as follows (see rectangle in-fig. 3):

?

Temperatures: 170C (620F) to 200d (680F)
Relative Humidity: 35% to 45%,

I

If the environment cannot by maintained in these ranges, then the conventional
'semiannual or,/, annual rewind schedule is recommended. Alsd- if large
environmental changes have occurreid, then even more frequent rewinds may be
advisable.

(d) A significant portion of [22] was devoted -to ,t.study of the physical andd
. mechanical aspects, both theoretical and exper intal, of the tape reel tinder
various' winding tensions and pressures. It was decided that if' thera:,were a
method for measuring the amount of tape peek winding pressures which-lixists
at any time; in a stored reel, then an economical and efficient rewind frequency .

schedule could be developed. Several different approaches to the pressure
measurement were considered including: the correlation of the speed of *Ore
propagation through the reel as a function of winding tightness, e
measurement of the reel hub deformati

th
on with an attached strain gauge,

filially the insertion of friction tabs into the reel during. winding.- ,This last
technique was considered as the most promising approach and a considerable
amount of testing and experiMentation was performedwith thede friction tabs.

.
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The basic process consists of measuring the dislodging pufl force required to
extract Apes° friction tabs from th el winding ,'using spring scales.
Approximately, one dozen tabs ar inserted 'into each reel in a ,spiral
arrangement. The tabs are typically .025 mm (.001 in) thick,, 6.35 mm (0:25 in)
wide' and 50.8 mm (2.0 in) long. Tests were performed at different winding
torques, decelerations, winding speeds, and temperatures. Interestingly, it was
found that for constant speed windings at different, torques,' that a, 20%
reduction in. Winding tension may be responsible for,450% reduction in tab pull
forces. It was theorized that this relationship was cdsed by interlayeKstrapped
air which developed during winding'. It was also found'that there was a specific
tabipull forcetalue below 'which the tape reel would display interlayer slippage
(and cinching) upon deceleration. The appearance of this pull force value can
be used as an indicator of the need for tape rewindirt (reten.sioning) due to the

t

'reduction in the layer-to-layer pressure.

The use 40P, the friction tabs, was: followed. with an analysis program which
compared theoretical and experimental results.- A method for estimating the
periods.between tape reivinds was given high priority. It was determined that if
the tape is wound at a 'higher, temperature than the storage temperaturet or
wound at a lower humidity than the..storage humidity then the allowable period j,
between rewinds is increased. This is due to the reduction in both the reel n
tensions and the tape creep,

2.2.2 Preparation Phase

(1) Quality df Tapes that are ChO'sen

(a) State-of-the-art (i.e.; late produetion types) of computer tapes appear to
be potentially sticcessful candidates for archival storage purposes.

(b)( Optimally, the tapes should be new and should have been maintained in a
cool and'dry environment prior to purchase.

(c) If possible,. it should be ascertained that the archival candidate tapes have
not been subjected to any environment which could have caused
polyurethane binder deterioration due to binder hydrolysis.

f
(d) The magnetic particle material used in the computed tape should be gamma

ferric oxide (Y-Fe 203), at present, since its ability to maintain its
magnetization for long periods.,of time has beeeestablished. No other
presently available particles have yet proven to be of 'equal long-term
stabi at this time for,similar temperature-humidity ranges.

(e) Use backcoated tapes. Baelccoateid tapes provide increased interlayer!
friction. Whieh reduces the probability of layer-Io-layer slippage due to
tape relaxation during storage. An' additional berWit_ for backcoated tapes
has been noted during SRM calibration procedures by the. ICST Computer.
Storage Media Group: the -signal amplitude 'levels reproduced from these
tapes are generally more uniform, with much smaller end-to-end signal
level rise effects than are usually observed with non-backcoated tapes.
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(f) It is not feasible ior tape acceptability criteria to include the individual
-talk binder -constituents since they are almost always considered to be

. ..

company proprietary: It is suggested that the most reasonable constituent
type qualification tests are achieved indirectly through the measurement
of the hydrolysis tendencies [28],[29],[30] of the binder systems and the
stability; of the magnetic particles. (Note: It Is reasonable to assum that
these media will also be subjected to the overall requirements of theGSA
computer tape specification W-T-0051C Whichis described in-sec. 7.1'.1.)

(g) Candidate. archival tapes should be unsealed and allowed to relax fo'r three
days in the storage enirironment of 170C (620E) to 200C (64PF);*. 35% , to
45% RH for sever aj. days after receigt.- This conditioning is partipulaily

, necessary if the iiittrmediate transit environments are not known. It also
allows the $.tape-vkoi come into hygroscopic equilibrium, the storage,
environment. AftW relaxation, the tapes should be given two complete,
slow speed Passeettrith then Etvaluated for dropout errors It is suggested,
that the large population errdt criteria in section. 2.1.1-(3) be considered.
If there is a latge error!'iate, a cleaning pass is suggested, followed by tape
evaluation. `

(h) The" following test is Aedmmended as a means for testing tape binder
integrity: The tape is stoiedfor 72 hours in an environment of .494:)C + 39C.:
(120°F + 50F), SO% to 90 %. RH, and then stabilized for 16 hours -at 240C .
(750F), g096 R,H. .The test. reaults as applied to a. computer tape. are as

I follow's: there .ShOuld be less thak a doubling of the original dropout rate
and very Tittle coating shedding in 'an acceptable tape which is scheduled
for archival Use after., being subjected torlhe preceding environmental
conditions. It is noted fhat, an archival' tam candidate, as a; minimum,
should pass this 72 hour test.

(2) Physical Preptation Pribrito Long -Term Storage I*

(a) Store the archival tapes in a dust-free environment
dropout accumulation..- .

ordet- to reduce.. .

Tape'reels should halie 'aluminum flanges, for long -term,
.

.

Place in well7sealed: Polyethylene bags in Order.to prevent lovg-teem ,-,et,
binder lubricant 'ex oration, and perhaps reduce binder .degradittiorCf,
tendencies. .,

. ' .. . ;.- ,, r '. ...".". ,

.'tapesshould be boX,e *I stored'ida vertical,standing'ppsition. 77

Tape reels that are 4.1-canisters should be secured with wrap-Etroundi at
all times both in arKI;Ot of storage, in order to proteCt against ;ape edge
damage ;Jue totlange",eornpression or distortion. . . ,),

" , `' - 4
Always store \ tapes," with their windings, oriented, in the standard
ready-to-read orwrite..lioaition 'after a slow speed rewincl'. This applies
both before and after 'rtiorcling ..:the arChivill computer tape;. Constant'
tension windig appears Ode satisfactory-fo' r computer taes.,,, -''. .. .. .



(g) A slight eit'Winding area temperature compared to the, storage area
temperature, or a slightly lower winding area humidity compared to the
storage area humidity will prolong the lillowable period between tape.
rewindS. :4 is suggested however that only relatively small area
'-differepces, i.e., 2.8°C (50F) and 1096 RH should be allowed in Order that
Tape relaxation times will be minimized when passing -from the storage
area to The Computer//area.,

2.2.; storage Phase.

(1) Static Recommendations

(a) The tapes should be stored in archives within the T -H range of

Temperature: 0C (62 °F) to 200C (680F)`
Relative Humidity: 35% to 45%

and optimally at:

Temperattwe = 18.300:(6500
RelAtiire Humidity = 40.%

.,NNote: The optimal temperature and humidity are considered t.Jbe a key,
finding of this research program [22].

(2) Dynamic Recommendations
lt .4. -

(a) Imbed friction tabs on a semimonthly basis into a chosen group of
unrecorded test tapes of the same type and size as the actual recorded
arcllval -tapes. These tapes Must be wound with the same tensions and
tensiori-patterns as the recorded stored tapei. Store these tapes in
archives and'perform a tab pull test also on a semimonthly basis in order to
determine when the critical liyer-to-layer pressure has been reached and
rewinding is necessary- (Note: ,:Although L2,] does not giVe quantitative
information relative to critical tab pull fore& for computer tapes, it does
`offer background information which cis betted to set up individual test
prbgrams by interestediorganizationsj

) Rewind each -.tape 'in archives after ;t has been stored for 3.5 years,
providing that

.
1. The storage :area temPerature and humidity has remained at its

optimal value given in Section' 2.2.3 -(1) for the entire period, and,

a
,

.-

2: fT he riCtil." 0 n tabs .11 forces have. not-yet reached their critical values.
1 Iewind ,eieh tape , iminediately after the critical value has been

ynched regardless of its time in storage.k) . egar 9 . , - ge. -

i . I

2.2.4 -.1tvaeifireition phase Recommendations ,-:
a . /`

qty. tapes .tw,plifulkfOrriard and reverse passes at nominal. (slaiN) speeds tefore
pting the read process:

r. , ,



,,o.

(2) It isradvantageous to perform this read process in a contrglla environment as
close to the archival environment as poeible; otherwise .permit the unsealed
tapes to relax in the new environment for seleast three days before attempting .
th, read process. _ '

s .

-. (3) If environmental. damage 'to the tape is suspected, (i.e., such as ah Merease in
binder hydrolysis), store the tapes unsealed-fo three -days in the archival
storagfp area at the recominended temperatures and humidities

. (See 'sec. 2.2.3).
Then reread the tapes and clean if the erfor'rates are high.

r, f- '(4) When the reading is completed, ,reseal the tapes. and return to Storage, if
required.

. , ,gt '

At1Porls Note:.., It is suggested 'Plat- the recommendatiMis 'given fdi..t6e, laige
population cases in section 2:1%; i.e., for the Material preparatibrffphase, the static',
and dYnamic storage phases, and the reactivation'.phase, be Selectively 6 applied m
conjunction with these small sample sec. 2.2) ;recommendations. ,This.,refers to
those large population recommendations Mhich arenot in.,Conflict with any of 'these.
preceding smallsample recommendatims.'

t .





3. 'Scheduled Maintenance df Computer Magnetic Tapes

The scheduleid maintenance of' computer magnetic tape libraries and vaults consists
of principal activities such as tape cleaning, tape evaluation (or certification),-and
tape rehabilitation (see secs. 1.13 and 1.14. It also includes associated *activities
Such as tape exercising and eating (stripping). The cleaning process removes loose
error producing detris from the tape before it becomes permanently fused into the -
tape surface; the evaluation and certification process detects, counts, and loCates
the errors on the tape surface; the rehabilitation process incorporates several of the ,..;144

preceding activities for the purpose of restoring computer tapes to a useful status.

3.1 Computer Tape ,Errors
-?Many serious error problems which are encountered during computer tbtuse are

Caused by the self-contamination of the media. That is, the media itself`produces a
large amount of the debris wear products which becomb redeposited and
permanently fused into the tape coating (see bsec. 1.3-(12)); these eventually cause
dropout errors and data losses. The errors result from the subSequent read/write
head-to-tape separation caused by the -surface irregularities which have been
produced by the lumps of embedded tapek debris. It hat. been found that once thete
wear products have started to collect on the suiface of the tape, the rate of
production of additional wear products increases rapidly and the performance of the
tape also deteriorates rapidly. In fact, the deterioration of the tape oerformance is
usually more a function of the redeposition of these wear products than the
condition of the tape surf as related to tape usage or costing thickness. Note
that each system retry w is necessitated by a tape write -slip error is in itself a
debris producing activity; therefore, the more write-skip errors there are, the faster
is their rate of increase when retry methods over an area are applied. The principal
purpose of the tape cleaning process is to remove the loose debris particles from the
surface of thape before they become fused into the surface and reach excessive
or critical qua i tties. However, it should be noted that although the useful life of a
computer tape extended by a regular tape eleiming program, there still remains a
slower but steady growth 'in permanent errors during the cleaning program. That is,
the fused debris error count continues to increase towards an irreducible value for
which it is n6 longer cost effective to clean or to continue touse this tape (see sec.
3.1.1(c)).

Permanent errors on magnetic computer tapes may be defined either as a physical
or a software ty as follows:

Type (a) - hysical: errors which are caused by surface defectffiAuch as fused,
irremovabl particles in the tape surface. Taps containing these permanently
fused particles are usutilly acceptable for cietlinued use provided-that the =,
particles don't exceed specified quantity whichis established by the individual

a organization. However, these particles can cause tape rejection., it4hety are
located as described in (b) beloy. The following two permanent efror types
usually result in a tape reject ddring operation ortehabilitation:

Type (b) - Software: permanent ettors which consist of a specific number of
consecutive write skip errors or retries. For example, several major software .
(operating) systems define such a permanent write error as one in which 15
consecutive write skip errors occur approximately 0.1 m (4 in) apart over a
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. .
1i5 m (5"ft) length of computer tape. Note however that

-

in these systems it ii."? t

possible to have anon- rejected tape' with 5 write skip errors ((mused by type
(a) defects) provided that they are not loc ted consecutively as.defined in:this
paragraph.

Type (c) - Physical; gross errors which ape the result 6f permanent Physical
tape damage such as creases, folded edges, or missing coating meerial which
extend over a length of the tape. Typically, these regions aredetectedIts gross
errors when they are approximately 6.3 mm (0.25 in) long (see 'table 4.)..

1

Temporary errors are usually defined as errors which ea caused by loose particles
hose position can be shifted by the normal sweeping a on of the tape Against the

head or the guides. However, if these particles are not moved throw h cleaning,
they multiply rapidly, and eventually become permanently used into the surface. If
properly placed, these temporary errors can eventually lea 't to the reje t defined in
type (b) above. ;WV

The basic fOrmula which determines the head-to-tape separation signal logs eats
by the debris. particles or other surface protrusions (see see. 8.2-eci(4)) Indicat9s that
for the same size debris, the signal loss (in dB) will he much greater for 246 bpmni

'X6250 bpi) recording than for 32 bpmm (800 bpi). Therefore,. ?tapes which are used
. for higher densities are more 'susceptible to signal loss (droP-onts) and must be kept

free of debris.

0

3.1.1 Scheduled Maintenance Cost Factors

`(a) The Scheduled Computer Tape Maintenance Recommendations in section 1.14
outline a number of optional factors which can be used for deeidifig when
specific maintenance activities should be initiated. These include:

\\.
The number of times he tapes have been mounted to date.

. The number of times the tapes have been cleaned or evaluated to date.

. The operating condition of the titpe; i.e., the nUmber.of ~tape. errors.

. The expiration date of the,tape data. f
ply

. The length of time the tape has been in storage.

v".-\kegular maintenance of new tapes before use.

The decision p4rameters which underlie a particular scheduled tape'
'maintenance programs are also based upon both an operational and a
cost/benefit analysis of the organizations needs. For example, the number of
allowable errors before tape maintenance is performed, must be weighted
differently by an organization in which data errors affect specific output
quantities, say, the Amor & of a SociaiSeeurity check; while data errors which
enter into a statisdlOal data base such as a "Censug.program are individually of
much less significance in'their i et on the final results.
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The frequency of required tape maintenance is also influenced by both the age
and hi§tory of the tapes, and occasionally by the .manufacturing source of the
media. If 'the data relative to the1tape errors result in statistical distributions
which indicate problems with particular types or brands of tape, or modes of
operation, then scheduling adjustments and other actions can be instituted.

,

Extensive record keeping of the chosen factors may be required in order to
produce the scheduled flow of tapes intethe maintenance process. This record
keeping can be performed by Tape Management. Systems "(see secs. 4.1 to 4.3),
by error-logging software siistdmt. which are capable of 'testing tape surfaces
on-line (for example, see sec. 4.4), or q manual check-off, systems (in small

_fuser organizations --see_sec. 1.2419)).,- : -

(b) The cost/beriefit analysis includes fadtors suchas:
,

. Maintenance: equipment costs.

. Maintenance personnel costs.
(

. '-Contractor costs if performed by an outside organization..

. Tir size of.both the active library and the tape archives.

. The number of inactive 'tapes which could be rehabilitated back into active
use; i.e., potential savings on the costs of new tapes.

. The total maintenance costs per tape compared to new tape replacement
costs; i.e.,' at which point is it 'cost effective to purdhase a new computer
tape rather than to continue with the cleaning, evaluation,. and rehabilitation
processes. This maintenance versus replacement breakpoint depends upon, .

_factors such as the average number of write errors per active tape and their
annual cost in CPU time'for the particular operating system:

, .

(c) Whereas permanebt errors type (b) and (c), in section 3.1 normally lead to a job
abort and the refection of a computer tape, type (a) write skip errors constitute
a key cost item ,for non-rejected tapes which remain in a continuing operating
mode. These operational costs are a function of the costs of the )write -skip
retry proces es which are software dependent.

/,

Since the nu ber of type (a) write skip errors 1 creases rapidly with tipe use,
eventually the number of these drrors will reach a value at which it is no longer
economically feasible to use a tape in this condition. An estimate of both the
yerirly losses due to write skip errors and when a tape should be replacedo.due to

. write-skip error accumulation, can be ,obtEtined for a particular installation as
follows:

. ,
i

(1) compute the average number of write slip errors per day based upon the
computer printouts from the error-logging system.,,

(2) Compute the cost of a single type (a) write skip error. In making this
computation, base the single write skip error cost onthe time which is lost
while automatic, Write,retries are pertorme4 in the write error area. This

o-

.
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(3)

is. 'uponupon both the operational-costs per unit time of the CPI.11
well as the ,system software; i.e., the number of retries -mtide befOre
skippiprahead or the number of retries before the final decisions made, is
software dependent.

Multiply (1) by (2). This elves the average costssfor write skip error. each
day.

(4) Multiply (3) by. the,number of operating days.per annum. This gives the
average total money loss yearly due to write skip errors alone. This may

-be a very revealing amount which can be useful for making decisions
relative-to the initiation-of a scheduled-tape maintenance-program-

(5) Determine what percentage of the tapes in the total active- library' are
mounted each day. From this, calculate the averag% number of 'times a
tape will proba,bly be mounted per annum by multiplying the above
percentage by the n'tunber of operating days. Equal probability.for each
-tape is assumed.

(6) 1VrultiPly (5) by (2). This 'gives the average write skip error cost.per annum
for each active tape assuming only a single write skip error on each
individual tape each time it is mounted. Replace a tape when the
calculated number of its accumulated write errors times the average
yearly single error cost is equal to the cost of a new tape. This is '

reasonable, since with further usage, theoperatir costs for the tape will
now begin to exceed the new tape costa.

3.2" Types of 'Computer Magnetic Tape Maintenance Equipment
. ,

The characteristics of some of the available tape maintenance equipment such as
cleaners, certifierS, and evaluators wiE now be discussed. The. folloviing
descriptions are not intended to be all inclusive since there are many models of each
instrument, and many other technical features available; Inforination relative to
specific models can be obtained from- the equipment mani,ifacturers (see
[10] and,[11]).

3.2.1 Tape Cleaners 4'

A tape cleaner typically has a reel-to-reel configuration which is simila to a tape
transport. Its basic functions are to clean and then properly wind and tension the ,

computer magnetic tape. Recorded tapes are normally not erased during the
cleaning process.

.

Typical Cleaners for, 12.7 min (0.5 in) magnetic computer tapes will accommodate'
tape reels which are up to 267 mm (10.5 in) in diameter. These machines transport
the tape over both tissue wiping stations as well as sharp cleaning blades. Some
units pass both sides of the tape over the tissues on the forward and reverse passes;
this removes the,debris from the back (mylar) side of the tape before the particles
are transferred to the coating side. Other units remove the debris with vacuum
devices which ere incorporated into their cleaning blades. These blades arenade of
various configurations and materials which intlude: gemstones, such as sapphire;
self-sharpening,. stainless .steel, perforated metal grids; rotating, self-Sharpening,
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slotted, stainless' steel cylinders; rotating flexible stainless steel bands Which
continuously contact their sharp edge against the tape surface;. and simpl stainless
steel blade types.

f .r

Each type of blade mechanism has-advantages and disadvantages. For example, the
simple stainless steel blade displays superior cleaning performance but has an
extremely short life, while a slotted stecy_linder has a very long' life but does not
clean as effectively, as blade,' In adOM6n, the simple blade When worn is more
likely, to cause tape damage than a slotted 'cylinder blade. One unit has an
automatic blade life indicator which'prevents tape edge damage that can be caused
by irregularly worn blades. . &

Most cleaners maintain uniform tape skrinding tensions in both the forward and

cleaners apply a greater`l areverse directions in o r d t e r proiluce a good tape pack. I n a Tition, some tape
than normal tape tension during the cning pass, and a .

normal tape tension during the rewind cycle; this produces a more effective cleaning
cycle% The tape winding speeds vary among different cleaning untts. Some units are
relatively slow with speeds of 2.3 mis.190 in/s)to 2.5 m/s (100 in/s) while others are
capable of speeds up to.9.1 m/s (360 in/sk for faster production in large tape lots.

Some tape cleaners which are capable of erasing data have an automatic, file protect
feature which prevents the accidental 'erasure of recorded tapeinformation. Most
cleaning units are'eapable of Bar and EOTsensing its well as automatic forward and
reverse features.- .
3.2.2 Tape Certifiers

A tape certifier typically has a reel-td-reel configuration which is *am to a tape
transport. Tape certification is performed in orderto detect, count, And locate tape
errors, and then; if possible, repair the underIying"defects so that the tape can
replaced back into an active status. In addition to performing these speeiali
operations; .certifiers have the same basic tape cleaning capabilities as a typi al
tape cleaner. Cleaning is, normally p'rformed prior' to testing in order to reduce- or
eliminate

l

teinporary error counts. Sometimes thecleaning is,sperformed on t e
forward tape pass, and' the certification measurement' is then performed on t
reverse pass, TYpically, certifiers have '7 or 9 track read/write heads .and will
operate a various selectable recording densities (see "Certifiers, Maghetic Tape -

f.

[10]). 'Note that the error rate counts will usually increase as la function of
increasing recording density (see sec. 8.1-eq(4))... .

During certification, previously recorded information,is erased from the tape and
new.e.bulse trains are written on each track; a.read-while-write process is then ;

performed on each tractk of the tape under test. Although certificatidn is normally
a data destructive process, it is possible to perform non - destructive' testing with -1
some error-logging systems (for example, see sec. 4.4)., Also,-if a Olean Only mode
of operation is desired, then the write einhibit ring, must be removed 'from the tape
reel; it must be inserted for the TEST mode. -Theeertifier is usually calibrated.with
a test tape so that the amplitude of the test signal is related to a specific preset
reference evel. This level is usually traceable to one of the Nationdltureau of
Standards magnetic media Standard Reference Materials such as SRM 3200 or SRM
6250. In some cases, the reference level is related to an internal, organizational\
tape signal level.
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Vpon. Feedback, if the test signal amplitude falls a specific percentage below the- 1

preset reference leVel, the 'certifier will' retry t e reed/write processes over the
same location. Some certifiers allow for an a.dj iible number of retries, say, 0...uto
12 times, *before stopping (pa an examination .at the defective area if the error
persists teethe chosen number of retries. Vie track(s) on whicb the error occurs is
_also detected and recorded. When the certifier

istop ms iet
the defectl the operitor 9f

igie unit can locate and examiaraie defecregon microscopically. If possible,Ikhe,
1 Vperator will atteinpt to remoy6.the. defeeThithir with a .ohemical.s'uch. as Fneon TF

or by physically scraping the. defect with .a scalpel and then removing the residue
with Freon TF. This ohemiCall N an-excellent tape cleaner since it does not soften

. also test for defects known tape noise errors, skew errors, and level errors which
the tape oxide, or damage rubber clpgitan idlers [21]. Certifiers MI

o ,
are eatised by excessively low or higtioutput signals. , , c

'typically, if rpmovable errors, are, encountered and, repaired, the taws can be
restored to fultserviae: If only a few tyPe (a) permanent errors (see sec. 3.1) are
encountered, His possible,tb return the tape to loWer level sck.atch service, while if
-there are,manytype (a) permanent errors, the tape should.be discarded. N,

3.2.3 Tak.Evalpators/Testers

These instruments will Perform most of the.same aleaning/tIpsting functions as tape
certifiers with the exCeption.that they normally do not stop the tape when an error'
is emotnitered unless an automatic stop feature is added as an extra instrument
runction. Whereas a certifier _is weil'fitted to activities in the product test are' of
a, -pfoduction plant where tape defect removal May be attempted, an
evelnatof is' well fitted. to a- test;area such as.-a ,tape rehabilitation. center (see
sec. 3.3) in 'which tapes' are tes ed. on' a.go-noga basis with no attempt at error
removal. f' :

T he following is an emEnple of khe funCtions .in one "tape evaluator system: "This
eyeltiatOr performs ;its cleaning and 'testing furictions;,,both in 'the forward winding
direction. The 'number of permitted errors depends upon OrganOtional decisions;

'for example, say only -five consecutive writ :skip errprsere,permitted before the
tipe is rejected. This evaluatorcontains an internal .Microprocessor which oversees
the tape evaluetion, the reporting and' printing of the resillti. It records and
counts the total bumlier of dropout errors, arid 'provides a digital printout which
give? the location of these errors (in feet) from)he Beginning of Tape (BOT) marker.
It will also measure the length of. tape under test from, the -BOT fo the EOT (End 'of
Tape) markers. This system Winds the tape with a 'constant .tension and can record
find perform measurements on either 7 or 9 track read/writet heads, at 32 bpmm
(800 bpi), 63 bpmin (1600 bpi), or. 246 bpnim (6250 bpi).

The funetionalsoftware characteristics of evaluators typically provide.performance
which'is designed to be compatible with the sof tware.for the computer tape drive§
in use. For example, some widely used. Operating systems (such as OS and DOS) have
I/O'software which does not call fortape backspacing in-Order to retry a tape write
error. Instead, the tape is moved fOrward' 102 mm (4.0 in) after a write error. is
detected; then the data is rewritten and reread a'gain,. Now if 15 consecutive write
errors (skips) occur, the system will consider a permanent error to .14ave Occurred
and the job is aborted and the tape is rejected. It is therefore realistic
advantageous to employ er'aluators which perform their error search functions'

.

o
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, .
the same consi ions as the orgardzation's operating systems. , There are various
evaluators avails e which. do their err& ,search in different ways including the
preceding nor} -backs cing'nicide. An example of the multiple error criteria which.
can be tested' or by a si gle evaluator is incorporated in table 4. ... . .

; - '' , ".
3.2.4 Miscellaneous DeviceS

. .

.In addition to ,the cleaners, certifiers, and evaluators, there are several, other ,

Instruments fo use with,computer magnetic tapes. One is the billkiac tape eraser'
or d spec; the otper is the.programmed tension winder. The bulk ac eraser will

,rerriove ajlhprevious magnetic recor 'ng from the computer tape and leave the media
in a ally demagnetized state no magnetic bias rpmaining in either polarity. .
This_p cess is a f nhysteric demagnetization': The programlned tension
Nnder 0 uces a tension pattern throughout the tape pack that eliminates the zero
tension tape layers which lose their layer-t layer friction and cause tape cinching
damage upon reel acce eratiOn or .deceler tion by the transport. 'Programmed
tension winding is partic ally 'useful prior to long-term or archival storage (see
'sec. 7.4).

, (
. '

-
.

.

3.3 Tape Rehabilitation'
. .

. ,

'As previously mentioned, the objective 'of tape rehabilitation ,is to restore used
computer magnetic tapes to ,a fully useful. status. There are a number of
organizations 'which, perform the complete tape rehabilitation process for smaller
companieS that cannot justify the costs of the required equipment, or for larger.
organizations for whom ,rehabilitation beconies a major undertaking. Typically, the
company which submits the taped for rehabilitation will first recopy the data, which
it wishes to retain, onto.new tapes-prior to shipment for lull, rehabilitation. Some

*:equipment vendors have rental or. leasing plans for their tape cleaners, certifiers,
and evaluators: Thee are also commercial ,contractors.,w will set up and operate

rural
a rehabilitation facility directly at the user site for or anizations with large tape
librariei. -, This permits the tapes' to remain in their n tmal temperaturse-humidAy
environment an eliminates potential shipping :damakes (see sec. 1.5). It is

. suggested that the contractineorganizations On be of assistance in making initial
decisions relative to.the cost/benefits and techni4l,problems involved in setting up
a tape rehabilitation program. ,. .

..

-
. ..

An example of a rehabilitation process which is performed by a contractor on-site
for a large Federal agency tape user (Social Security Administration) has some of
the following features:

. Five thousand tapes Etre rehabilitated every 24 hairs.
,

. Every 24 hours *hen data tapes are.released for rehabilitation they are either
"cleaned only" or "cleaned anl.evaluated."

. All new tapes are cleaned and ev uated before firs-t use.

. Upon completion of the rep,abili anion processes, the contractor must perform
quality assurance testing and the agency will perform acceptance testing of
completedlots.
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The following are some of the mandatory contract Obligations, definitions, and
activities whi4th are obseeved and performed bythe Contractor:

3.3.1 Class of Work

(a) Clean only: During a clean only pass, theIape must be cleaned and then wound
at the proper tension, Into a clean reel. Proper tension is a tension which is
compatible with those of the Federal agency's tape 'transports. The original -14
external labels must remain on the clean reel or be recopied for placement onto
a new reel if the original reel is not used for the cleaned tape. Ncite that a
"clean only" pass is always performed when he data is to be Saved..

(b) Clean and evaluate: The tape must he given two complete passesv one through
a cleaning cycle and one'through an evaluation cycle., The:tape is then wound
onto a clean reel.

.3.2 Product Requirements
.

V

he following contract requirenients describe the final product of the facility,.i.e., a
rehabilitated tape.

(a) Container: The Container, be it, canister, Self-threading cartridge,or some
other device whiCh-protects the reel of tape, must be clean and free of
dents, cracks, brd fects which might inhibit continued use of the container
for its intended pun ose.

'(b) Reel-

The reel must be free of hicks, cracks, warping', or other defects which,
might inhibit atItinued Use of reel for its intended purpose.

The reel must be Clean:it 'must contain no other labels except the
following: '
a. The manufacturer's label \
b. The agency's volume serial number
c. The cobtracIor's process number label
d. s' Oreen,yellow, and mil dots(for track and density identification)

V.

(3) The reel-must have a.properly installed write enable ring:

(c) Tape

(1) The tape must be in ,,a* range of the following track formats and
deniities: 9-track, 63 bpmm (1600 bpi) and 246 bpmm (6250 bpi). The
color of three dot, or lack of any dot, indicates track and density
dharecteristics. :4

(2) The tape must be clean of all. unbonded and substantially all-`
self-bonded and environmental dirt, oXide, backing fiberS, and other
foreign material on the tape surface, front, back, and edges.
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(3) The tape must be free of all piiysical defects, including but not limited'
to abrasion, tears, grooves, splicing,: stretching,_ creases, and edge
damage.

,
(4) Tapes which are rejected at 246 bpmm (6250 bpi) may not be' retested

63 bpmm (1600 ;bpi), unless directed to do so by the contacting
officer's representative. The contractor shall provide a permanent
record of both, the number and approximate location of errors for each
tape.

\

,(5) Both temporary and permanent errors will be counted. Table 4. showS
the maximum dropouts and/or errors allowed per reel in the
rehabilitation facility' and in Quality Assurance. Note that the
contractor's maximum error counts are less in order to provide a
safety margin to help prevent tape lot rejections.

(6) The tape must have correctly positioned and acceptable BOT
(Beginning Of Tape) and EOT (End Of Tape) markers.

(7) The tape must be tested from the 'BOT reflective marker to a
minimum of 0.61 m (2 ft) past the EOT reflective marker. a

(8) A capability that will allow a tape to be cleaned and evaluated while
maintaining the integrity of the internal labeling conventions is. a
mandatory feature.

(9) Minimum acceptable tape length (BOT to EOT) is 671 m (2200 ft).

(10) The tape must, be wound, at a winding tension compatible with the
agency's tape drives (1.7 N (6 ozf) to 2.8 N (10 ozf)). The tape pack
shall form a smooth, integral mass that is not loose either axially or
circumferentially, and the finished tape pack shall be centered on the
reel hub. Tape must be wound, oxide surface toward reel hub, in a
clockwise direction, when the reel is viewed from the front, the loose
end of the tape hangs from the right side of the reel.

(11) The standard testing environment must be a normal computer room
environment.

3.3.3 Record Keeping

La) Each reel must be marked and a peelable label must be used on each reel in
order to identify the following:

(1) Date evaluated
(2) Operator who performed the evaluation
(3) Evaluator used (Machine)
(4) Tape length in feet
(5) Number of errors
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. TABLE 4. MAXIMUM DROPOUT IERI ORB PER REEL

246 b mm

CONTRACTOR'

, No more than 50 single-track errors26-11)
No more than 10 two-track errors
No more than 3 three-track drrors
No grass errors27 $

No permanent write errors28
. No more than 7 marginal edge errors

No More than 4 marginal edge errors
in any.0.90 in (3 ft) section

Istorore than 25 errors combined which
are comprised of single-track,

. two-track, three-track, and edge errors
(,'.

4

V

ACQEPTANCE TESTING

No more than 55, single track errors
No more than 12 two-track errors
No more than 4 thme-track errors
No gross errors
No permanent write errors
No more than 8 marginal edge'errOrs
No more than 4 marginal edge errors

ih any 0.90 m (3 ft) section
No more than 30 errors combined which

are comprised of single- track,
two-track, three - track, and edge errors

63 bpmm (1600 )pi)

CONTRACTOR .

'1
ACCEPTANCE TESTING

No gross errors
No permanent write errors
No more than 7 marginal edge errors ,
No more than 4 marginal edge errors
'3 in any 0.90 m (3 ft) section
No more than 10 dropouts .( .
No more than 12 errors, edge, and

dropouts combined

No gross errors
No permanent write errors
No more than 8 marginal edge errors
No more than 4 marginal edge errors

in any 0.90 m (3 ft) section
No more than 12 dropouts
No more than 14 errors, edge, and

dropouts combined

26All errors are temporary write skip errors (see sec. 3.1 - type (a) errors) unless
no ed as permanent or grois.
2 A, gross errol is usually ca usM by scraped oxide, diagonal creases, etc., and
arpically persist for at least 6.35 "iihin (0.25 in). ',,,
zoA permanent write error is 'a software' depenpent error and is defined, for
example, by the number of consecutive write skips over a length of tape (see
sec. 3.1 - type (b) errors). )

.
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(b) Unless otherwise specifiesj, the contractor must maintain', fOr the term of the N.

. contract, original test records, date'sheets, etc., which will -be' available for the.,
tracing of ea h rehabilitated tape.* The individual records for ea h tape shall
include lot n ber, the Agency Voluthe serial number, °:Machin operator,""'
number of e rors per tape, date evaluated, , length of, tapes,i d which
components had to be-replaced. tithe records 'fed available fig. inspectifin

/
by the /

agency on demand.
-t .

(c) The contractor prepares and submits a dkaileg rmonthly suMn3ary of the
rehabilitation process performed. These .records shall include, but noto'be
limited to a production summary to date, the pereentagb of topes by recording. -

format, a summary of tapes received, total accepted and rejected quantities,
and percentage of yield.

3.3.4 Quality Assurance Requirements
/.

(a) The contractor must establish and maintai
.rejected lots will be kept at a minimum.

a.,qaality assurance area SO. that.
.

(b) Acceptance testing of completed lots will be done 'by the agency's quality
assurance,persdnnel on a statistical :sampling basis. The-Isamples will include
both tapes Certified acceptable' and those certified' as unaeceptable by. the

, contractor.
.

. I . .
. . ..

; (c) Each finished unit in the sample shall he given a thorough klsual and
.dimensional inspection to determine compliance with the requiretnent of the
agency's specifications. Particular attention shall be given to; but not limited
to, the folldwing: I

)
(1) Cleanliness

r
(2) Tape dimensions (length)
.(3) Tape Wound pile
(4). Reel dimensions
(5) Marker plaCement
(6) Error count

,:
Lots rejected by the agency's quality assurance personnel will be returned _to
the contractor, with identifibition as to what will be required to .correct the
lot. The contractor will not be reimbursed for thecorrection of refer:JP lots.

A he present time the agency's pbjective is-to produce a 75% successful yield
from all rehabilitated tapes.

No effort has been made in =this particulae rehabilitation process to excise
(strip) defective tape regions (particularly, at the beginning of the tape) or to
Microscopically remove defects as described in the 'section dealing with tape
certgfiers; In addition, unlike some other rehabilitation processes, there is no
environmental tape relaxation period or specialized final tape winding, such as

* a programmed' tension .wind:
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Management4. Tape e Systems (Tlits)29-
p .k , .

,

f Methods for the proper care and handing of computer_ magnetic tapes are alrpilithie
for application at all levels of activity, beginning at the systeni software level. and

°continuing . through the hands-on activities of the personnel in computer
inst 'ins, tape libraries, archives, testing laboratories, ' and 'external

.` 1 e ronment. In their scheduled passage through these areas, it is possible that the
edia and/or their datacontents may be lost iir. destroYftd.dile to the lack of proper

ecard keeving or traffic control methods. - - ..
. .a ,

A ^ 0 e approach to these lOgistical \problems, particularly in large httiillations, lies in
the application of software systems which are known as TaPe Management 'Systems -,(T S). These TMS' interact' with the data Processing system and ,provide total
organization and control of the flow of the computer tapes in, through; and out df.' ..t data procesSilv system, including libraries and vaults. In-*ddition, they can

bel, protect, retiiin, y3iehdraw...scratch,39 quality control,' i'dekItify, s'chedlile,,,
pre-stage, control flow both on and off site, and locafe the posi-tion -of every

. .,computer tape in the system.
..

This section' discusses °those sPecializtd areas found in three Tape Manage,ment-
Systems whose functions are to earmark, coniql, and trace t e mbvemont, of pie
media and their data through the various opeations. They maintain.the;secur14 of

jthe data by circumventing;sySteni operations whiCh can.pase a threat to th4--inedia
and data. It should be-noted tliat in these and most ,other TMS. thne are &number,
of, other important functional capabaities.which are,felatetl to are, as;sucti 'as da
organization and cdst effective meilia. operators. For: example, dne source clai
that-a TMS can liberate enough ststem capacity so, as to pertnit up to 3096 mor
tape processing-throughput [32]. Some of the TMS. are qtlite Complex tiid costly.

In addition to thege .complete Tape Management Systdms, there are limited
errorlagging software systems which deal solely and directly vtith the condition of
the confuter tapes,. One of these systems, SAS-I (see sec. 4.4), can be wed in lieu

.of off-line tape evaluation and certifications methods which were described in',the
Scheduled Tape Maintenance section 3.2.3.

The brief discusSion of the following three TMS ansr therSAS-I to the exclusion of
other available systems is not to be construed as.an endorsement of any particular
systems. They Were chosen as examples because of- their direct relevance and
,applicability, to the tape care andrhandling process. Interested readers can obtain
more complete information from the vendors of available sySterris.

TMS-I

his system [33] automates., the, te.cord keeping 'of a tape library and vault and
produces reports for their daily operation and control. It provides the user with a
full facility for, inquiring into and maintaining complete information pertinent to the
operation of the tape library. It accommodates a library which isorganized by tape
volume, serial' nupTher, or by application. .

29These systems are also referred' to as Tape Library Management Systems.
30A scratch tape is, one which .contains no useful data and is capable of being
reassigned to a new aptilication.

h,
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TMS-I provides both a daily tape movement report and4a tape inventory by location
report., It-also offers a real-time verification of the scratch eligibility of an output
tape volume at open time. Gummed labels with complete up to they minute
inforniation, can be produced OnXine during the actual execution of the job at the
time the tape is created. These labels can be generated in a variety of ways which
are selected by the user; this includes both on -line or batch mode operation. If
desired, the user may not call for, any labels. .

TMS-I has several fail-safe backup capabilities such as the automatic restart at the,
point of the tape activity which is in process at the time of a system crash. The
system can produce a variety of standard ports at the user's" diScretion. Among
these are' a complete list of tapes un er re ntion, eligible scratch tapes, scratch
forecasting, tape movement, offsite sto ge inventory, and a complete tape
inventory. These reports can be accessed by referring to such items as the tape
volume serinumber, data set name, and the creation date.

TMS-I can also report the following type of computer tape information upon request:
purchase date, manufacturer, recording density, type of label, footage, total times

4 used, location, date last cleaned, times used since last cleaning, read errors, write
errors, and the responsible programmer.

TMSI.is capable of tracing a data set through previous generations even though its
name has been changed. It will process data differently depending upon whether the
online or the batch mode of operation is applied.

'TMS-I automatically screens the quality of all Japes as they_ are moved into the
scratch poor. This includes tape age, tape cleaning information, and tape error
statistics. Flags indicating quality variances are displayed on a Daily Scratch Tape
Report. In addition, when tapes pass their retention date, they will also appear on
this report.

Every major function' which is provided on-line is completely duplicated in the batch
backup system.. , This means that if for any reasons the on-line system fails to
function, TMS-I provides the user with an automated batch backup system. These
backups include' such major functions such as tape label generatiOn, update for newly
created tapes, and newly .atsailable scratches among others.

4.2 , °TMS-11

TMS-U [34] provides protection against the inadvertent destruction of tape files and
permits tape operation with minimum operatoHnterVention.

The central control in TMS=II is proVided by Tape Management Catalog (TMC)-
which prohibits any processing of a tape, by ',a use program unless the TMC first
validates the operation. All necessary information associated with each tape
volume is stored immediately in the TMC:4t,tape OPEN, CLOAE, Or EOV operation.

.

The TMS-II management system handles standard labeled, non-standard labeled, and
unlabeled tapes. The system removes the need for creating and placing physical
labels' containing data set' inforinlition on the tape teelsronly the volume and serial
numbers are required. .This eliminates the possibility of an operator assigning a
wrong label to a reel of 'tape. It is possible to operate under TMS-II control without
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removing the tape' write enable. rings. Each seCondary backup file on a tape is
separately protected and reported with its own identifying record and expiration
date in the TMS-II data base. There is a data set (AUDIT) which tracks all changes
to the TMS-II data base. This provides for the restoration df the data base up-to the~'
instant of failure should one occur.

TMS-II is capable of reporting the following type of information (and others not
listed):

(1) Tape inventory lists by volume serial number, by data set, and job name.
(2), Forecasts of tape to become scratch.
(3) List of .scratch tapes with cleaning information.
(4) A list of inactive tape reel numbers;

The system will also produce a list of all tapesrwhich have generttted I/O errors in
the past 48 hours. It can provide data set security through its own PASSWORD
facility which is independent of the operating. system. This password facility
prevents access to sensitive data as long as the tape is. under TMS-II control. This
security however cannot be assured if the tape is sent .to an uncontrolled area or is
scratched. To prevent this, a utility prograrn is available in TMS- for erasing
sensitive data before the volume is sent out.

TMS-II provides the following type of retention criteria for tape data sets:
expiration date, retention period, frequency control (i.e., a tape data set is held as
long as it is used every x number of days), permanent tape hold, etc. There is Et .

program which lists all tapes, with a retention p6iod of one year or longer.

It also provides lists of scratch tapes which should be cleaned, upon criteria
such as the number of days since the last cleaning, number of uses, number of
temporary read or write errors, or any combination of these which the user has
specified (see sec. 1.14). Tape certification 'Processes can also be tracked by the
system. .

. -

There is a special area in each tape volume record in the Tape Management Catalog
(TMC) which is available for storage of information, such as the tape manufacturer's
name, certification information, or any other useful information relatiye to
effective tape management.

TMS-II incorporates a Vault Management System (VMS) which controls the
movement of tape volumes from one storagb location to another. Typically, critical
tape volumes are cycled out of the central tape library to progressively more secure
and less accessible storage areas such as vaults, and then are finally transferred
back to the central library. The VMS maintains a record of all vaulted tapes./ For
example, when a tape meets the criteria fdr being vaulted, they are listed as beilig
"out-of-area" with the proper vault code, and records of the current location and
destination for tapes that are to be transferred. The vault tapes can be located by
slot numbers which are automatically controlled and updated by VMS. The retention
of a vault tape can be based on one or more criteria such as number of days elapsed
since placed in vault, number of days siVe the tape was created, a specific,hold
timel plus several others.

11 .



One large user of computer tapes in the Federal Government employs TMS-II system
in order to keep track of 7,000. to 8,000 -reels which they mount daily. The system

"*Cene-ratel reports such as: summaries of temporary and permanent errors
encountered on each mounted reel, identification of tapes in storage for ten years,
five years, etc., the manufacturer and brand name of each tape. Critical tapes are
backed up daily, with multiple copies; oge set is stared off-site.

4.3 TMS-III

This system 'maintains complete control over a tape library. This control extends
into the areas of data security and data set inventory management- [35].

The TMS-III system maintains a master file which has a real-time record of every
tape volume. The master file data are obtained from the operating system
whenever tape data sets are read or written. The master file is accessible for both
on-line inquiry and off-line generation of reports. The data sets are protected' by
the TMS-III Data Set Protection feature against unwanted destruction by the
operator unless their release is authorized. It recognizes all protected tapes and
prevents them from bAring written over by automatically dismounting them.

The master file maintains information such as the pur/cfage date of the media, the
manufacturer, the last date when the media were cleaned and certified, the location
of the tape, the number of permanent write and read errors. The system will
highlight tape volumes that have a high failure potential due to excess errors and
will also automatically schedule preventive tape maintenance (see sec. 1.14).
TMS-III exerts automatic tape scratching control; this decreases the total number. of
tapes which remain in the operation. Also, through various other information areas
such as the originating tape drive, it assures the proper reel labeling.

The automatic tape scratch control feature returns volumes to the scratch pool as
soon as it is feasible. There are several optional time release controls available to
the user, for example:

(1) The tapes are automatically released at a specified.date,
(2) A tape is released to scratch when it is no longer found in an operating

system data set catalog,
(3) The tape is released to scratch when it meets both conditions (1) and (2),
(4) The tapes can be released at any desired time without regard to. conditions

(1), (2), or'(3).

Once a tape is released for any reasons whatsoever, its data set entry is removed
from the master file either automatically or through a command.

The .performs most of its functions on a continuing basis without the
necessity for user intervention. It automatically checks to make certain if a tape is
in a scratch mode. If it is, then the tape can be used as desired after the master file.
Is updated to its new status. The updated tope information includes its read/write
error statistics. Importantly, TMS-III maintains sufficient background information
on each processed tape so that data can be recovered i the vent of a data loss.

Data center disasters can be minimized beca e. TMS-III schedules and tracks
off-site movement and storage of all critical te data sets.
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%It is possible to request the following output information from a system under
TMS-III control:

. When will a particular tape volume expire?

. Whichtape volumes have been or will be automatically scratched?
. What is the storage status of tapes; i.e.,'where are they 4ocated other thah in

the primary operating area? ,

. A read Out pf the master file contents.

. *Which scratched tapes are to be certified and cleaned?

It is recommended by TMS-Iirthat tapes should be cleaned after every 15 uses and
evaluated/certified after every third cleaning (see sec. f.14).

TMS-III offers a users selectable gummed label feature which gives positive external
identification for all specified tape volumes.

4.4 Surface Analysis System (SAS-031

SAS-I [36] is a specialized software utility program that is capable of
simultaneously testing (evaluating) (see sec. 3.2.3) one to nine tapes online at normal
tape -eds on the system tape drives. It certifies new or scratch tapes by
recordi n. them with a special character set which can defeat one or, two bit error
recovery; it can also certify data files by reading (READ ONLY) the existing data
non-destructively and examining records and fields for bad spots. The certification
is performed prior to actual tape use, therefore eliminating expensive job aborts.

, SAS-I provides a permanent record inthe form of a summary report for each tape
which-has been tested, These summary reports include:

. The number of temporary and permanent errors encountered.

. The number of write retries attempted in each error area.

. The length of the permanent errors and their approximate locations on the
tape..

SAS-I also. issues data check messages; i.e., abort messages. to the console. This is
done if, typicapy,.16 unsuccessful write retries occur on 16 consecutive locations
during a test run. A different tape abort threshold, however, can be specified by the
user if desired. The user may also specify the number of errors for which the tape
shall be cleaned% Therefore, SAS-I may be used to schedule tapes for cleaning based
on error counts rather than on fixed time intervals..

_ .

SAS -I can be used effectively in a scheduled maintenance program for monitoring
the condition of tapes in long-term archives. It is recommended that these archival
tapes .be certified at least once per year (see sec. 2.1) using the READ ONLY
function.

SAS-I can also be used to test the condition of the system tape drives. This is
performed by recording the.special character set on a known good tape on each of
the transports under test, and then recording the total number of errors produced by
each unit. For example, if eight to ten of the transports produce very few errors on
this tape and the other two machines produce a large quantity of errors, then these
latter two machines should be inspected and serviced prior to further use.

31SAS-I is the author's designation for this system for convenience in presentation.
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5: Clean Rooms and Clean Room Operations Guidelines

The care''and handling of magnetiq storage media in research, calibration,
manufacturing, and test facilities often require work. areas in which airborne
contamination is controlled. These areas known as clean rooms are described in

,,,,Federal. Standard No. 209A (August 10, 1966) entitled "Clean Room and, Work
Station Requirements, Controlled Environment."

5*". TOiscription of Clean Rooms u -
The standard defines air cleanliness classes based upon, the maximum., number of
airborne.Oarticles of a particular size in a specified volume of space. For example,
there areffwo particle size classes 0.5 ,Lm (20 Ain) or larger and 5.0 pm (200 pin) or
larger, and there are th!,ee cleanliness classes: -Class 190, Class 10,000, and Class
100,000. Class 100, which is the cleanest standard environment, is defined as an
area which yields a maximum airborne particle count not to exceed 3.5 x 103
particles per m3 (100 particles per ft3) of particle size of 0.5 pin (20 pin) and larger.
A Class 10,000' is defined as an area which yields a maxi um particle count of

x 105 paiticles per m3 (1 x,104 particles per ft3) of a particle size of
0.5 gm (20 gin) and larger, or 2.3 x 103 particles per m3 ( 5 particles per ft3) of a
particle size of 5.0 gm (200./Lin) and larger. Class 100, 00 is defined as an area
which yields a maximum particle count of 3.5 4 106 par "cies per m3 (1 x 105
particles per ft3)'of a particle size of 0.5 Am (20 sin) or arger or 2.5 x 104 particles
per m3 (700 particles per ft3) of a particle size of 5.0pm (200 gin) and larger;

Equipment employing light scattering principles are jused (see ASTM F50)32 for
counting 'particles with sizes of 0.5 gm (20 gin) and latger. For counting particles
with sizes of 5.0 gm (200 gin) and larger, microscopic counting of particles which
have been collected on a membrane filter through which a sample of air has been
drawn may be used (see ASTM F25).33

Clean rooms fall into the following categories:

(a) Non-laminar airfloW types in which the airflow patterns and velocities are
not uniform.

(b) Laminar airflow types in which the entire body of air within a confined
area moves with uniform velocity along parallel flow lines with a minimum
of eddies.

A conventional clean room uses non-laminar airflow design and makes useof highly
filtered and conditioned air brought into the room area thrOugh individual diffusers
located in the ceiling. It exhausts the air through return ducts located near the
floor around the periphery of the room. Emphasis is placed on limiting the amount
of contamination introduced into the air in the room by controlling the personnelt
operations, and materials inside the facility. Personnel are required to wear low

32American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) F50: Method of Test for
Continuous Counting and Sizing of Airborne Particles in Dust Controlled Areas by
the Light Scattering Principle (for Electronic and Similar Applications).
33ASTM F25: Method for Sizing and Counting Airborne Particulate Contamination
Clean Rooms and Other Dust Controlled Areas Designed for Electronic and Similar
Applications.
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par le shedding type garMents (see GnidelineA at the .epd of this section); and all
perso el and materials must be cleaned before introduction into the area. Removal
of coritamin .tion is performed thrOugh careful maintenance and janitorial service.

A laminar pe of clean room utilizes highly filtered and conditioned air which
enters the om and flows towards the work area through a filter bank; this bank
constitutes either an entire wall pr .the ceiling of the room.. The air is':then
exhausted through an: opposing parelelsurface facing the air inlet filter bank. The
air moves throfigh the room in a laminar flow fashion, thus making only a. single ass .

through any gien area of the room: This laminar airflow stream carries (out of.the
room) both contamination which has been-brought into the clean room on personnel'.
and eqUipmen and 'airborne contamination generated by operations in the roorri.,

. Contaminatio generated in localized'areas of the room is isolated from Other areas
by the striati ns of the laminar airflow. Emphasis is placed on perforniIng critical?
work in the r gions of undisturbed clean airflow from the incoming air surf ace.
Personnel restrictions, equipment cleanup, and 'operational ,limitations ere
minimized in a properly organized laminar flow room.

The laminar flow clean room is considered to be at the state,;-or-the-ar,t in present
day clean room technologyand is the:most desirable (and generally most expensive)..
lype. Either type of 'clean room, both laminar flow and non-laminar flow, employ.
High Efficiency Particulate Air Filter Units (HEPA's); 'these are referred 'to as
absolute filters. Some of these HEPA's are designed, to remove Ali-to 09.9796 of the
defined particles from the airstream and are very costly components in any clean
room system.

When it Is: neither necessary nor economically feasible to. construct 'a fUll sized Class
100 Clean room, it is possible to construct: small individnalliminar flow, 'clean. 'mirk
stations- at; specific locations where specialized separate tests, or measurements are
performed::: The exhausting...frail; and the positioning of the work. stations depend,
upon the .operation: being. performed, the equipment involved, and the test or
measurement, residue. For example, operations' that produce heat, dirt, or toxic
exhausts should absolutely. be ducted out of,thelaboratory environment.' There are
other tests or measurements which will not affect the ambient room particle count
'or the T4I. environment and will not require separate eXhausting.

, Full size clean rooms and clean work Stations are constructed in both. vertical
(ceiling -to,i4lOr) and horitOntallwall-to-Wall) airflow .configurations; ,Sinee many
normal work;ateas and laboratories are not sufficientlraior-tight to.he made.directly
into clean rgint$,, room-withinLa-room type of inodnlar :clean room configurations
are.available*ioh are installed as integral units into.these thiginal work areas.
There are ,nuinerbba,accessories available for use clean rooms [10],[11]; Some
examples are, parIs pass-through chambers, through which.iterns are tranSferred,.
into the, clean roonr,,,;ptOPer without affecting' the. lelean' level integrity, and 'air
showers and air lockstOOngh which the personnel enter the clean rodif area without
introducing external contaminants.

In addition, there are individual clean work *areas which are ,specialized for
particular functions such as' ultrasonic cleaning, medical research, photoresist,
encapsulating and production assembly, and inspection.
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Airborne- particle concentrations should be measured at representative locations in
the clean room or work station. It is necessary to recognize that the differences
betwedn non-laminar and laminar airflow systems lead to different me9suring
techniques. For example, contamination generated in non-laminar flaw rooms or
work stations generally tends to be diffused over the entire work area thus airborne
particle coynts will be fairly uniform through the whole work area. In laminar flow
rooms, ho*ever, any airborne contamination released into the work area will follow
the airstream path towards the exit; therefore, contamination levels.in these'rooms
can vary from a Class 100 Nvel at an air entry. ,location to a much higher_
contamination level doWnstream of the dirtiest operation.' Thus in a laminar flow
facility, the sample of air shOulIe taken in the area of interest., Also, the particle
count should be taken at work hei ht level and in the general wor ctivity areas.

5.2 Various Media Clean ROoms in Indlistry and Government

The following information was obtained from various industry and Government
magnetic media testing facilities that employed clean work areas.- The inquiry was
undertaken at the outset of the 'CST Computer Storage Media program ine, order to
determine the characteristics which are required for a facility 'which was to be used
for the calibration and measurement of magnetic media Standard Reference
Materials. It is important to note that most media organizations felt that
temperature and humidity controls were generally -more important than high
cleanliness levels at their installations.

(1) Government Agency A

This organization designed its own clean room which.was then constructed
by a general contracting,.firm. The 99.97% HEPA filters were used, and
emphasis .,,was, placed upon maintaining the following temperatures and
humidities:

peratu
,

re: 210C to 26.60C (700F to 800F)Tem
elative Humidity: 50% + 10%

..
The clean room floor was raised and.was made of an epoxy material. The
walls were aluminum clad over plywood. These features produced shed-
free surfaces. It was felt that asbestos flcior tiles tended to abrade and add
contamination into the environment. The raised floe was used in orr to
facilitate laminar airflow delivery to various work positions by indifickial.
ductsas well as to hide power cables. Tho room was employed for in-house
experimentation and magnetic tape acceptance testing.

(2) Government Agency B

(a) This organization maintained a magnetic tape measurements' room
which was "semi-clean." It contained two .contipuously running
precipitrons. There was no "through" traffic in this room and entry
was restricted to only 'those who had to operate in the, area. All
personnel wore nylon boots and coats. Temperature and humidity was

., maintained within the following controlled limits:

Temperature: 2100 to 26.60C (700F to 800F)
Relative Humidity: '50% ± 3%
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(b) Agency B also maintained a _magnetic tape acceptance esting area
which was a Class 100 laminar flow roan. 'It had an doom and an
air shower arrangement. Its environment 'was- maintained at the same
temperature- humidity values as the Measurements room above.

(3) Magnetie Tape Manufacturer A

This was a large, established magnetic. tape Manufacturing organization
whose original clean room facility was built beforg the advent of
cleanliness standards and was, not correlated to a specific Federal -Clats. A .
particle count program showed that large variationgin count were caused
by a simple movement of personnel in the clean TOOM. Additional tests
showed that the particle count had little effect on the production,of signal
dropout i.e., a large increase in particle Count had produced a very:small

'Change. in signal dropouts. The prevailing opinion was that 'preciSe
temperature and- humidity controls were a more critical requirement than
extreme cleanlines$ levels. The company also found that the .results of
tests which Were run in. the summer and the winter differed considerably
until stritt_T-H controls were instituted. However, it should be noted, as
expected, that as the recdrged test densities increased, the effect of dust
particles on dropouts became more serious (see sec. 8.1-eq(4)).

This clean room installation had a coMplete change of air each minute and
encouraged clean working habits among the personnel wtho were required to
wear white, lint-free coats but no hats or boots. It was noted that one
useful purpose for the white coats was psychological in nature since ttiey
tended to encourage eleanliness'by their presence. The environment in the
laboratory was maintained under the following 'conditions:

(a) Temperature: 220C to 240C (710F to 750F)
414.

(b) Relative humidity: 45% (nominal, value)

(c) Filtering was accomplished through 99.7% absolute filter types (this
was less than a Class 100 requirement). The air was prefiltered before
entering the absolute HEPA filters. , ,

'(d) 1)ositive pressurization was produced by an airflow ,of approximately
0.14 m3/s (5 ft3/s) to 0.2 m3/s (6.7 ft3/s)..

(e) A plenum ceiling discharged the air into the room.

(f) Clean clothes were worn by ,operating personnel, but there was no air
shower arrangement at the entrance to the room.

(g) The had a
2
ierrazzo (epoxy with chips) type floor.
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(4) Magnetic Tape Manufacturer B

This company tested.large quantities of bulk magnetic tape. It originally
attempted to maintain a Class 100 clean room environment but was
unsuccessful due to the tape (material .conveyor systern that was used: At
best, it was able to achieve a. Class 1,000 room. The company. also felt
that, temperature and humidity controls were very important, while

. extreme dust control was relatively unimportant. It noted that NES,
reference tape measurements would be of those tape properties in which
dust would not affect the results and that anomalies due to an occasional
dropout due to dust could ,easily be removed from the final result OAS
eventually proved to be coriect. Hnilever, they further noted that if
dropout testing is done in ,quantity, then higher degrees of cleanness, such
as can be achieved with cleamwork stations, would be in order; '

(5) Magnetic Tape Manufacturer C.

This organization noted that: (1) a tape measurement laboratory.anoldd be
restricted to only those personnel.. that. are actually working in it with no
through traffic permitted; (2) a very clean Working arrangement cotild be
obtained° by having a laminar airflow over both the_ ,operator and the
working surface, with the machine heat and residue' being .exhausted out of
the laboratory. thiough a duct system; and (3) the .minimum:."requirementa,
for the laboratory were:

.

(a) Construct the room with nonshedding materials::
(b) Use positive air pressure.
(c) Lighting fixtures should be cleanable and have as few ledges and dust

catching surfaces as possible.
(d) Temperature and humidity control was absolutely necessary.
(e) Special clothes were not important.

(6) Tape Manufacturer D

This organization had a clean raotn 'which did not achieve a Class '1001evel.
They had an air-lock entrance, Clean monofgament garments, hairnets but
no booties. For the volume Of _traffic that they carried, a Class 100. room
was not feasible, since--in.f act such a clean room should have no traffic.
They used absolute HEPA filters, (99% plus, particle removal, rate),.
controlled temperature and humidity,' and'Moved a large .volume of air in a
non-laminar flow pattern. They also niaintained .positive yawn air
pressure. In their, new plant, they used 99.97% HEPA filtering in a laminar
flow system in those operating areas where the magnetic coatings were
still in the liquid state, and absolute cleanliness was required.- At ,the time
of, this inquiry, this company used small,,.; individual laminar flow stations
for some of their research and tenting operations. -

(7). -'Miscellaneous
,

It has been reported by one media manufacturing_ organization that their"4..
operating personnel experienced psYchological effects:vilich were..caused
by a feeling of isolation when working in their fully er)olosed Clais 100
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clean room. The organization subsequently changed to a (approximate)
Class 10,000 'clean room with Gleaner individual work stations. This
permitted a greater perionnel traffic flow and relieved the isolation'
problem. It has been reported by one organization that their research tlend'
_development engineers generally did not follow all of the very strict
procedures which are required when working in a full Class 100 "room, and
that they performed considerably better at individual laminar flow
stations. .However, it should be noted that in some technologies a full
Class 100 Clean room is absolutely required. For example, a Class 100
clean room is needed when working with materials and devices such as
aeMiconductor materials' and 'delicate gyroscOpes,. whose Characteristics can
,,be damaged b'y contamination with foreign matter. It was noted that
individual clean work stations of Class-100 levels when used, should be
immersed in areas which themselves are are of Class 1,000 if possible.

5.3 Gefteral Guidelines for all Types of Clean Rooms and Clean Work Stations34

(1) Garments specified as applicable to a given facility must be worn when entering
the area; for example, lint-free smocks and coveralls.

(2) Neither smoking nor eating should be permitted in the clean room area.

(3) Head covering, which covers the entire head, should be required to avoid
coinponent contamination by loose bits of hair or lbose bits of skin flakes.

4

(4) No cosmetics shall be worn by any worker while in, any clean area. This shall'
include: rouge, lipstick, eye shadow and eyebrow pencil, mascara, false eye
lashes, fingernail polish, hair spray, and the heavy use of an aerosol deodorant.

(5) Limit paper entering area. There are special nonshedding papers for necessary
records or-paperwork which are approved fil'elean room applications.

," ,

8
.

(6) Use only ballpoint per for writing. Lead..Pencils and erasers should not be
permitted in -clean roorti area.

0,

(7) = The use of paper gr fabric towels should be forbidden. Wash rooms shoUld have
electrically powered, warm air,dryers.

...

(8) Hand lotions, creams, or soap containing lanolin to tighten skin particles should
be used, as appropriate.

(9) Solvent contact with hands should be avoided, as many solvents remove natural
skin oils causing excessive "skin peeling" or flaking. ,Jr

(10) Lint-free gloves, finger milts,' tweezers; or other handling methods and
equipment should be used while' working with or handling sensitive parts, to
avoid contamination of those parts by loose skin or natural skin oils.

(11) Clean all equipment before entry into area by dusting, vacuuming, washing, or
by suitable means, as best suited to equipment involved.

34Sections 5.3, 5.4, .and 5.5 are recommended by [37].
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L (12) Gloves or finger cots should not be permitted to touch any item orfsurftice that
is not known to have been thoroughly cleaned. Specifically, they 'should not
touch any part of the anatomy, covered or uncovered.

°.

(13)' No tool or part should be permitted to be placed on the bench or other surface,
until that surface has been cleaned with a clean lint-free, isopropanol
dampened cloth. Other equally effective Solvents, compatible with the surface,
may be used if isopropanol is not available.

(14) No tool should be allowed to rest on the surface of the bench or work surface
but should be placed on a hardware cloth or perforated metal rack, to guaror
against contaminants which have settled on the, work surface being transferred
to the tool.

/(15) All parts or material containers, racks, jigs, fixtures, and too4Ahould be
cleaned to the same level of cleanliness specified for the pioduct being
processed. ,

5.4 Guidelines for Nonlaminar Airflow Clean Rooms and Clean Work Stations

(1) Garments shall be pocketless, lint-free coveralls, with provisions for snugly
.fastening the neck, wrist, and ankles.

(2) The caps whichinust be worn, shall be of lint-free fabric,designed to cover the ,

head and hair completely, except for the, facewhiCh shall include the eyes,
nose, mouth, and chin.

(3) Shoes shall be cleaned and_ covered with a nonshedding, boot type. cover, or
changed to approved clean room footwear. If special footwear is provided, they
shall not be worn outside the clean room, and dressing room.

(4) The use of compressed' air, except in hoods specifically designed for t
purpose, shall not be permitted. Any operator assigned to such a hood s
have special instructions for its proper use.

(5) Room maintenance, except for vacuuming by a properly garmented employe
shall be restricted to periods when no productive activity is being performed
and when any material or work in process is covered by'an approved cover.

(6) Janitorial services shall be performed only by adequately trained and superviged
personnel, each of which must be properly garbed.

- (7) All equipment which must be brought into the clean room, shall first be
thoroughly cleaned, and the use of the equipment in the room shall nor generate
any contaminants.

(8) Traffic into and within the Clean room shall be restricted to authorized
personnel and unnecessary movements by the personnel shall be minimized.
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5.5 Guidelines for Laminar Airflow Clean Rooms and Cleari Work Stations

(1) Garmenting may" vaty with the' Ope Of operation being' performed, but the
, _minimum garmenting shall be a poaketless,', lint-free smock, or coat, which

must extend to a minimum of 0.4 m (1.25 ft) below the work surface.."Tht
collar and cuffs of thvgarment shall be equipped to be fastened at the-neck and
wrists.

(2) Head coverings shall be worn, and shall be capible of completely covering the
hair area. If the operation requireS the wearer to lean over the work, or move
into the airstream between the filter bank and the work piece, the frontosides;.
and rear neck area shall also be covered.

(3) §pecital shoes, or shoe covers may riot be necessary for vertical laminar airflow
facilities, nor for horizontal airflow installations except when.the work is being

° performed at 'a point less than 0.6 m (2 ft) from the floor.

(4) A face mask may be needed,if an operator has a cold, or if the nose and mouth
must be brought very close to the work piece.for work on miniature parts.
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7. Amendix A. 'Handling andIiiiv,ironmental Effects
.

7.1 Effects of Hydrolysis on *pea
--a. ° ,.,,;1

Large variations in temperaigre and ahumidity which may be encountered bydycomputer magnetic tapes in storage, in pea si in uncontrolled environments, are
among the principal causes 1,Or physical chemical changes and eventual damage
to the media. Secondary daMage to'Ihe tapes can be caused by the distortion of the
flanges on the plastic reels;and/or the hubs under extreme environmental conditions.

Three of the major components of a computer magnetic -tape (i.e., the mylar
substrate, the polyurethane binder, and the backcoating) display hygroscopic
properties, That is, theiboth absorb and desorb atmospheric moisture as a function
of the r(ative humidity. In an unsealed ,area such as a computer center or large
vault, the water content of the tape will come into equilibrium with the relative
humidity of the atmosphere [29]. It has been found that a number of adverse
reactions are related to both extreme or fluctuating humidity environments. These
reactions include increased tape iprisivity, increased head wear, increased tape
debris and associated error rates, gummy products which are produced by
polyurethane binder, degradation, and tape pack tension increases and decreases,
leading to tape cinciiipgd5 or blocking.36

.
°

.
.

Studies C281[29],130] using commercially available magnetic tapes, concluded that 'a
primary cause of tape aging and degradation was the hydrolysis of their
polyurethane hinders. Hydrolysis is a double deCOmposition reaction in which water
is one of the rOcting substances. In the case of computer

.magnetic tapes, the
hydrolyiis process consists of atmospheric, moisture plus ester combining to form
carbolic acid and alcohol. Since the ester is required to maintain the crosslink
structure in the polyurethane binder, the reaction' tends to weaken the binder and
cause tape binder shedding and deteriorated mechanical properties. Fortunately,
this chemical. reaction is a reversible process; that is, tape binder rejuvenation can
be 'accomplished by storing the, media in a proper temperature-humidity
environment Asee sec. 2.2.1).

In tests performed with tapes in four different temperature environments, it was
found thiit from 30% to 100% relative humidity (RH), the binders were degrading;

' while fsom 0% to 11% RH, the' binders improved chemically. Hetke, the tapes
remairrstable in an environment with relative humidities in the range of 11% to 30%
,RH, while tape binder restoration or rejuvenation begins in relative htimidities below
11% RH and is best accomplished at 0% RH (i.e., a dry gas environment). The
hydrolysis process As accelerated by increases in temperature.. ..

iVidst importantly, these studies have led 'to chemical theories, and test methods for
predicting and extending the lifetimes' of magnetic tapes. These lifetime
predictions are not based solely upon their chronological ages but also upon their
chemiCal ages which are a function of tie hydrolysis cycles the tapes have already
'experienced. The qt*Ies have determined that an optimal archival storage
environment is one whi*I'fitrfightly controlled to (see sec., 2.2.1 and figs 3.): 18.30C
(65°F), 40% RH. , d 4

7
:

35Tape cinching is the folding or creasing, of the tape whict is caused° by tape
slippage upon acceleration or deceleration.
36Tape blocking is the adhesion of adjacent tape layers to each-othei..
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Another finding in these studies was that tapes which were sealed in a hermetic
environment at a constanttemperature tended to improve their chemical (binder)
quality. This occurred regardless of the initial humiditt at the time of the sealing.
This finding is important, for example, with units such as sealedi- spacecraft
recorders.

7.2 Effects of Humidity on Tape Abrasivity

It was found [38] that the relative humidity had a pronounced effect on the
abrasiveness (i.e., head wear' tendencies) of a number of the tapes which were under
investigation. For example, tapes which were abrasive at 50% RH became virtually
non-abrasive below 5% RH. Tape friction was -observed to rise .even further with
increasing humidity. Several observations were made as an outgrowth of this
humidity dependence:

(a) A long tapeloop which was preconditioned in a 50% RH environment and
maintained in i;On that condition during a test, exhibited app ximately 5% of
its expected abrasivness when the vicinity surrounding t e area where the
tape contacted a 12.7 mm (0.50 .in) diameter metal test rod was flooded
with dry air. This vicinity, included less than 5.4 mm (1.0 in) of tape
length. .

(b) The tapes used with various types of metal rods in a "rodrpear" test
which substituted these rods for the actual heads, displayed a metal
dependent abrasivity response under fixed humidity conditiohs. For
example, in tests using a group of equally polished metal rods ma f
annealed Ad unannealed high permeability alloys, unannealed br
aluminum, and copper, it was found that the high, permeability alloys
produced a sharp increase in tape abrasiveness at 50% RH, while
aluminum and copper produced very little response. The type of brass
which was used produced approximately one half of the tape abrasiveness
as cqopared to the high permeability alloys. Since aluminum and copper
are, used in interchannel shields and spacers in some read/write heads, it
was surmised that this may explain why high permeability pole-pieces and
other head-surface materials are found to wear equally in some
installations, while in others the pole-pieces are channeled out' due to a
higher wear rate. ...

(c) Later test results [29] did not display a direct correlation between the
hygroscopic properties of the magnetic tapes and their abrasive wear
patterns. However, it was felt that there still was a possibility that such
a relationship existed. It was further suggested that the observed
'breakpoint at 40%, to 45% RH at which there was a'sharp increase in.
measured abrasiveness was in fact due to the materials used for the
construction of the recording heads; the tapes were involVed mainly in
determining the magnitude of the abrasive wear.

Twd possible mechanisms were hypothesiZed relative to, the deposition of
4e tape binder materials onto the heads:

(1) Tapes which were formulated with hard binders tended to wear the
head surfaces with the preceding 40% to 45% RH abrasivity
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breakpoint characteristic. Increased humidity, led to increased head
wear white decreasing humidity led to a reduction in tape flexibility
and an increase in static charges on the tape (see see. 1.10-(11))..

(2) Tapes which were formulated with low friction, soft, binders tended :
to have their own surfaces worn by the heads with little to,o head
wear. The wear products from the tape were either gummy or
powdery. This was thought to' be a function. of the relative' humidity
and the hygroscopic characteristics' of the tape coating. It was
surmised that tapes which absorbed more atmospheric vapor would
tend to shed gummier coating products.

(d). An adverse reaction.known as "brown-stain" occurs at low humidity levels.
(i.e., below 35%' RH). It manifeits itself as a. discoloration of. the
recording head surface by the media. Brown-stain cannot be removed
with ordinary cleaning solvents; indeed it must be polished off with an
abrasive media. Thee stain causes a head-to-tape spacing loss 4See.-
8.1- eq(4)) which is most detrimental fbr shorter wavelength signals. ,

7.3 Effects of Viseoelasticity on the Tape Pack

While -an elastic material is capable of storing mechanieS1 energy under stress
Without energy dissipation, a viscoelastic magnetic tape base material such as
polyethylene terephthalagilmylar) both stores and. dissipates energy in response to
winding stresses. This energy change is performed through processes known as creep
and stress relaxation which differentiates this material from a , puiely elastic
material. An unusual characteristic of a viscoelastic material ie its ability to
continue, Walter its dimensions (i.e., plastic or cold flow) in response to' previously
applied tensile stresses which have already been superseded by different stress
values. This phenothenon is referred to as the "memory" of the:material [39] and ,
explains' why the windings in a reel of tape will often develop a different tension and
preSsure pattern after it has been stored. for Some time even in a controlled
environment. It may, in fact, have Cold. flowed in response to the winding stresses
that it experienced at some earlier time, possibly at the time of manufacture.

Therefore, a stored magnetic', tape is never in a truly inert state because of its
viscoelastic nature. That is, the polymeric tape materials cold flow continuously in
order to relieve the wound in initial tensile stresses in the tape paclq. this results in
a reduetion of the layer-to-layer frictional forces at various regions in the pack.
Hence, a- computer tape whose pack`is initially firm and smooth with no protrUdink
windings, can deVelop s nose windings after a period of storage; this can lead to tape
cinching upon ace tion or deceleration. The interaction between the tape -

winding tension pa n prior to storage, and the temperature and humidity
-variations, which °cot* during the same storage period is a source of eventual tape
problems. .4.1' . .

7.4 Effects of Temneratuie, Humidity, and. Winding on the Tape Pack
=.zr,

Constant tension tape winding is a prevalent method used in tape, drives and other,
tape handlers at #ie present time. The initial pressures' experienced by individual
layers wound ontb,. a tape pack at a constant tension (i.e. , constant tensile strea0).
-form a continuMkranging initially from almost zero pounds per square inch at the
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outermost laYers to several thousand pounds per square inch on layers near the
hub.37 These inner pressures can increase significantly if the tape is stor at a
higher temperature than its initial winding temperature, and the hub coef cient of
thermal expansion is greater than that of the tape pack. In addition, if the pe has
been initially wound in a higher relative humidity environment than the *sage
humidity, then the tape will desorb the moisture and shrink; this increases thVitape
pack pressures, especially in the absence of equal hygroscopic contraction of the hub
[22]. These increasing pressures can cause various types of tape damage. For
example, tapes which are stored in environments in which large temperature and
hurriidity variations occur, can develop extreme tape pack pressures which can result
in layer-to-layer adhesion (i.e., blocking) of the tape layers, and in cases of'extreme
blocldng, tape coating can be torn' from the base material as it is unwound.
Layer-to-layer adhesion increases with the time the tape is stored and with the
number and magnitude of temperature-humidity cycles during storage.

Other deleteriotise.tfects caused by temperature-humidity variations are the
longitudinal and transverse distortions of the tape. The distortions, take on several
identifiable forms, among Qhteh are cupping and skevang. Cupping is a transverse
curving or bowing of the tape from edge-tc-edge. It manifests' itself when there are
differences in the thermal and hygroscopic coefficients of expansion between the
coating containing the magnetic particles and the mylar base material. Skewing is a
longitudinal curvature along the tape edges which is manifested as a departure from
a- straight flat line drawn along the tape center: While cupping dim cause variations
in track-to-track signal amplitudes, skew causes a time misalignment of the
characters derived from each of the head tracks. Besides resulting from
temperature and humidity effects, skew can also be` caused by poor web tension
during the manufacturing tape slitting process, by transport guide misalignment, and
by poor tape winding (for example, high speed rewinding) during operation prior to
storage. Sometimes, a skewed tape can be-corrected by winding and rewinding the
tape a number of times at normal speeds onto a precisionreel under careful' tension
control. The tape is then allowed to relax for at least one day in the environment in
which the reading will be performed. It is beneficial to rewind the tape again
several times before reading.

Cinching can be caused by winding tension patterns which are producedby theqape
transport mechanism. It occurs as the result of a, tape winding pattern in which the
direction of the tension vector in the tape windings will reverse somewhere within
the tape pack from an inward compressive tension, which shortens the tape near the
hub,, to an outward (expansive) tension as the cold, flow process continues. In the
region of the tape pack where the tension reversal takes place, there are a number
of tape layers under zero tension in which the layer-to-layer friction of the tape is

atly diminished. Hence, when the reel is mounted onto a.tape transport and
ac elerated or decelerated rapidly, the tape pack acts like individual concentric
cylinders in which' the innermost portions of the reel may accelerate or decelerate
more rapidly than the outermost portions. Tape slippage occurs and causes a
cinching or creasing of the tape between these regions (cylinders); this damages both
the media and the data over a large region. There are commercial winders available
known as programmed tension winders which adjust the winding tendons so that
there is reduced compression in the inner tape layers near the hub; this eliminates

37Note conversion: 1 Mat2 (psi) = 6.894 x 103 Pa.
in
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the zero tension layers , in the tape pack and the tendency for tape slippage to
.

,occur. There is _also a tendency for tapes, to cinch if there. is an insufficient initial
winding tension iihichhas produced a loose or sloppy tape pack.

Tape pack distortion can be. caused at low temperatures by the shrinking, of plastic
reel hubs whose thermal Voperties are different from those of the polymeric tape
pack, material. This causes the tape pack to loosen and the tape to cinch or buckle
(i.e.; form a non-circular. pack). Note that since the thermal coefficient of
expansion of aluminum is nearly equal to that of the polyester base film, therefore,

f aluminum hubs can minimize this effect. The dimensions of the reel hub and the
compressibility, of the hub material. also have an effect on the characteristics of 'a
computer tape pack which is held in long-term storage. It has been found that [18]

(a) compressive forces on the hub can be reduced by, keeping the ratio of the
outside pack diameter to the reel hub diameter to a value less' than three,
and

(b) it is advantageous to have a large, incompressible hub because the more
Incompressible the hub the more the tape pack resists distortion (buckling)
and tends to retain its cylindrical symmetry; it will also retain its initial
Winding tension values over a longer period in storage.

The following are effects of elevated temperatures on a tape pack [19]:

At 121°C ( 0F), the substrate (my).ar) becomes distorted.
. At 1600C 3200F), the substrate and the coating become soft; blocking

(ite., layer-to-layer adhetion) begins in the tape pack windings.
At 2880C, (5500F), the substrate and the coating become darker and
brittle.
At 538°C (10000F), the substrate and the binder become charred.

In addition to the effects of temperature on the tape media, there are temperature .

problems which are unique to the.read/write heads themselves. These problems are
caused by the differences in the temperature coefficients of expansion of the
,various delicate head components and manifest themselves as changes in, the head:
signal response.

It is interesting to note that finder normal winding stresses, the length of a 731 ni*
(2400 ft) computer.. tape will increase by approximately 0.305 m (1 ft) for each 5.6°C
(10°F) change in temperature or 10% change in relative humidity [7].

7.5 Signal Rise Effect.

It has been noted that many different computer tapes display a steady rise in signal
amplitude as the pe is read from ehd-trend (BOT to E(YT) with the signal level
increasing most dly as the reel hub is approached. It appears that this signal rise
Or "tilt" effect ,caused by the increasing tape pack pressures through their
smoothing or calendering effects on the tape surface. This smoothing effect
improves the head-to-tape contact continuously as a function of the increasing
winding pressures proceeding from the BOT to the EOT" along theAape surface. In
addition, the amount of signal rise has been found to be* signal wavelength
dependent; this further validates the head-to-tape spacing (through smoothing)
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theory as defined by the spacing loss equation (sec. 8.1-eq(4)). The percentage of
tilt also found to be a function of the read head characteristics during some of the
tests.

It is suggested as an experimental study, that the winding pressure and tension
characteristics of a tape transport be investigated through the use of specially
Produced, uncalendered, non-backcoated, soft-binder computer tape which will be
responsive to the surface smoothing mechanism after a shoPter storage period. It
has been observed at the ICST Computer Storage facility, that tapes with .soft
binders which were stored for long peribds of time displayed nonlinear signal level
responses along their length. This appears to indicate that: different pressure
profiles developed_ in storage, assuming that the smoothing mechanism theory is
valid. Also note the friction tab measurement technique in. section 2.2.3..

It has also been observed, that the normal.signal level rise from theBOT to the EOT ,

on a tape could be reversed so asto rise from the EOT to the BOT, if the tape is
wound in the forward. direction and then. stored without rewinding, with the EOT
remainingin the outermost, low pressure, pack position.

-

f
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8: Appendix B. Computer Magnetic Tape Recording and Materials L.

8.1 Coainputer Magnetic Tape Recording

(a) All reproduction of signals frorri present day computer tapes and disks is
done inductively. That is, the reading of the, signal from a tape surface.is
done by a transducer or head which responds only to the rate of change of
Ragnetic flux ci) issuing from the surface. Most present day computer
tape recording is in the form of "longitudinal" recording. In longitudinal

--- recording, the principal direction of magnetization is in the plane of the
surface and parallel to the direction of surface motion. Considerable
research is ,presently Uhderway in the area of Perpendicular recording.

The basic° inductive magnetic recording process proceeds as follows:
during the recording process a magnetic field fringes' outward from the
gap. of a magnetic tape recording head. This magnetic field varies in both
intensity and direction dependent upon the current in the recording head
coils. This current is in turn controlled by an electronic system which
converts information bits to reversals in recording head current. The -
'fringing field from the recording head gap structure permeates the oxide
coating of the medium and leaves permanently magnetized areas in the

tm of transition regions from which the tape surface fringing flux
anates. A, transition region is an area of the tape surface over which

the recorded magnetic flux reverses its polarity in response to the
recording signal. The read or reproduce head then senses these surface
fringing flux fields inductively and produces output voltage pulses at each
bit, position; these voltage pulses represent-the stored information bits.
There -is no output from the read head 'except at those tape surface areas
from which the fringing fields emanate. The signal strength derived from
the medium depends upon the gradient of the flux as follows:

The inductive output voltage ehead from the reading head is

ehead = v (1)dt dx dt
dx

dx

(b)

(0)

Where v = the relative oducing head-to-medium velocity and,

at. the rate of change f flux ck with respect to the distance x
dx along the medium surface, therefore the faster the medium moves

relative to the reproducing head, and the more: rapidly the flux
varies with distance lover a transition region), then the greater the
output signal strength induced by each bit or transition region on the
tape.

High %density recording requires fast reversals in the direction of
magnetization in the media surface. As indicated, each reversal produces
a transition region, and typically one or two transition regions represent
an information bit. The faster each reversal of magnetization, then the
narrower each associated transition region, and therefore the more
magnetization changes orbits, per unit leligth of surface (i.e., bit density)
a media is capable of producing and storing.
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(d) Factors which influence the bit density and the signal strength obtainable
from the magnetic media are:

(1) The thickness t of the coating on the surface of the storage medium.

(2) The coercivity He of the magnetic Oxide particles.
o

The ability of a magnetic material-to resist the erasure of its recorded
information is 'dependent upon a quality known as coercivity whiCh is
measured in units of amperes per meter (oersteds). The higher the
coercivity of a magnetic medium the more difficult it is either to record
onto or to erase information from. its magnetic 'surface. In order to erase
the recorded signal completely, it is necessary that thestrength of the
erasing field is greater in value than the coercivity of the magnetic
material.

jp, order to maximize the bit density, the foregoing conditions are related
as follows. The minimum width of 'a- reproduced pulse Pwi at its 50%
points is:

Pw
(t )111 where n =1/2 to 1. (2)

He .

This equation shows that in order to achieve high bit densities the
coercivity.-of. the medium should be as high as possible and its coating
thickness t as small as possible. In additieri high coercivity He 'opposes
the ,tendency of internal. demagnetization fields Hd which form in the
transition regions, frotn forcing these regions to widen, and 'hence' reduce
and 1rniit 'the bit density capability of the medium.

The coercivity He:is contrelled through- the -processing of the magnetic
, materials both physically and chemically. He can be made very high'say, ,

80,000 A/m (1000 0e); however, as He_ increases, the, recording or writing
head power must also ,,be increased. , This can' cause head (pole tip)
saturation problems, and can deteriorate the sharpness of, the writing head
fields; this affects the bit! density capability of the system. Typical
coercivities for present day computer tapeS , are eippioximately
22,000 Aim 1275 Oe) to 30,000 A/m (375 Oe) although coercivities On ,ttje
order of 48,000 Aim (600 0e)aie available in some new high energy tapes.
The thickness t of the magnetie Coating should be made as thin as posSible
consistent with an acceptable output signal, good surface finish,
uniformity of coating,. and good wear characteristics. Signals that are
recorded in the lower strata of a thick coating Combine with the sharper
pulses produced near to the tape surface. and tend to broaden the overall
signal. 'This reduces the ability of the medium: to produce many sharp
pulses per unit length along the tape's magneto surface coating.

Additional f tors which affect the bit density capability and the signal
Strength are:

(3) The spacing between the reading and writing head (transducer) and
the storage media.



(4) The shape or gradient TM of the magnetro field winch extends or
fringes from the writing x head; where x is the longitudknal
component of the head's H field along the surface of the tape. H is
the applied recording field strength in the x direction.

(5) The magnetic characteristics of the
the magmetization of the medium.
hysteresis loop of the magnetiq
through the H axis. A steep slope
field characteristics.

storage. medium, ,-a.,where I is
is the slope., of the I-H

__au material as it passes
produces'sharply defined switching

.

(6) The following equation is derived from items (4), and ,(5) above [40];

dl x dH.= dl
31 di Tx

where:

dl is the change in the ihteniity o. magnetization as a function
(Tx of distance along the% tape's magnetic surface: the greater Eir

the greater the inductive (signal) voltage produced per dx
information bit.

(7) -The crowding of adjacent signal bits at high densities causes real
signal peak shiftih; this can lead to datalosses if the shift is greater
than a bit cell.

11

(e)' An Important signal loss effect is caused by the hettd-to-media spachvg.
The height of a flying head aboVe, a, disk surface or tbe average, distance
of a magnetic tape re'producing head from the tape surface both .cause
this loss.- Head -to -tape, spacing is caused by the loUghness of Ahe
magneticsirface and exists even though' the head and tape operate in ^

apparent contact With each other. Modern zornputer magnetic tapes are
being produced with average surface roughnessea 'of approximately
0.025 pm (4 Ain) to 0.15 p.m (6 Ain). In fact, improved,. surface
conditioning is one of the more important advances in present day
magnetic tape production methods. The equation which is used for
determining the loss of Signal amplitude due to head-to-mediei spacint is

toss = 54.5d
A

. 6

where d = head-to-media distance.

A= signal wavelength
- .Note that the spitting loss is most severe fc4r shdrt wavelength, high

density recordings.

(4)

'10
'so.

All of the preceding' material explains why magnetic media whIeh fris
intended for high density performance should have surface coatings which
are as thin and as smooth as possible, and also have as high .a coercivity



He as the writing transducers can accommodate. rfloWeirerr, the dema
for -an output signal level from media which can function with
conventional ecktiipment, requires that the surface not be made so thin as
to produce a very weak output signal. This is particularly true at low
signal frequencies, since low density recording usually produces a deeper

is.penetration. into the /media surface and therefore requires. a thicker
wsurface coating than the high density, short wavelength recordings.

8.2 Magnetic_Media Particles [40],[41]

(a) The surface coatings ofialmcet all, computer magnetic tapes. produCed
today consist of .ferromanetie needle-shaPed or "acicular" iron oxide'.
particles which are dispersed in an organic; typically, polyurethane binder.
The combination of these acicular particles and the binder results in a
deep-brown colored mixture with a, paint-like consistency., The processes'
which are required to achieVe, maintain, and store this mixture are

-considered to be -proprietary by each manufacturer. The mixture, in.its
wet state, is coated uniformly by one of several processes onto a clear,

,flexible Plastic- tape Lase web material usually made of polyethylene
terepilthalate (mylar). If the binder and oxide have been mixed in the
proPer proportions (the oxide particles usually constitute a vpluite_.
fraction of about 35% to 45% of the coating),, then the tape remains
flexible and pliable after the coating dries... ,

e / ..

, . - -

White the coating is still wet,-the tape is subjected' to a strong thagnetic ..,
fi44 which physically turns and :orients the needle-shaped particles so
that their long axis is parallel to Ihe.longitudinal.diiection pf the rriylar
(typieally, 0.6 m (2ft)) base web. The strength of the magnetic field, the
viscosity of the coating mix; and how Well the particles are diapersed in

... the binder material " will effect the' quality 9f the fibril 'particle
orientation. If these factors are not carefully controlled, the oxide

tides %%ill "chimp" or "rope". together and produce ough tape both
ysically and. magnetically after tbe coating, is . Drying is

performed, with the aid of heat and a substantial ' of air. It uis
impOrtaht to ; ntite'?that when driedg the acicular oxide particles are
perrnanently flied in position' and Ihereaftercdo not move physically when ,'%.

'subjeCted to the strong writing head .magnetic fields. At this point, the
tape web is slit into 12.7 mm (0.5 in) widths and 730 m (2400 ft).lengths;'
these constitute the'dPmputer-magneticAapes. The slitting process must
be very carefully co oiled.

(b)

Many present dayi.cohifluter tapes are;.01.30, backcoated with a ,thin,
Polyurethane binder. whielv::!Contains black,'`-nonfaagnetic, conductive,,
carbon based, particles: This backcoatirig redtiCesn4atie buildup in the 1.:: ..

tape,; provides improved frictional. 'characteristics,!. and redUces the '...:i

prOduCtioniihd the effects of'tape debrial ;,,, .. ::-..i
ei. .i....-

The fertOnagnetie material used in almost all computer storage. media is i ?.:
magnetically hard, gamma ferric oxide (Y-Fe203).),particles. Typically,
these particles are acicular ,(needle-like) in 'shape with a 6:1 ;."4 :

length-tO4.width ratio, the length being about 0.58 AM (20 pin). The size
and voluh1e; of Ahese particles causes' them ° to behave as "single, domain" '7 '. ,.

%
.

..

..,..

:. :4 .
!/ 1:'
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paitticles. Single-domain patticles'Cannot maintain domain walls and their
. .

state or direction of 'magneti?iation is altered by magnetic ivettor rotation
rather than by the domain wall displacements that take,place in large Wilk.
magnetic materials:

. , _ .., l'- ' .- : .

High'eoercivities He are 'achieved in single-domain patticles by making
the particles aoicalar. Acicidarity oduces what is known as shape
anisotropy and gives each particle tw asy) directions of minimum free
energy from which it is difficul to reverse the direction;:',or
magnetization: This is useful for magnetic tape since there is One '-'
direction of linear 'tape movement and therefore the particles can be'..-
oriented with their long axis parallel to' this direction. In the case of
magnetic disks, it is more difficult to use acicular,4articles because they
cannot be oriented easilylalthough disks are avan06;ln Oriented form).
In,this case, y-Fe203 particles which display cubic, crystalline anisotropy
with- six directions, 2.fgriey magnetization can be .*ed sii)Ce they do not ..

have to be; physiCidiptt,rinnted in the disk, coatings; In`aadition, these
cubic y-14:203. partieles.,-din be doped or epitaide withAt Milt:quantity
of cobalt in,der to raise their coercivity to a higher valuei.'...; '-'-

,.r .

This films of nickel-cobalt are often electrodepositeci onto rigid disk '
surfaCes. These are excellent for high densities because of their thinness

il :' 'tknd also because these thin films are able to produce higher iiiterisities of
. magnetization than .a y -Fe203 particle coating of equivalent thickness.
l'hat is, they can produce high pit densities with, fairly strong signal...,

1.. .Amplitudes. Unfortunately, OA. ,metal films have not succeeded as
"rcoatings on flexible mifnetic tapemedia becauv they do not adhere well

to the mylar plastic bl...se substrates and tend to rub off on the contacting
recording and reproducing heads.

There are magnetic particle types other than gamma ferric oxide which
are available for use in computer tapes [461[41]. HoweVer, as noted, at

present time Y-Fe203 particles are overwhelmingly prevalent' in the
Idttopputer, magnetic media field. This is du&Jptheir historical position,
IFNI, cost, ,good operational characteristics, And the general. field and
production experience wit s these particles:.

New - particle research and deviinimient work is aimed at producing
smr, well-configured particles which have high Coercivities and high

sties of magnetization in thin layers. When achieved, these
parameters ilia* for lower'hoise tapes,..higher. bit density:capabilities,
higher signallevels,,a*smoother tapes which result in 'Rod te'ad-to-tape
c ntacrand less

S ce most computer tape systeins tiliVe been designed!to accommodate
y7Fe203 tapes, then much of the potential of new particles and media
cannot be realized if they'-are requited to operate within the contras is
of \these older conventional systems. This situation can be corre
thrOugh *6:development Pof systems which are :specifically clesigne
operate With new mettle. -.Unfortunately, multi-systeni:Apprqa4hes

. create interchangeability and compatibility problerns...iniliisS:-; industry a
. standards'are _developed.

a A
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There are usually trade-offs which must be made for,each, new particle.
.4or example, chromium dioxide Cr02 -particles have many good:'

characteristics including orientabilitY and dispersability, excellent shapel''
- size, and surface qualities which are controllable, and high values of

'.+ .,. magnetization and coercivitieS in thin layers. In addition, CrOi tape's
`:s display high bit density and signal level aracteristies. HoixeVer; 019'2 :

....particle costs are high, they tend t6 be ore abrasive than 7-Re203, and
, .they have a very low Curie temperat e which can lead tO the lqss of'. k

' stored data in hot environments: Considerable effo4t has been applied
>.toviiirlis solving the Cr02 Orasivitf (head wear) problem; in one instance,
through the development of smaller, homogeneous particles.

. , I

.There itre,:y7Ee203 particles whosecharacteristics are improved through
the -Chemical a cation of additional elements such as cobalt Co. Co is

Y-. either cOiec doped into the stracture of the Fe203 (Co substituted)
or -cobalt, io' are diffused as an-"ePiPmdal layer (Co adsorbe'd) onto its
surf ace ..Ccibalt- processing makes, it possible.. to achietealarge range of
coenclyities; in fact, a 5% doping 'of CO-inakes.it ;possible' to achieve a .

coerei,:viey 'of 80,000 A/m (1o.00 .0e). 'Iliawev0, 'cobalt substitution.
produces' particles with a, grater He temperature' Sensitivity and

,

increased.print-through in stored tapes. ,
. ,

-.
, .

.

A class of non-oxide, metal particles such as Fe and..F0.7.-Co have been.

developed. They have very high magnetizationst; high coercivities, and
remain ferromagnetic even when they are extremely .small. A &rept
substitution .of Fe for .X-Fe203 yields a A-12 dB' signal..hirease [41..
Unfortunately,.these metal liarticleg will rust or burri,whea.axposed to per
and therefore, require special protective coatiliga which ..'are under
development at the present. time.
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. aymbolmind Abbreviatiois

,, amPereir
eutoMatic data processing ,

ANSI ,Ametieein.Nationtd Standaids Institute
AsTm Amerlea4 Society for Testing and,Kateriels

. .

bpi- bits per inch.
bpmai bits per milliMeter
BOT beginning of tape (marker)

p

cgs .centiinIter.gram second ,

C CelsiuA
Co cobalt
CO2 ,-- :- ::carbon dioxpile
'CPI ?c.hardcters4per inch
CIit3''' --'central Processing unit

1'02. \ ,
6' Chromium dioxide -.:v.'-

''.,.
di i &stair,
dB decibel'`'

emu electromagnetic units
eq - equation
EOT end-of-rape (marker)

fig. figure .7

ft feet ,.

ft2 square-Nell,
ft3 . cubid feet ..

F ,,,, ,, ,Fdirenheit-
adn .., ,

ederal Supply Servige
Fe
FSS

GC11.. group coded;#ecording,'
GSA General .60iiigei Administration
Gy gray (abliarbed dose)

.H
He
Hd
HEPA
Hz

11magnetic tfieldintensity
coercivity
demagnetization -field
high efficiency. particulate air filter
hertz

Inch ' ..

..squareare inches
cubic inches `
intensify of magnetization -

Institute'for Computer Sciences And Techndlogy
Instituter-of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

.. -





lb
lbf,

m
, m2.

m3
mm

pound(s)-
'pound-force
. :
meter
square mete
cubic meters
millimeter

N. newton
NBS .National Bur au of. Standards
NRZI nonrreturn- o-zero-I (recording)

oxf ounce-forcel, ,

Oe oersted
:.rw^

Imp , OffiCe of 'Management and.Puget (UPS.)

Pa pascal
PE . phase-encoded (recording)
Pw pulse width (at the 50% of the oulse`peak)level)

1

rd rad (absorbed dose):.'
,RH relative huthiditt

- ,

s second(s) )
sec.(s) section(S)
SAS surface-,analysis system
SI International System of Units
SRM standard reference material

thickness
temperature-hum idity
tape -.management system (or tape librtgy managemen tern)

relative velocity of the head,to the medium -; f

coordinate in the longitudinal tape direction .

bracketa; "enclose reference numbers given in section 6

z o degree
°C' degrees Celsius
of degrees Fahrenheit

V.. .....,gamma
Y-Fe203 gamma ferric oxide

ivavelangthr,
magnetic flux

' per A/m read "amperes per meter")

'm ide-(=164-6)
microinchA=104 in)
micrometer (=104 m); 'also referred to as a rnicron
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